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Foreword
United Nations has declared 2023 as the International Year of Millets. Millets which have been appropriately renamed as “NutriCereals”, were a part of our traditional dietary pattern but have seen a decline in their consumption over the decades. They are not only a
critical source of affordable dietary protein and essential micro-nutrients like iron, zinc, calcium, B-vitamins, among others, but they are also
climate-resilient, environmentally sustainable and farmer-friendly crops. Therefore, with their multi-faceted features and ability to enhance
dietary quality, millets have come into the global forefront.
With demographic and nutrition transition, the inclination towards convenient foods such as rice and wheat led to major changes in
our dietary habits and diminished the proportion of Millets on our plate. Nonetheless, the present global and national dietary requirements
have again highlighted the crucial role of millets in our diet particularly from the perspective of making our diets less calorie dense and more
nutrient dense. Further, the protective features of millets including low glycemic index, source of dietary fibre and antioxidants, which helps
in reducing the risk of lifestyle diseases also lays emphasizes on its importance. The global pandemic of COVID-19 underlined the need for
consuming nutritionally balanced diet to help build and sustain our immune system. Millets, which are multi-nutrient rich have again found
a mention in suggested diets for improving our immunity. Therefore, with the ability to augment dietary interventions targeted at both undernutrition and over-nutrition as well as improving micro-nutrient intake for optimal health and well-being, the revival of millets is imperative.
Creating a demand and ensuring sufficient supply of a food commodity plays a crucial role in its revival. While, we have seen
some rise in demand for Millets with its products finding a place in urban markets along with endorsements by urban consumers on various
platforms, but huge variation in supply (as production of millets is restricted to certain States of the country) leads to recurring shortages in
their availability. Additionally, lack of encouragement among farmers to grow these crops resulting from price insufficiency also contributes
to poor availability. However, sometimes it is also seen that the production may be sufficient to meet the current demand, but the value chain
mechanism may be missing to make the grain suitable for consumption. Thus, we need to be more aggressive in our approach to create a
demand and simultaneously ensure establishment of necessary mechanism to secure supply.
These millet startups play a vital role in the millets value chain by taking them closer to consumers. However, in this ever-changing
world, innovation plays a major role in the sustenance of the startups. Despite the prevalent COVID-19 challenges which resulted in supply
chain disruptions, the dedication of these startups is commendable.
This book has captured 100 stories which offer deeper understanding of the journey of these millet entrepreneurs and innovative
interventions adopted by them in improving the value chain of millets. I hope this publication not only showcases the emerging sector
of Agritech/Food tech in India and abroad, but also throws some light on the prospective entrepreneurs that are working towards finding
solutions to problems such as climate change, nutritional security and doubling farmers income especially, in dry land ecosystem.
I congratulate Dr. B Dayakar Rao, CEO, Nutrihub and his team in publishing this edition of the Compendium of Millet Startups.

Place - New Delhi
Dated - May, 2021

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

(Amitabh Kant)
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Foreword
Millets are a group of cereal food grain crops that are small seeded, adapted for cultivation over a range of tropical and subtropical
climates, can be grown with very low inputs. They were the first crops to be domesticated by the humankind in Asia and Africa
which later spread across the globe as critical food sources to the evolving civilizations.
India is the world’s leader in the production of millets with a share of around 40% of the world’s total production. India produces
around 16 million MT of Millets annually. India is the second largest exporter of Millets. Millets exports from India have
continuously increased at 12% CAGR in the last 3 years. The millets market is set to grow from its current market value of more
than $9 billion to over $12 billion by 2025.
Nutrihub-Technology Business Incubator Start-ups Confederation (TBISC) is an existing TBI since 2017 hosted by ICAR-Indian
Institute of Millets Research (IIMR) and funded by DST & RKVY-RAFTAAR for identifying, nurturing and promoting nutricereal
start-ups across the country by vetting ideas from early stage entrepreneurs and start-ups. Till date it has incubated 54 start-ups and
pre-incubated about 175+start-ups facilitating grants of about R 3.42 crores.
Nutrihub-TBI facilitates funding support for the start-ups and entrepreneurs through two grant-in-aid programs. Nutrihub-TBI also
provides services such as mentoring to the entrepreneurs, providing production and office facilities to the start-ups, developing
networking and linkages, providing trainings related to value addition, processing and packaging techniques. Nutrihub – TBI leads
the promotion of millets in the country through flagship monthly and annual events such as nutricereal conclave, cooking with
millets, start-up ignition, and other regular events.
The role of start-ups is crucial in balancing the existing gaps between the demand supply of millets and their products. They are the
vehicles to take forward the millets to common man’s plate. Several start-ups have been part of Nutrihub-TBI either as graduated
cohorts or as pre-incubates and many more are expected to join in the coming years.
Nutrihub has beautifully captured success stories of 100 successful millet start-ups working across different states in the country.
This book ‘’100 inspirational Stories - A compendium of Millet Start-ups Success Stories” by Nutrihub-TBI is a little step to
motivate the budding enthusiasts in millets to create many more start-ups with novel technologies and innovation to achieve the
common goal of taking millets to the unreached areas and population.
I wish this publication acts as a torchbearer to the prospective entrepreneurs who are working towards finding solutions to problems
of climate change, hunger and malnutrition in the country in general and geographically disadvantaged areas in particular.

Dr. Trilochan Mohapatra
Secretary DARE & DG, ICAR
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Preface
Started with baby steps in 2016 and established through DST’s TBI under NSTEDB program to lay out all the required
infrastructure which is now branded as Nutrihub-TBISC – a section 8 company hosted by ICAR-Indian Institute of
Millets Research, Hyderabad. Nutrihub has become a cynosure of many other institutes of ICAR, CSIR and ICMR.
With an aim to nurture millets-based startups, “Nutrihub” has handheld more than 120+ startups to date. Nutrihub,
IIMR has credited to be the first commodity-based incubator in India. In these nearly five years of its journey, it has
become a one-stop hub for all the startup related facilitations. Till now, we have supported three cohorts with two
different training programs. The first program is for those who want product acceleration for which they can avail
a grant of up to 5 lakh rupees post the training. The second program is for those who want market acceleration for
which they can avail a grant of up to 25 lakh rupees post the training program. This book gives a glimpse of the startup
journeys of the first two cohorts supported by RKVY-RAFTAAR. Starting from farming to the distribution of valueadded products, there are a plethora of opportunities for businesses in this millets value chain though which Nutrihub
can handhold and facilitate the resources.
The authors are grateful for the continuous support and encouragement received from the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR) for efforts in the promotion of millets entrepreneurship. On this occasion, we also would like to thank
our funding agencies - Department of Science & Technology (DST), GoI and Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY),
DAC & FW for their tremendous support throughout our incubation journey, which resulted in the fruits which we are
seeing now. We would like to thank Dr. Vilas A Tonapi, Director, ICAR-IIMR for his longsighted vision about millets
due to which the incubation center is in existence now. Finally, we would like to thank profoundly our startups for the
support whenever we needed them in bringing this book into reality.

Dr. B. Dayakar Rao
Dr. Vilas A Tonapi
Director, ICAR-IIMR,
Hyderabad, Telangana
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CEO, Nutrihub-TBI
Principal Scientist, ICAR-IIMR,
Hyderabad, Telangana.
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Inner Being Wellness Pvt Ltd

Founder & CEO
Mr. C.S. Jadhav

Having understood the need, gap and
opportunity in the market, Inner Being
Wellness’ came up with a unique value
proposition to offer Nutrition products
which are plant-based, natural, nonchemical, fibrous and are backed by R&D,
Clinical trials and scientifically validated;
thus, creating a sustainable unique NutriFood Agri-Business model. The firm’s
vision is to create a Sustainable model by
Leveraging convergence of dry lands for
nutria-food production.

Key Highlights:
Address:
Inner Being Wellness Pvt ltd,
Punjagutta, Hyderabad
Mobile: 9849489799
Email: jadhav@innerbeing.com,
info@innerbeing.com
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● Offering Nutrition products which are
plant-based, natural, non-chemical,
fibrous and are backed by R&D,
Clinical trials and scientifically
validated products; thus, creating a
sustainable unique Nutri-Food Agri
Business model.

● Formed market linkages through
“Amazon,
BigBasket,
Apollo,
Continental Hospital and Maxcure”.
● InnerBeing Received
Siridhanya Award”
Industrious Start-up

“National
for Best

To keep the competitive pace, Inner
Being Wellness has created a competitive
advantage over its competitors through
innovative strategies which are product
innovation backed by R&D and broadened
product offering based on the market
needs, procurement of millets directly
from the farmers to maintain quality and
consistency, collaborate and partner with
Research Institutions for innovation both
in Agri research and Product Innovation,
influencer like Dietitian, Nutritionist,
Wellness, Fitness and health experts
to support the products, E- commerce,

1

SNAPSHOT
Investment

10 Lakhs

Revenue

Rs. 1.3 crore turnover

Jobs Creation

22 persons (18 Male & 4 females)

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

●

Instant Mixes (Sorghum Idli Mix, Dosa Mix and
Pongal Mix)

●

Jowar Flakes

●

Ragi Idly Rawa

●

Ragi Flakes

●

Jowar Puffs

●

Multi Millet Biscuits

●

Multi Millet Laddu

Products & Range

2
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Nutrition Mobile app and web store to promote products,
modern Retail for visibility and convenience to consumers,
media PR and Promotions to target the customers.
The company has been supported in the areas of Technology
transfer, Agri Research, networking with relevant stakeholders,
manufacturing of millets, promotional support etc. Being a
Premier institute, IIMR is also supporting to establish India’s
first Nutri cereals Innovation Centre (NCIC) through a private
public participation (PPP) for development and promotion of
Millets and Nutrition.
Inner Being Wellness Pvt. Ltd, a health and nutri-food
maker received the National Siridhanya Award for the “Best
Industrious Start-up - 2019” from Hon’ble Minister for
Agriculture Shri N.H Shivashankara Reddy
Inner Being Wellness Pvt Ltd is being awarded India‘s Best
Regional Brand Award by World Marketing Congress 2017 at
an event in Mumbai.

Future Plan:
Focusing on digital presence to boost their online sales and to
make their products reach end consumers doorstep easily.
They have recently signed an MoU with Harvest Plus,
which has developed iron fortified pearl millet and with their
collaboration, they are now developing iron-enriched cookies
especially targeting women and children
RSVP:- C. S. Jadhav
E.mail - jadhav@innerbeing.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Fountainhead Foods Pvt Ltd
Founder & CEO
Mr. Sai Krishna Popuri
B.Tech, IIT Delhi

Address:
Plot no A-31/2, IDA
Nacharam, Hyderabad
Mobile: 9494470644
Email: sai@healthsutra.in

4

Growing concern over unhealthy food
habits and fast paced life, choosing millets
as alternate grain for food production
seemed the obvious choice as millets are
rich in various vitamins and minerals.
Their forefathers passed down these super
grains from generation to generation as
a treasure for their well-being. Mr Sai
Krishna Popuri, a B.Tech graduate in
Electrical Engineering from IIT Delhi
hails from Guntur district, Andhra
Pradesh. He was Born and brought up in
a rural region of Narasaraopet.
After a year and a half in the field, he
had realized that millets can help solve
many of the problems of small dry
land farmers and also help the modern
upwardly mobile urban individuals to
eat healthy. He thus established M/s.
Fountainhead Foods Private Limited to
create demand for millet based foods
and eat natural healthy desi – traditional
foods. Mr. N. V. Maheedhar B.Tech, Civil
Engineering graduate from IIT Delhi

basically from Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh
joined Fountainhead Foods in 2016
with six years of experience in project
management, budgeting and business
development in the construction sector.
FountainheadFoods was established in
2013 and has launched over 25 products
under the brand name Health Sutra,
selling them mostly through retail stores,
B2B or B2C using e-commerce websites
like big basket and other social media
platforms. With employee strength of
108 and a monthly turnover of INR 45
Lakhs, they are inching closer to break
even. They have started the company
with a vision to create demand for
diversified indigenous food crops and
empower small farmers by helping them
adopt natural and sustainable agricultural
practices. In the future, they are gearing
up for 100% millet-based products and
other traditional foods launch. Health
sutra was named best agristart-up 2018
by ICFA
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

Rs.68 Lakhs

Revenue

Rs. 4.1 crore turnover

Jobs Creation

22 persons (18 Male & 4 females)

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

Instant Pongal mix
Jowar Vermicelli
Ragi Cookies
Multigrain Atta
Jowar Cookies

Products & Range

RSVP: - Mr. Sai Krishna
Email - sai@healthsutra.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Gobhaarati Agro Industries and Services Pvt Ltd
Founder Director
Mr. Sridhar Murthy Iriventi
B.Tech, IIT Delhi

Address:
Vignanpuri, OU Road,
Hyderabad
Mobile: 9393301678
Email: sridhar.iriventi@gmail.com &
ism@GoBhaarati.com
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Commenced in the year 2012, GoBhaarati
Agro Industries and; Services Pvt. Ltd.
is one of the foremost names in Healthy
foods space esp. Millets based products
in the market. Backed by experts and
experienced professionals, the company
is involved in manufacturing and
wholesaling of Millet Seed, Agnihotra
Kit, Organic Seeds, Millet Semolina
and much more. These products are
extensively acclaimed for their excellent
flavor. Headquartered in Hyderabad,
Telangana, India with activity spread out
in Telangana. Andhra Pradesh and fast
expanding into rest of India is growing
under the leading light of experts and
other members of the company.
GoBhaarati emerged with a mission to
re-establish food as medicine. Millets
and allied smart foods were the obvious
choice to develop the strategy. Its journey
of exploring what would establish millets
and other health foods back into the

dining plate and routine snacks of larger
audiences involves many experiments
and technology transfers with Nutrihub
products that include – Millet-Flakes,
Pasta, Semolinas, Malts, etc.
The Founders, Sridhar Iriventi, BE &
MBA & Srinivas Suraparaju, B.Tech.
(Chemical Engineering), NIT Warangal
has worked on international assignments
in India, USA and European markets
serving Fortune 500 companies.
They observed that performance of
professionals is directly linked to their
health and health is directly linked to
their food and lifestyle. Sridhar took on
a 2-year sabbatical in 2012 before setting
up the company and followed the entire
food chain, nutrition and hygiene in food,
which got distorted over the last 50 years.
● GoBhaarati Received “Best Entrepreneur- Backward Integration
award”

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

SNAPSHOT
Investment

48 lakhs

Revenue

1.5 cr

Jobs Creation

18

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

1. Jowar Museli
2. Zinc Rich Jowar Pasta
3. Sorghum kakra
4. Kodo Flakes
5. Instant Pongal Mix
6. Sorghum puffs
7. Ragi flakes

Products & Range

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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The company has cemented its distinguished presence in the
market owing to its qualitative and cost effective product basket. The company is contributing its might under the banner of
“Let Food be your Medicine” and let it be the cause of health
rather than ill health. The company enroll farmers to produce
the foods in a healthy manner through environment-friendly
practices.

Present in 300 shops but gradually shifting to
direct selling with nutritional Cooking counselling
by our partners.

Products categories:
Indian Spices, Cooking Oil and Cow Ghee, Super foods / Millets,
Forest Honey, Millet Flakes, Millet Flour, Millet Rawas.

Go Bhaarati Agro Industries: GoBhaarati emerged with a mission to re-establish food as medicine. Millets and allied smart
foods were the obvious choice to develop the strategy. Its journey of exploring what would establish millets and other health
foods back in to the dining plate and routine snacks of larger
audience involves many experiments and technology transfers
with Nutrihub products that include – Millet-Flakes, Pasta,
Semolinas, Malts, etc.

The customer footfalls are high as it is located in one of the most
popular places where about 4 Lakh educated and consumers
who are aware of millets benefits reside. Gobhaarati is a highly
scalable model as its model and proof of concept for about 10
engineering colleges with a catchment of 20000 people coming
every working day in addition to 4 lakh foot falls coming from
higher/ middle class and the educated segment. Soon, it could
become a franchise model with a central kitchen model where
Gobhaarati could sell Biryani by Kgs or quintals. They have 24
SKUs in Millets space and overall 45 SKUs, at present.
Incubating at IIMR did give authenticity and acceleration
to develop a product portfolio of 25+ millet-based SKUs.
Currently, they have a full-fledged restaurant for market testing
and sensory analysis at Millet Central & Chilukuri Ruchulu.
GoBhaarati has 10,000 customers and is constantly expanding
with new offerings in products & services and partnerships.
GoBhaarati, though, traditionally named, is a futuristic
company that focuses on the triple bottom line – Financial,
Social & Environmental.
RSVP:- Mr. Sridhar Irrevanti
E-mail - Care@GoBhaarati.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Ahobilam Foods Pvt Ltd
Founder
Ms. Hemamalini Pothuri

Ahobilam Foods was the brainchild
of Hemamalini Pothuri and Srivastava
Varma Pothuri in 2015. With a vision to
create a community supported agricultural
ecosystem to provide healthy, affordable,
naturally grown, sustainable food to their
consumers, they ensure exclusive efforts
in helping farmers receive value for their
produce, thereby eventually helping
everyone get to live a healthy lifestyle.

Key Highlights:
● 90% of the products in their stores are
of millet based products.
Address:
Arunodaya Colony,
Madhapur, Hyderabad.
Mobile: 9581009911
Email: vatsavavarma@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

● 80% raw materials from FPOs and
independent rural farmers.
● 65% Products from independent rural
entrepreneurs.
● They are having their presence in
online food aggregator platforms
Swiggy and Zomato.

● They have registered in GeM.
Ahobilam is the first Millet exclusive
Restaurant and Store located at Madhapur,
Hyderabad. The firm was established with
an effort to create awareness about millets
and help farmers receive competitive
prices for their produce. Their range of
products include all types of millets and
millet-based value-added products with
specialization in ready to eat segment that
includes but not limited to Millet biryani,
millet roti, millet pastas, millet idly, millet
dosa, millet payasam, etc.
Their initiative has garnered support and
accolades through various avenues with
The Times of India, ETv, hmtv, The New
Indian Express, to name a few. They
are also having their presence in online
food aggregator platforms Swiggy and
Zomato.
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

Rs. 20 lakhs

Revenue

Rs. 1.8 cr

Jobs Creation

21+

Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization
and individual Agri-entrepreneurs

Rs. 80 lakhs

New customers served

30,000 +

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

●

Puffs (Sorghum, Foxtail Millet, Pearl Millet and Kodo Millet).

●

Extruded Snacks (2 Variants).

●

Instant Mixes (Sorghum Idli Mix, Dosa Mix and Pongal Mix).

Products & Range
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Ms. Hemamalini Pothuri & Mr. Srivatsava Varma Pothuri
expanded their food chain restaurant to reach more customers
so they recently inaugurated a new branch at Shilparamam,
Hyderabad which is enabling the visitors of Shilparamam to have
healthy millet based foods. Now they have registered in GeM.
With a monthly turnover of 14 Lakh INR and publicity of the
scale of 60,000 footfalls every month through google, they aim
to expand their services and chain of restaurants, additionally
also increasing third party bulk orders. They registered a 20%
year-on-year growth investment yielded three-fold results in
such a short span of time. For their raw material they are linked

to farmers from Kurnool, Anantapur and Karnataka. They wish
to increase their presence throughout the states of Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, adding more products to their
basket as they escalate production.
They are also having their presence in online food aggregator
platforms Swiggy and Zomato. Apart from catering to their
own restaurant, Ahobilam foods also has been providing food
to cater to the food courts of MNCs like Infosys, Deloitte,
Divis Laboratories and Ascendas. Additionally, it also received
visitors from America, a team of Doctors to treat them with
their nutritious delicacies.

OUR JOURNEY
Future Plan:
At Ahobilam Foods, their mission is to
create awareness about millets and
provide wider access points which
include various millets and millet
value-added products. They will be
focussing on opening many millet
stores and millet restaurants/ kiosks,
on approaching many corporates to
cater prepared-food and products
and creating distinct value-added
products, by expanding to various
states in India.

RSVP: Ms. Hemamalini Pothuri
Email - vatsavavarma@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. M For Millet Foods Pvt Ltd
Founder & CEO Troo Good
Mr. Raju Bhupati

Address:
No. 1-98/9/3/46 & 47,
Plot No 15 & 16
Silicon Valley, Madhapur,
Hyderabad, Telangana
Mobile: 9581009911
Email: raju@mformillet.com
Website: www.troogood.com
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Millets although have never been new to
Indians but in the last few decades lot of
alternative grains snaffled the share which
once was dominated by millets. This
ensued the fall of consumption of millets
in the daily meal therefore contributed
rapid declination of production. Knowing
the versatile nature of millet grains and
the significant rewards that it offers to
environment Troo Good, a company that
was founded by Raju Bhupati and Padma
in the year 2018, brought a tangible
plan to bring out affordably nutritious
products using millets. Taste largely
drives the buying decision by most of the
population, so it is a paramount factor to
be addressed while making the products.
Troo Good introduced the snacks by
infusing combination of millets which are
very affordable and tasty. Millet Chikki
with a unique formulation is the poster

product of Troo Good and company has
sold 85 Million millet chikkis in the last
2 years therefore shaping the company as
the front runner disseminating awareness
of Millets.
Millet benefits can best be made
available to the society by tying up with
government and supplying them through
different diet schemes and PDS. This will
eventually spiral up the consumption of
millets amongst the consumers. Troo
Good certainly understood this and
developed meaningful affiliations with
various Govts across India and created
large scale infrastructure to accommodate
the progressive trajectory of growth.
With an annual turnover of over INR
25 crores and ARR INR 35+ Crores
Troo Good established 2 state-of-the-art
factories and maintains 200+ workforce
with dedicated R&D divisions driven by

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

world class nutritionists whose mission is to bring novel millet
products at an affordable price. Troo Good while procures the
raw material from the market yards but also developed stronger
links with farmers and FPOs to cater better economy of scale.

● Muti Millet Flour
● Ragi Flour
● Vitamin Chikkis (Using millets)

Troo Good also offers various millet ready to eat products:

● Millet & Dry Fruit bars

● Ragi/Millet Rusk

● Millet Pops with a combination of Honey & Seeds
SNAPSHOT

Investment

INR 80 Million

Revenue

INR 250 Million

Jobs Creation

200+ Members

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Products & Range
Raju Bhupati is the Founder and CEO of Troo Good- India’s
largest Millet snacks company that aims to fulfill the nutritional
needs of the country. Serving more than 15 million healthy
millet snacks monthly to different sections of population in
India Troo Good solidifies its position as the most trusted brand
in both AP and Telangana states. Troo Good began selling
millet based chapatis in few schools and reputed IT companies
-since then grew 17X in 20 months by serving cumulatively
80 Million diverse millet snacks. Built on Taste, Affordability
and Nutrition fundamentals Troo Good is a down-to-earth
brand that aims to keep very healthy products reachable to the
masses.
Before Troo Good, founded Hello Curry in 2013 conceived as
the India’s first cloud-kitchen-only chain. Hello Curry is now
operational in Dubai and is picking up the expansion in middle
east.
Earlier worked at Adaequare as COO ran Global Sales and
Marketing for the niche Mobile, Big Data & Testing Services
firm headquartered in USA with delivery & operations in
Hyderabad.
Until 2012, Chief of ITS Delivery Services in CSC, with P&L
responsibility for $250Mn and a 4500 member team offering
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highly specialized independent testing services driving revenue
and margin growth, driving highly unique & innovative
solutions globally through differentiated thinking, and effective
partnering for delivering end-to-end solutions to clients.
Deep understanding and exposure to Independent Testing
Services spanning Industry processes, emerging technologies,
services delivery. Systems Integration experience on large
global programs in multi-vendor environment at large Fortune
500 organizations,
Personal passion and love remains music. Released music
album - Zillll which is a fascinating blend of World-Hindustani
music that stands as silent testimony of the same.
Dabbled in writing a book Divine Showers which is a Biography
that is set in Amalapuram, Godavari district and tells the story
of Shri Narasimha Raju; a great spiritual leader, a healer and
an erudite scholar.
RSVP:- Mr. Raju Bhupati
E-mail - raju@mformillet.com
Website : www.mformillet.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Ridgeland Industries Pvt Ltd
Founder
Ms. Dabbugunta Madhavi

“RIGDAM was inspired by a woman’s
constant struggle to give her family
healthy & tasty snack foods.” As a mother
Ms.Dibyajyothi, found it difficult to keep
her children away from junk foods & give
them healthier tasty snack options. There
was a lack of delicious, healthy snacks
in the market. When she came to know
about Millet - the ancient miracle super
crop, she decided to embrace it & make
products using it.

Key Highlights:Address:
ALEAP Industrial Estate, Pragathi
Nagar, Opp JNTU,
Kukatpally, Hyderabad
Mobile: 9676288476
Email: indmillets@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

● Recovered their 104 Lakh investment
to almost 80% in just a span of three
years.
● Supported FPOs by purchasing raw
material directly from farmers.

Founder
Ms. Dibyajyothi Borgohain
● Received “Best Women Entrepreneurs
Award”, Telangana State (2017) by
ICAR-IIMR and “Women of Mettle
startup wave Incubation Award”
(2017) amongst others.
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Ridgeland Industries Pvt Ltd are manufacturers of ready-to- eat
on-the-go tasty, healthy and affordable convenient snack foods
made of millets like millet crispy, millet biscuits, Ragi Choco
balls. These snacks do not contain any artificial color or taste
enhancer, to ensure the safety and health of the consumers.
Acknowledging that one’s health is the greatest wealth that one
could hoard, the firm brands its snacks as Rigdam which means
wealth/abundance in Danish.As millet doesn’t consume much
water and time to be produced in comparison to other crops,
it is both economical to grow, eco-friendly and guarantees a
quick return of investment for the farmers. Ridgeland Industries
Pvt Ltd sources their millets directly from Farmers Producers’
Organization (FPO)- ensuring farmers a better price.

Incorporated in the year 2014 in Hyderabad, Ridgeland
Industries Pvt Ltd, is one of the first few enterprises working in
the space of millet based healthy food products. They are being
supported by millet research institutes like ICRISAT & IIMR
in their journey of bringing healthy products to the people. Ind
Millet Foods is now known as RidgeLand Industries Pvt. Ltd.
All the while, the founder met amazing people and her business
partner (Madhavi). They then ventured into this journey of
creating snacks to make eating healthy, delicious, easy & fun.
It’s been an incredible journey so far with lots of learnings and
they hope it to be more interesting in the future

SNAPSHOT
Investment

104 lakhs

Revenue

121 lakhs

Jobs Creation

9

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

1. Ragi Cookies
2. Jowar flakes

Products & Range

RSVP:- Ms. Dabbugunta Madhavi,
E.mail - rigdamfoods@gmail.com
Website : https://rigdamfoods.com/
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Kamakshi Foods
Founder
Mr. Raghu & Mrs. Lasya Priya

Bhagyanagar foods started in the year
2001 and is into manufacturing /packing
all type of groceries under the brand
“VSR” which is one of the leading brands
in Telangana.
VSR brand is available at all the modern
trade outlets like Metro, Dmart, Reliance,
Wal-Mart, Spencer’s, Aditya Birla More,
Ratnadeep, Spar Hyper, Hypercity, etc.
The products are available online through
Big Basket and Grofers.

Address:
Survey no 817/1, Sagar Road,
Turkayamjal, Hayathnagar Mandal
Hyderabad -501510.
Mobile: +91 9246227850, 7842993299
Email: info@vsrfoods.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Bhagyanagar foods also are a repacker for
most of the major brands like star bazar,
best value, etc. having huge packing areas
through complete automated machineries.

Key Highlights:● Bhagyanagar Foods Exports Rice and
Other Cereals to Various Countries
Like USA, Netherlands, Australia,
New Zealand, through its Authorized
Channel Partners.
● Bhagyanagar Foods is also into processing, manufacturing & Marketing
of Millets and its by-products including ready to cook products like Pasta,
Vermicelli, Noodles, etc. along with
Instant Mixes Made out of Finger and
Foxtail millets.

SNAPSHOT
Investment

8 cr

Revenue

15 cr

Jobs Creation

30+

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

Jowar Rich Multi grain Atta
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Products & Range

Bhagyanagar Foods is one of the leading manufacturers of Rice
having rich experience in processing and supplying of Rice
for about 3 decades. Started their first Rice Mill in 1980 with
a capacity of 45 Mts/day at Shamsheergunj, this is a modern
Rice Mill spread in 9000Sft with 1 shed of 2,000 Sft and 1
shed of 2,700 Sft. The production capacity of 10,000 Kg Per
hour through fully automated Sortex machines with foreign
technology. Thereafter, they identified large scope in the millet
food industry made them enter millet based foods which deals
with all staples along with millets and successfully running
from one decade.
Nutrihub, ICAR-IIMR helped the startup in Transfer of
technology, guidance about nutritional profile of product
developed, packaging, marketing and hand on training. Initial

investment by startup entrepreneur was Rs.5 lakh. It has set
up market linkages with strong distributorship and linkages
with retail organized malls. Scale of production is multigrain100000 SKU/month, Semolina-200000 SKU/month. Present
turnover of the company is Rs.5 crore. Institute has supported
startups in sharing the technology of sorghum, products hands
on training, product improvement, shelf life improvement and
packaging designing and labelling.

Future Plan:
Planning to improve distribution system by exporting our
products to other countries and working for better supply chain
management
RSVP:- Mr. P. Raghu
E.mail - vsrfoods@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Perfura Technologies India Pvt Ltd

Founder
Mr. Udhay Gopal

Address:
#7, Maruthamalai Gounder Layout,
Ramakrishnapuram, Ganapathy,
Coimbatore-641006,
Tamilnadu, India
Mobile: 9894930009; 9894800009
Email: sales@perfuratech.com
info@perfuratech.com
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Perfura Technologies (India) Private
Limited established in the year 2014
as a Private Limited Company venture
with its operational unit at Coimbatore,
Tamil Nadu (India). Founder is Er. Udhay
Gopal, a post graduate in Advanced
Manufacturing
Technology
from
University of South Australia, Australia
with a Bachelor degree in Production
(Mechanical) Engineering from Anna
University, India.

establishing an engineering company at
his home town to strengthen the slogan
of ‘Make in India’. With discussion and
extensive search, he realized a demand
for GMP in the Agricultural / Food
industry which led to the start of Perfura
Technologies (India) Private Limited.
Today, with a good start and the right
professional team, their company has
established more than 20 processing units
for Millets, Dhal, Groundnut and Rice.

After a period of professional experience
in India and Australia, he thought of
SNAPSHOT
Investment

100 lakhs

Revenue

3 cr

Jobs Creation

20
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Products & Range

Processing of Millets become essential, since there seems to be
a high demand across South Indian States and North Eastern
States of India. Consumers have become very much aware of
the fact that millets are highly nutritious than age old cereals.
In this dynamic era, manual processing of millets increases
both time and labour involvement. Moreover, the wastage of
raw material cleaning and the efficiency in dehulling is greatly
affected. So, it has become mandatory to develop the right
machinery for all the millets to be processed and consumed.
Founder Mr. Udhay Gopal, had a deep urge to build a startup relating to Millet Processing. He found that the processing
operations are done inefficiently through market research at
various stages. Then ‘PERFURA’ came into existence. Mr.
Udhay Gopal, is a post graduate in Advanced Manufacturing
Technology from University of South Australia, Australia with
a Bachelor degree in Production (Mechanical) Engineering
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from Anna University, India. After a period of professional
experience in India and Australia, he thought of establishing
an engineering company in hishometown. Director, Mr. P.
Gopalakrishnan, has more than 30 years of experience in the
Machinery industry.

Future Plans:
In future, the founder aims to set up Millet Primary Processing
Units for FPOs and SHGs, strengthen Make in India, Product
Development for millet-based products and propose buyback
from customers. Also, they want to focus more on Marketing,
i.e., Referrals, Online Platforms, Seminars, Workshops, Govt.
Workshops etc.
RSVP:- Mr. Udhay Gopal
E.mail - udhay.gopal@perfuratech.com
Website: https://perfura.in/
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Adithi Millets
Founder
Ms. Mamatha KM

Address:
51/1040B1 UP,
Seetharam Nagar, Kurnool,
Andhra Pradesh-518003
Mobile: 73868-74239
Email: adithi.millets@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Founders of Adithi have always been very
consistent in stressing that millets are the
lost food that needs to find a way back
to the Indian Diet. They have for a long
time been providing the nutrients with
very little input. However, ever since
the Green Revolution the percentage
cultivation of millets has been declining.
But the lifestyle diseases that have been
creeping up on the young population
lately has acted as an eye opener for
many. The benefits of millets need to be
capped and they need to be included in
the diet again.

They are into Multi millet flour and Java,
currently. They have been consistently
working on different strategies and
various avenues of marketing to establish
a strong consumer base so that revenue
generation is stabilised, and new products
can be easily launched. Their customised
product line helps to process all kinds of
millet in one set of processes to attain
the desired set of quality and uniformity
through standardization. They are directly
working with farmers, to make them
realize more money for their produce.

SNAPSHOT
Investment

50 lakhs

Revenue

166 lakhs

Jobs Creation

19 (11 women & 8 men)
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Products & Range
revenue. They are connected with more than 200 farmers
in Kurnool and Mahbubnagar area. Their last year revenue
touched 30 lacs and this year they are on their way to achieving
166 lacs. Currently, they are providing employment to 19
members. They have capped their monthly growth at 5% and
the founder, Mamtha KM believes that their consumer base
will enable them to have a competitive advantage over their
competitors and increase their revenues. In the future, they also
plan to adopt a subscription-based model for stabilized sales
and directly reaching out to end buyers

TEAM:

However, to adjust to the
consumption patterns of the
younger generations it is imperative
that the millets be modified too.
Therefore, the founders believe in
the 21st century with a difference.
Adithi Millets, although initially to
establish a consumer base, has been
solely dealing in millets that are just primary processed, plan
to take the initiative further, eventually, they plan to introduce
millet-based grits batter into the market.
Currently, they are connected to 62 retailers, with 7 bulk buyers
and reaching out to over 300 consumers. Also, they are directly
working with the farmers, so as to make farmers realise more
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Somashekar : M.B.A - CEO
Mamatha KM - M.B.A - Co-Founder
Mohan Kadimpalli - B.B.M, F.C.A - Co-founder
Shekhar Pothula - MA, M.Ed- Farmer Coordinator
Krishna - Production Head
Present Team: 11 women and 8 men
Future : To Increase the team to 50+ in by 2022

RSVP:- Ms. Mamatha KM
E.mail - adithi.millets@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Boinpallys Agro Food Products

Director
Mr. B. Shashidhar Rao

Address:
Himayatnagar, Hyderguda,
Hyderabad, Telangana
Mobile: 9490976795| 9490864795
Email: boinpallysagrofood@gmail.com,
director@boinpallys.com
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Boinapallys Agro Food Products Pvt. Ltd,
registered in the year December 2017,
with a goal to improve the local economy
of farmers and maintain environmental
sustainability.
Since
generations,
Shashidhar and Bhargava Rao’s families
have been one of Telangana’s largest
millet growers of mainly Kodo, Ragi
and Jowar, and they swear by the health
benefits of millets. However, they had
stopped millet production for a period
of 30 years, but the increasing impact of
climate change encouraged them to revert
back to the traditional agricultural crops.
Although, this time, they were determined
about value addition and manufacturing
of value added products. Therefore,
began an interesting agripreneur journey.
After finishing their Postgraduate

degrees from abroad, they returned to
India to become Entrepreneurs in the
agricultural industry with special focus
on millets. Mr. Shasidhar Rao was a
research scholar in Food Technology
from helmut-aurenz research institute
and DAAD fellow, Germany. In the year
2015-16, they treaded on a long journey
throughout the length and breadth of the
country from Jammu to Tripura. They
tried to understand various food fusions
in different parts of the country mainly
using millets. Finally, they began their
own family company in the year Dec
2017. Being from the farming community
themselves, they have undertaken several
steps for improving the local economy
of farmers. Contract farming through
monitoring (fixed time, fixed quantity
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and fixed amount) and through timely assistance in growing
crops with the latest scientific techniques and accentuating
those efforts with training to name a few. Secondly, they are
giving 5% profit share from their company to the farmers who

supply their grains to them. They believe these two steps will
encourage the farmers immensely, mainly for millet growing
farmers.

SNAPSHOT
Investment

2 cr

Revenue

1 cr

Jobs Creation

8 no

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

1. Millet Semolina
2. Millets Flour
3. Millets Vermicelli
4. Millet Cookies
5. Millet Bread/Bun
6. Zinc-rich Jowar Biscuits

Products & Range (www.boinpallys.com/shop)
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They are in the process of setting up a food processing plant
for making biscuits, cookies, Primary processing of grains,
Rawa and flour initially within next 3 months in Zaheerabad,
Telangana. They have started their commercial operations
from OCTOBER 2019. For Marketing they have signed
agreements with PAN India distributors and internationally
accredited vendors. They have trademarked their logo in
domestic and export class sections. They have exported their
products to USA, Canada and Singapore. Culture Change-This
is a trigger that also affects a large number of people and can
transform economies. In this case, it is the change towards an
entrepreneurial culture that is providing the trigger. “It is not
just a matter of removing the inhibitions but also by replacing
them by positive stimulation”, they say.
In Partnership with IIMR and Nutrihub, they have successfully
completed the first ever pilot project of supplying Cookies and
Vermicelli made out of millets (Ragi and Jowar) to 6000 tribal
students of Telangana as an evening snack and breakfast for
over a period of 3 months.
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In Haryana they have successfully completed the first ever
pilot project of supplying Mixture, semolina to anganwadi in
Ambala Region.
In Gujarat they have successfully completed the first ever pilot
project for ekalavya model school by providing Iron rich millet
Laddus for a period of 90days in Vadodara region.

Future road map:
By 2022 they are focused to achieve turnover of over 100cr
and by year 2024 seed bank to the tune of 100,000 acres and to
benefit 10000+ farmers
By the end of financial year 2024, their plan is to emerge as one
of the world top 100 food processing industries.
RSVP:- Mr. B. Shasidhar Rao
E.mail -boinpallysagrofood@gmail.com
director@boinpallys.com
www.boinpallys.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. eFresh Healthy Foods Happy Life Pvt. Ltd.
Founder
Mr. Srihari Kotela

Address:
Indraprasth, 8-2-681/7,
4th Floor, Road No.12,
Banjara Hills
Hyderabad - 500 034
Mobile: 9848034740
Email: srihari@efreshglobal.com
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eFresh Healthy Food Happy Life (P)
Ltd has conceived a Pesticide Residue
Free Initiative for the supply of Safe
Food to the consumers at affordable
prices and simultaneously facilitating
increased income to the Farmers. eFresh
is a differentiator by selecting the right
path in between the normal and organic
certified Products. The prices of organic
products are affordable only to high net
worth consumers, leaving over 95% of
the consumers from consuming Safe
Food. Here, eFresh intervention plays a
crucial role in the supply of Safe Food to
the consumers at an affordable price.
Farmers are advised to implement good
agricultural practices, an accredited
scheme launched for the first time in
India by Quality Council of India (www.
qcin.org) for small and marginal farmers.

Before procuring the farm produce,
the samples are drawn and tested at
NABL accredited lab according to the
requirements of FSSAI. If the test reports
show below detectable limits, then the
produce is declared as residue free.
This process of implementation is very
user friendly for the farmers as against
many compliances and certification
requirements for labelling the product as
organic, which is an expensive process
for small and marginal farmers.
Normally farmers cultivating millets
use minimum plant protection products,
following pre harvest intervals and
therefore most of the millet farm produce
will be residue free when harvested.
Through this initiative, both farmers
and consumers are benefited in terms
of increased income for the farmers,
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sustainability of farming operations and affordability of cost
and safe food to the consumers.
eFresh Healthy Food Happy Life (P) Ltd is an initiative of eFresh
Agribusiness Solutions (P) Ltd, whose initiatives are supported

by National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
(NABARD) and International Research Institution for SemiArid Crops (ICRISAT) and Indian Institute of Millet Research
(IIMR).

SNAPSHOT
Investment

27 lakhs

Revenue

50 lakhs

Jobs Creation

15+

Products & Range

eFresh’s knowledge is augmented by Global Food Safety
Initiative (France), International Crops Research Institute
for the Semi-Arid Tropics(ICRISAT), The World Vegetable
Centre, National Research Centre On Meat, National Institute
of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE),USAID,
Dept. of Food Science and Animal Nutrition, Michigan State
University, Indian Horticulture Development Alliance, British
Retail Consortium (UK), Safe Quality Food Institute (USA),
International Accreditation Forum (Australia), Grameen Intel
Social Business, Dept. of Tea Science and University of North
Bengal.
They have established connections with FPO, Jagityala, mainly
for mangoes. They directly procure from farmers and supply
to consumers. They deal in Millets, Fruits and cereals with
their monthly turnover of 1 Lakh INR through a small team of
five members. They however, wish to infiltrate the corporate
sector, gated communities and other Indian Customers and
supply pesticide free and quality food to end consumers, with
competitive prices with certification from NCMB, Mumbai.
RSVP:- Mr. Srihari Kotela
E-mail - srihari@efreshglobal.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Nutrisnax

Founder
Mr. Rohit Didige

Address:
Plot No. A-28/1/10/A/BIDA
Nacharam, Hyderabad-76

Mobile: 9160443243
E-mail: rohitdidige@gmail.com
Website: https://megoindia.com
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Globalisation has changed the eating
habits of many countries and India is no
exception. Also, India is seeing some
lifestyle changes due to more and more
women entering into the workforce.
Hence, the search for ready to eat, which
are at grab and are nutritious has increased.
MeGo has understood this well and came
up with a start-up idea of making millet
based snacks, which are blanched with
some Indian flavours. They are currently
producing and selling 500 kgs per month
to IT professionals and school going kids.
Nutrisnax (Mego) was established in

Investment
Revenue
Jobs Creation

2018 and currently offers 11 millet-based
snacks and breakfast cereal options. Their
product basket includes the following.
● Millet Crispy Chips - Chippy Chips,
Oreno Chips, Garlibo Chips
● Millet Crunchy Mixes - Sweet Heat
Millet Mix, Chatpat Millet Mix
● Millet Energy Bytes - Coco Millet
Bytes, Multi Millet Bytes
● Millet Health Bars - Choco Dry Fruit
Health Bar, Amaranth Health Bar
● Breakfast cereal - Millet Breakfast
Cereal

SNAPSHOT
30 Lakhs
25 Lakhs only
9
1. Extruded Snacks
2. Sorghum puffs
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Products & Range

They have marketing through various online platforms such
as Justdial, Facebook and Instagram as Mego India. They sell
directly to consumers with a trial and error method assisted
by Sketchmesh, a marketing agency. They have recently begun
operations and are positive that their 10 member team shall
be instrumental in scaling up production and in increasing
employment.

They have linked up with farmers with buyback options
and have a plan to target consumers falling in the working
age group and children. They plan to commence retail sale
post completion of Research and Development on shelf-life
extension. The target is to reach 2 tonnes of production and
selling in the medium term and 10 tonnes in 1-2 years.

RSVP: Mr. Rohit Didige
E-mail - rohitdidige@gmail.com
https://megoindia.com/
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Borne Technologies Private Limited

Founder
Mrs. Subalakshmi
Sankaranarayanan,
MD

Address:
5/153/5 Poolakkadu, Thottam Rd,
Arasur, Tamil Nadu 641407
Mobile: +91 7506781045
Email: director.borne@gmail.com
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There was a prominent gap in technology
for the efficient processing of minor
millets, leaving the bran intact and using
food grade materials with operational
ease, which hampered growth in the
minor millet value chain. To bridge this
gap, Borne Technologies Private Limited
was established in the year 2017, through
research resulting in the availability
of the Borne Minor Millet Dehuller
SSN (named after the additional Chief
Secretary of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu,
Ms Santha Sheela Nair). The company
specialises in the manufacturing of food
processing machinery with a specific
focus on dryland crops, mainly minor
millets.
Their technologies also extend to other
dry staples in the rice, pulses, and legumes

range for primary cleaning and processing.
The team, led by the Chairman, Mrs.
Subalakshmi Sankaranarayanan and the
Director, Vikram Sankaranarayanan, The
Head of Operations/ Production, Mr.
Vignesh Raam Ankuraj, had researched,
designed, developed and commercialised
the ‘Borne Minor Millet Dehuller SSN’,
a technology that has revolutionised the
industrial processing for minor millets,
thereby allowing for national and
international millet-industry scalability.
The team also developed and innovated
complementary technologies, which
are linearly set-up thereby creating
an end-to-end production line for the
minor millet processing, known as the
‘Borne SMART’ (Small Millet Aleurone
Retention Technology).

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

SNAPSHOT
Investment
Revenue
Jobs Creation
Technology taken from ICAR – IIMR

10 l
40 l
10
1. Kodo Flakes

Products & Range

Vignesh Raam Ankuraj undertook the challenge of conducting
research and developing a technology to de-hull minor millets
efficiently, by retaining the bran layer, avoiding temperature
change and being energy efficient. Along with his team, he
created multiple prototypes of de-hullers and successfully
created the first edition of the ‘Borne Minor Millet Dehuller
SSN’. Their Chairman, Mrs. Subalakshmi Sankaranarayanan,
understood the potential of this technology to assist in
developing the minor millet industry, which was vital to
address climate-change oriented food security alongside
nutrition security and providing the key link between backward
and forward integration, sorely lacking in the industry. Hence,
Borne Technologies Pvt. Ltd. began commercialising the
technologies required for the processing of minor millets in
the form of an end-to-end line, namely the Borne SMART. It
has started gaining state-wide, nation-wide and international
acknowledgement and demand. Research and development
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underpin the core ethos of functioning at Borne Technologies
Pvt. Ltd. and will be the foundation of their future developments.
Vikram Sankaranayanan, a London School of Economics and
Political Science (LSE) graduate, has been working towards
the promotion of millets in India and abroad. His focus is
towards addressing nutrition security and food security related
issues emerging globally, with emphasis on environmental
and financial sustainability. He is an agri-preneur, focusing on
developing dryland/ rain-fed sustainable agriculture, seeking to
empower farmers and stakeholders along the food value chain
with state-of-the-art technologies in food processing. With Ms.
Santha Sheela Nair IAS, a retired senior bureaucrat, mentoring
him into millets and allied industries, he focuses on addressing
farmer issues at the macro-meso-micro level.
RSVP: Mrs. Subalakshmi Sankaranarayanan
E-Mail – director.borne@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. DMR Food Products

Founder
Mr. Mahipal Reddy

DMR food product’s mission is to provide
healthy and tasty millet based snacks and
breakfasts that are easy to cook and can
be consumed between meals. They want
to bring nutrition and joy with healthy
millet snacks to their target group. They
have been into raw millet businesses like
Ragi, jowar, pearl, and Kodo etc. and
since last 5 years They have expanded
our products to millet based value added

products. Their product portfolio includes
100% natural millets based value-added
products, like ready to cook and ready to
eat instant millet idli powders, vermicelli,
and ragi biscuits, etc. They don’t use any
preservatives and have no chemicals.For
the value-added products they took the
support from IIMR (Indian Institute of
millets research).

SNAPSHOT

Address:
G-01 Shekar Residency,
Near Daadys Elixir, E-City Phase-2,
Banglore, Karnataka-560100

Mobile: 6366611126
Email: dmrfoodproducts@gmail.com

Investment
Revenue
Job Creation
Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and individual Agri - entrepreneur
New customers served
Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

40 lakhs
10 lakhs
Team 12 , employees 9
6 lakhs
1000+
1. Instant Jowar Upma mix
2. Instant Millet Idly Mix
3. Instant Ragi soup mix
4. Ragi Vermicelli
5. Jowar vermicelli
6. Jowar Cookies

RSVP: Mr. Mahipal Reddy
E-Mail – dmrfoodproducts@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. SB Home Appliances

Founder
Mr. Y. Suresh Babu

Defying all principles of marketing and
promotion that are most vouched for in
any industry is SB Home Appliances. A
simple idea can lead to great innovations
and this has been proved by the founder
himself. The simple roti making machine
is not only a big success in India but is

also in great demand in the International
Market with the likes of countries like
Netherlands, UK, US amongst others.
He is the proud owner of one of the most
popular brands that sells the roti making
machines at affordable rates that can be
put to both commercial and domestic use.

SNAPSHOT
Address:
B Home Appliances,
Shri Chaitanya Junior Kalasala
Building,
Opposite Hotel TajMahal,
beside Narayanguda Flyover,
Hyderabad

Investment

40 lakhs

Revenue

1 cr

Jobs Creation

15+

Mobile: 9440095707
Email: sbhomeappliances707@gmail.com
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Products & Range
Unlike others they have let their work speak with only word-of-mouth
publicity leading to monthly turnover of INR 27 Lakh. This is to reduce the
burden that most Indian Women have to face especially those cooking for
joint families where members can be upto 20-25. This machine not only
decreases the effort involved for the same but also ensures consistency in
quality. The money spent on Research and Development of the Roti Maker
was considerable, which is over 30 Lakh, but it has yielded him rewarding
results.

Future Plan:
Planning for Manufacturing of an Automated Millet Roti
machine of 500 pieces per hour.

RSVP : Mr. Y. Suresh Babu
E-Mail – sbhomeappliances707@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. SS Bhavani Foods

Founder
Mr. Veera Shetty Biradarm

Address:
Gangapur Village,
Sangareddy Dist, Telangana

Located in Telangana, Ganagpur Village
(Sangareddy District) is home to Bhavani
Foods which was established in 2009.
The Founder is a Graduate with a
cumulative landholding of 18 acres on
which he cultivates crops like sugarcane,
chickpea, red gram, jowar, bajra, foxtail
millet, brown-top millet and finger millet.
The brainchild for his company were
these very crops! Veer Shetty Biradhar
(45) was determined to encourage the
consumption of millets as he believes
they are healthy (rich in micro and macro
nutrients), least infected by pests, easy to
consume and can be easily incorporated
into the lifestyle of the generation.

for his remarkable achievements in
millets- based value-added products,
including ‘Best Farmer Award’, from
MS Swaminathan Research Foundation
(MSSRF), Jeypore, Odisha in 2017,
‘Dr. M.V. Rao Memorial Award’ from
Professor Jayashankar Telangana State
Agricultural University (PJTSAU) in
2017 and ‘Best Millet Misharayya Award’
from Indian Institute of Millet Research
(IIMR) Hyderabad in 2017. He earns Rs.
3-4 lakh annually from agriculture, apart
from millet-based value-added products.
In future, he wants to start ready-toeat millet foods and wishes to cover
maximum regions across the country.

Mr.
Biradar’s
work
has
been
acknowledged through several awards

Mobile: 9490523302
Email: ssbhavanifoods3312@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

7 lakhs

Revenue

18 lakhs

Jobs Creation

12 no

Products & Range

Seven years of relentless toil has yielded him over 60
value added products from Bhavani Foods, which has
significant technical contribution from Dr CL Gowda,
Deputy Director General, ICRISAT and Dr CH Ravindra
Reddy, Director, MSSRF. An interesting story although
precedes this initiative. While on a visit to Maharashtra,
Mr Biradhar had to go sans food due to its unavailability.
When the realization of sustainability dawned upon him,
he began to look for alternatives to produce not only
healthy and easily consumable food but also pass on the
same to the future generations.
Collaborations and research ensued, and millets
and their value-added products became the obvious
choice! Further, the organization has grown to provide
employment to 20 villagers (with Technical Degrees in
Food and Agriculture and also simple graduates) with an
even gender ratio and 2 scientists as Advisors. Raking in
a monthly income of INR 5 Lakh/month didn’t come easy
for them. Ceaseless toil and continuous improvement,
maintaining high quality standards coupled with Good
Agricultural Practices and Management have contributed
to commendable yield from his agricultural land even
though the village receives only average rainfall.
To engrave his ideology further, he established an NGO,
Swayam Shakthi Agri Foundation exclusively for the
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farmers. This organization covers 1000 farmers from 8 villages
in Sangareddy district itself and is responsible for dissemination
of timely information and technology for better and improved
crop yield. The NGO has also developed a Millovit Health
Mix developed from seeds bought by the benefitting farmers
through the buy-back process. Beginning with a cumulative
fund of 36 Lakh and growing to a 3-crore enterprise, isn’t a
milestone for Mr Biradhar.
He aims to expand his business from 4 cities (Hyderabad,
Vijayawada, New Delhi, Visakhapatnam) to schools as midday meal programs (collaboration with the state government)
and also targeting consumers directly for the products’
consumption. With all these missions, Mr Biradhar knows he
has a long way to go and he believes if all work in unanimity it
won’t be a far-fetched dream.
Mr. Biradar received technical guidance about millet processing,
types of machinery etc. from ICAR-Indian Institute of Millets
Research (IIMR), Hyderabad, Telangana. He also started
working with an Indian Council of Agricultural Research
(ICAR) project called FARMER FIRST in collaboration with
IIMR. He started another value-added centre (shop) on February
27, 2017, to expand the coverage of millet-based value-added
products. He also delivered a seminar on “Underutilized crops
for nutritional security” at MSSRF, Jeypore, Odisha, followed
by a field visit to educate farmers in Odisha.
Ruruban project mahabubnagar district ganded mandal and
village 200 men farmers and 30 women farmers our NGO
swayam shakti Agri foundation has trained them in millet
processing ,millet biscuits and millet namkeen in visakhapatnam
district, araku mandal.
We distributed millets and trained people in six villages.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

RSVP : Mr. Veera Sheety Biradarm
E-Mail – ssbhavanifoods3312@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Centre for Tech. & Develop. Society
Founder
Dr. Kalpana Arora

Address:
Village Sahespur,
Dehradun, Uttarakhand

Millet based VAPs have not been
seriously
attempted
commercially
particularly in North India (bar a very
few exceptions limited to cookies only).
Despite being exceptionally nutritious,
their consumption has declined due to
standardized processing techniques to
compete with fine cereals. Hence an
effort is made to process and increase
the utilization of small millets in popular
foods types the tag of ‘SUPERHEALTH
FOODS’. Although, Uttarakhand state
is 3rd largest producer of Millet in
India, the production is continuously
declining. They seek to introduce a novel
millet based FSSAI compliant packaged
product range, such as breakfast cereals,

flakes, pops, instant food mixes, etc. into
the market not only improve the food
and nutritional security but also open a
new market for farmers in urban areas to
improve their income and development
of highly improved products.
• Basket of FSSAI licensed nutritional
millet products
• Can provide preventive health care
form lifestyle diseases
• Ready to Eat and Minute Taking
Recipies (MTRs) for working class
families in Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities
• Direct involvement of the beneficiaries
in Hub and Spoke Rural Enterprise
Model

Mobile: 9958200572
Email: ctd.delhi@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

18 lakhs

Revenue

14 lakhs

Jobs Creation

8

customers served

-

Technology License

-

Products & Range

Finger- Millet Cookies

Millet Product Training Programmes
(Pic (a): Wadis; (b):Bread and Rusks)
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Finger millet Flour (Plain & Malted),
Finger millet cookies, Multigrain cookies,
Finger Millet Rusks

RSVP:- Dr. Kalpana Arora
E.mail – ctd.delhi@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Rowan Agro Nature Pvt Ltd
Founder
Dr. Umesh Devurker

Address:
KIADB, Plot No 69,
Block-II. Aliabad, Industrial Area,
Vijayapura, Karnataka
Mobile: 9880319926
Email: umesh.devurkar@agronature.in
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Rowan Agro Nature’s cob products are
derived from corncobs grown in the
northern districts of Karnataka’s major
corn-growing areas. Their products are
100% environmental-friendly and all
are natural, virtually dust-free and are
non-toxic. Thus, they do not require any
special pre-disposal treatments.
Rowan Agro Nature’s corncob products
are defined by the size of the particles and
the parts of the cob from which they are
made. Cob grits are granular in nature and
shades of brown/tan in color.
● Virtually odourless.
● Heat dried, milled, air cleaned and
mechanically sifted for optimal sievesizing.

● No additives, chemicals or solvents
used in the production process.
● All products are produced in facilities
dedicated for the purpose.
● Shelf-life is indefinite, as long as the
material is stored dry - corncob will
not absorb ambient humidity.
● Corncob is solely a fibrous,
cellulosic product, with no nutritional
components such as protein or
carbohydrates.
Rowan Agronature Pvt. Ltd. was cofounded by Dr. Umesh Devurker and
Pratibha Devurkar. Processing of corn
cob began, and the plant was certified
with ISO 9001:2015 for improving grit
quality. They also collaborated with
GCPL, IISc (Green Rotary Drier) and
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

40 L lakhs

Revenue

90 lakhs

Jobs Creation

8

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

1. Multi Millet cookies
2. Sorghum based Energy bar

Products & Range
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They began working with local farmers/NGO/farmers groups
in Vijayapura district to create awareness regarding the
benefits of organic cultivation methods to grow millets. They
also worked to create awareness on the importance of getting
organic certification for the farmers produce, which will in
turn bring in higher revenues to the farmers by selling organic
certified millets. They established a full line of machineries for
primary processing of millet and cereal grains at Vijayapura.

(NAFED) and NOP (USDA). They brought in several process
improvements to improve process yield and quality parameters
of the grains and flours. External and internal training for the
workers had allowed to improve the quality of processing,
packing etc. They started encouraging farmers/ farmer groups
to bring in small quantities of millets grown in their farms to
plant for processing, enabling them to consume the healthy
millets they grow and to market locally for the others, therein;
increasing the availability of processed millets to everyone
at the Village/Hobli / District households. They began with
primary processed Millets and gradually want to further into
value added products and nutraceuticals and functional foods.
They have initiated the steps toward value-based foods and are
looking forward to seeing the impact in the Indian food space.

The processing facility has been certified with NPOP

RSVP:- Dr. Umesh Devurker

their first commercial product was “grit-co-cob” followed
by “ro- Sorb” and “ro- Auxii” after various R & D trials and
the company eventually obtained FSSAI License for millet
processing. Their procurement network is via NGOs, FPOs and
Farmers.

E-mail - info@agronature.in
Website: http://www.agronature.in/

Farmers meet
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. H2M Foods and Beverages
Founder
Mr. Santosh Khemundu

Address:
Plot no 805/1970,Ward-22,
Raghunathpur,
Kainfulia, Baripada,
Mayurbhanj, Odisha,

H2M makes modern day food products
healthier and nutritious by infusing
millets and other minimally processed
ingredients. People have been extensively
consuming foods from highly refined &
processed ingredients which eventually
lead to contraction of lifestyle diseases.
They provide people with healthier food
choices without compromising on taste
which can seamlessly integrate into
their palate and eventually improve their
quality of living.

Team

Mechanical Engineering. Has founded
the idea inspired from his own roots.
● Deepak Singh, Co-founder & COO.
Completed his B.Tech in Electrical
and Electronics Engineering. Gets
into the nitty-gritty of mechanical
technicalities.
● Katakata Govinda Raju, Co-founder &
CFO. Pursuing his finals of Chartered
Accountancy. Has 4 years of auditing
experience.
● Archit Patnaik, R&D Head. Has 7
years of experience as a chef.

The Team consists of
● Santosh Kumar Khemundu, Founder
& CEO. Completed his B.Tech in

Mobile: 7008496361
Email: skhemundu080792@gmail.com
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Investment
Revenue
Employment Created
Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

SNAPSHOT
25 L lakhs
10 lakhs
34 Farmers and 8 Team

Products & Range

● Finalists of Odisha Youth Innovation Fund 2016

Our Products
We have the following products that are soon going into production:
●
●
●
●

Instant Millet soup mix
Instant Kheer mix
Millet Brownies
Millet Cookies

ACHIEVEMENTS

● Millet Cupcakes
● Millet Macarons
● Millet Beverage

● Recipients of NIDHI Entrepreneur in Residence
fellowship program under DST, India providing INR 3 lacs
for a year.
● Top finalists of Startup India Odisha Yatra 2018 and
received a ‘Seed Capital Award’ of INR 50,000.
● Bagged position amongst the top 5 finalists of Green
Business Challenge 2017, India held at New Delhi on 6th
March 2018
● Winner of Sociovation 3.0 B-Plan competition backed
by INVENT program and received cash reward of INR
50,000.
● Secured position amongst top 5 winners in Agri-Elevate+
accelerator program.

Future Plan:
It’s been 1 year only we have incorporated our company. We
are working on a franchisee model and planning to set up a
bigger millet food manufacturing hub in our place Koraput to
provide millet based food products pan India and to export to
other countries.
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● Secured position amongst the top 3 startups of City Pitch
by Janhit Jagran.		

RSVP:- Mr. Santosh Khemundu
E-mail - skhemundu080792@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Doctor Millets Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Founder
Dr. Manikyam Gupta

Address:
Work shop 8-28/9/2,
Sitaram Nagar Colony
North kamala Nagar,
Near EC Complex,
Kushaiguda, Hyderabad-500062

Mobile: 9000501999
Email: milletsworld@gmail.com
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Motivation comes from those you worship
and idealize. The epitome of this lies in
the story of entrepreneurship beginning
from the very household of the founder.
Dr. Puram Manikyam Gupta seeing her
mother strive hard in making manual rotis
so he wanted to make this process easier
and make it available for every household
to ease the making of rotis process. So, he
developed roti machines in 2009, Doctor
Millets Agro Industries Private Limited.
They began humbly with selling roti,
khakhra, papad Processing machines,
Black Millets, Ready to eat Rotis , Ragi
Vending machines Mobile Roti making
machines at Farmers field and reached a
stage of 30 Lakh monthly turnover.

relentlessly throughout to reach this feat
to make this startup reach to turn over of
1 Crore.Their varied background helps
them to bring out the best in themselves
and work towards a common goal for the
organization. They have been supplying
Food Processing Industries and Research
Institutes with equipment to further
increase their capacity and growth. They
further aim to increase their market share
and through their awareness campaign on
millets, which they began earlier and the
vast variety of jowar rotis that currently
stands at 108. Dr. Puram Manikyam

The founder boasts of a shelf life of over
a year for millet based products. The
small but dedicated team of 7 has worked
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

50 lakhs

Revenue

2017 -18 36 lakhs
2018 - 19 80 Lakhs
2019 - 20 1 cr

Job Creation

4

Gupta, Nutritionist finds Substitutes to cows milk in his future
plan to prepare Millet Milk that will be trendsetter in his own

way & amp create a world’s first millet village in his own
district

RSVP: Dr. Manikyam Gupta
E-mail - milletsworld@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Boutique Foods
Founder
Ms. Shilpi Bhandari

Address:
Elecia, Dosti Imperia,
Chitalsar, Ghodbander Road,
Manpada West, Thane-400610
Mobile: 98199 55002, 9821347292
Email: shilpi@boutiquefoods.in
purnima@boutiquefoods.in
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Boutique Foods was born with the
idea of reintroducing millets and other
lesser known superfoods back into the
regular Indian Household. Established in
2017, which was dedicated to intensive
preparation
before
manufacturing
commenced in 2018. Rapidly, they grew
to a sustainable business in a short span
of 8 months with a high customer loyalty.
The product range is wide and includes
Energy Dense Nutrient Food (EDNF)
assisting the Telangana Govt. in tackling
malnutrition amongst tribal children.
Additionally, they have also developed
cookies with a variety of flavours
targeted at aware and health conscious
customers. The products are available
at few up-market stores across Mumbai
and on e-commerce websites such as
amazon and Bigbasket to name a few.

Additionally, they also have a company
website with promotion amongst various
corporate houses and gift hampers
for publicity. Monthly average sale is
approximately 60,000 INR, with 60% of
these from retail sales and the rest from
online and corporate sales (20% each).
The manufacturing Unit is in Jaipur while
the corporate office is in Thane.
Our ultimate goal is to make Boutique
Foods, a name synonymous with superior
quality products for discerning health
conscious customers. We would like
to promote healthy snacking habits in
Indian households. It is this journey
towards intelligent eating that drives us
to provide a wide variety of the freshest,
most natural and healthy food options to
our customers.
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

31 lakhs

Revenue

70 lakhs

Job Creation

20

New customers served

1600 +

Their story is quite interesting, for replacing the staples of
the common man, they went through a lot of literature that
indicated that millets had been the staple foods for ancestors
dating back to as log as 4500 BC. The trend was however
disrupted and eventually brought to a closure with the green
revolution where a sharp decline in millet cultivation was
observed. Lately, however, there has been much consumer
awareness about the health benefits of millets and efforts are
being made to reintroduce the millets back into our diet.

Shilpi Bhandari, the founder, believes that although the
team is small with just 10 members,including herself, it is
the foundation of her success and the pillar of the company.
Thoughthey began small, now they boast of seven different
flavours, each palatable to different consumers, ensuring high
quality with no preservatives or added flavours.

Products & Range

RSVP: Ms. Shilpi Bhandari
Email - shilpi@boutiquefoods.in
Website - https://boutiquefoods.in/
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Coastal Foods
Founder
Mr. T. Siva Kumar

Address:
Coastal Foods, 11-495,
Behind HPCL Petrol Bunk,
Pedavadlapudi (V),
Mangalagiri (M), Guntur (Dt),
Andhra Pradesh 522302

Mobile: 9542115555
Email: siva@eatmillet.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Eat Millet’, established in December 2018,
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Coastal
Foods India. We, at Eat Millet, have
successfully set up the highest production
capacity plant in Pedavadlapudi region
of Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, which is
equipped with unique procurement
techniques, state-of-art machinery, and
best-in-class R&D professionals.
Over the years, millets have gained a lot
of popularity but often fall short when it
comes to serving tasty meals or snacks.
But we are here to change that!
We have embraced R&D programs that
facilitate the production of delicious,
supplement-free food that is 100% safety
norms compliant. And that’s not all. It is
also our mission to bring you best in class
millet variants that feed not just your
stomach but also your soul!

“We would like to make “eat millet” a
household name, making it synonymous
with healthy eating”says the founder of
“Eat Millet” brand.
The founder of Coastal Foods (Eat
Millet), Mr. Siva Tummala, wanted to find
a sustainable solution to the ordeal the
women of the house face whilst preparing
nutritious breakfast every morning.
Probing further for alternatives to current
eating habits, he realized that the Indian
Breakfast, consumed traditionally is apt.
However, certain changes were essential,
hence, going by the nutritional value of
millets, he decided to replace the traditional grains with millets in the age-old
recipes. He successfully has managed to
come up with 27 SKUs of varieties ranging from Upma and Idli Rava to flakes.
These form high fibre and micronutrient
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content foods and are ideal for breakfast as the the method of
preparation is the same and hence, easy to adopt.

Little Millet Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes

They have been trying to increase the Market share through
various distribution channels (Institutional, General Trade and
Modern Trade). Although, currently they do not have any linkages with any FPO they are confident that it wouldn’t be the
same owing to their increasing demand. The greatest advantage is that their product boasts of identical usage to traditional
breakfast recipes of Dosa, Upma etc that are habitual to the
consumers and hence they do not have to narrow down their
target market. They have been working relentlessly to maintain
their 10% MOM growth and aim to maintain it at least for the
next 3 years before they take another leap!

Multi Millet Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes

Kodo Millet Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes

Products & Range

Jowar Dalia/Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes
Ragi Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes
Foxtail Upma/Idli Rava + Flakes

Sales and performance:
Category
Sales
Purchases
Fixed Expenditure
Variable Expenditure
Payroll
Maintenance
Gross Profit
Net profit

FY 19-20
Provisional
220
160
25
20
18
3
80
-6

FY 20-21
Projected
450
328
30
25
25
4
165
38

FY 21-22
Projected
700
511
30
30
32
5
189
92
RSVP: Mr. T. Shiva Kumar
Email - sivatummala@gmail.com
Website - www.eatmillet.in
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Frescogreens Private Limited
Founders
Ms. Manvitha Reddy

Address:
91 Springboard-Hitech Kondapur,
Mytri Square, 2-41/11, 6/2,
Gachibowli - Miyapur Rd, Kondapur,
Hyderabad, Telangana 500084
Mobile: 9949148789
Email: manvitha@homecrop.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Frescogreens
Private
Limited
incorporated in August 2016 is a “StartUp” certified by Government of India
under its program “Startup India”.
Frescogreens operates using its brands
Homecorp & MilletBasket™.

without use of any adulterants. Currently
they are selling five types of millet
grains in the market. They will be soon
launching multi millet muesli that will be
developed licensing the technology from
IIMR.

Homecrop™ started with a vision of
providing healthy toxin-free food on
every plate and in every home, and has
so far transformed 30,000 SFT of unused
space into mini-farms growing vegetables
and fruits.

Currently, they have been producing 5
millet varieties but plan to expand to
millet-based cookies and muesli in the
future. Frescogreens operates using its
brands Homecrop TM & MilletBasketTM

Now in order to further realize their
vision, they have expanded to Millets and
value added products based on millets in
line with their objective to facilitate easy
access to other healthy nutritious, toxinfree food including alternatives to staple
food (rice, wheat) grown without the use
of synthetic pesticides and fertilizers and

Since they have an appealing range of
products, they have spread themselves
across various marketing avenues to
encourage sales and production. B2C
Markets, E-Commerce Websites, Direct
Selling, Export, Retail Sales are the
various platforms used by them to name
a few, which have helped them reach
turnover of upto 3 Lakh INR per month.
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With an employee strength of eleven, they have managed to
generate revenue of 33,54,811 INR (2018-19) with just 14
Lakh INR investment. Although FPOs do not form a part of
the beneficiaries now, they reveal that FPOs have been an

integral part of their plan. They wish to increase their sales and
their product portfolio to capture a sizeable market share and
become an obvious choice for consumers in the segment.

SNAPSHOT
Investment

14 lakhs

Revenue

2018-19: INR 33,54,811

Jobs Creation

10

Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization and
individual Agri-entrepreneurs

25+

New customers served

1500+

Products & Range
Processed Grains (5 Types of Millets (Grans)) Multi Millet Cookies Muesli

RSVP: Ms. Manvitha Reddy
Email - manvitha@homecrop.in
Website - https://milletbasket.in/
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sivamshu Associates
Founders
Mr. B. Ujwal Mallikarjun &
Ms. B. Spoorthi

Address:
Flat No. 17, Annapoorna Apartments,
Opp: Venkateshwara Textiles,
Ramnagar, Hyderabad - 500020.

Mobile: 9121021451
Email: spoorthi.bavandla@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Sivamshu Associates under the brand
name Pidata Kinda Pappu deals in
manufacturing of traditional milletbased snacks like Millet Ariselu,
Jowar Muruku, Ragi Muruku, Millet
Chudva, Millet Chakkalu and many
more traditional snacks. With a monthly
turnover of around 2.5 Lakh INR through
direct sales through whatsapp orders,
Standalone Stores and other B2B Sales
they further aim to target IT- Corridor
customers, Metro Commuters, Modern
Trade Customers, Foreign Customers
and Online customers. Additionally, they
aim to increase the popularity of milletbased snacks as healthy alternatives to
the current snack consumption that poses
serious health risks.
The founders are themselves producers
of various kinds of millets and through

setting up of a “PKP” as brand they aim
to establish a forward linkage in their
business value chain. However, the
raw material is directly purchased from
farmers across different locations that
helps farmers in developing confidence
for production of millets.
To further boost up their sales, PKP
enabled their presence on the internet,
they plan to partner with online giants
like Flipkart and Amazon. The 9-member
team with over 50 years of experience
cumulatively is confident of soon being
able to establish themselves in the foreign
market as well. The two co-founders
wanted to bring to the table their years
of experience in various roles across
various companies before quitting their
cushiony jobs and starting their own
entrepreneurial ventures. Success seems
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closer now, they conclude with a consensus that this would
mean greater struggle that will make easier for the team by
passion and dedication towards an idea to reach their apex

Other Employess:
1.

Chief Chef: Mrs. Sivaleela, Our Mother & Key person in
developing innovative recipes in the line of Healthy Snacks.

Founder’s:

2.

Mrs.Veda Priya, Completed Btech & She looks after HR &
Other Co ordination Jobs between the Teams.

3.

Mr. Anjaneyulu, He is responsible for the entire Logistics
of our activities.

4.

Apart from the Above we have 8 women chefs, who are
responsible in day-to-day production of products.

5.

We also have 6 membered sales team, responsible for B2B
& B2C

1.

B Ujwal Mallikarjun, completed PGDM, having 9+ years
of corporate experience & now responsible for PKP
Marketing & Operations.

2.

B Spoorthi, Completed MBA, having 11+years of corporate
experience & now Responsible for entire Production of
the PKP products.

SNAPSHOT
Investment
Revenue
Jobs Creation
Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization and
individual Agri-entrepreneurs

5.4 lakhs
19.1 lakhs
20
2.3 lakhs

New customers served

10000+

Products & Range

RSVP: Mr. B. Ujwal Mallikarjun
Email - spoorthi.bavandla@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Swad Nandini Pickles
Founder
Mr. Baibhim Basole

Address:
Plot no - 38, KIADB, Autonagar,
Naubad, Bidar, Karnataka 585402
Mobile: 9561793999
Email: balbhimbasole@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Nandini Pickles commenced with an
intention to create a brand from the
founder’s city with a vision of creating a
product that could solve problems of prediabetics, diabetics and people suffering
from lifestyle diseases, especially those
who were not familiar with millet and
millet products.
The founder thought of creating a product
which is easily consumable and ready to
eat without preservatives. The obvious
choice was millet rotis which will be
ready to eat which were made through
minimal processing. Within no time
trading began, and several issues related
to cost, quality, and transportation began
to crop up.
As a solution to this, they decided to
commence manufacturing on a small
scale to address each issue individually.

Continual upgradation and monitoring
led them to finally increase their
acceptability and ensure success.
Automation and machine upgradation
also brought standardization and quality
to their products with obvious consumer
acceptability.
Furthermore, they took another big leap
of faith that led to the establishment of
a plant with higher capacity that now
produces 2 Lakh rotis every month with
26 employees, of which 24 are females.
This is Nandini Pickles contribution to
empower women, the founder says. It is
also planned to upscale the production
to ten Lakh in the next three years. Not
only this, the employment is also set to
increase three-fold. Soon it could become
a Franchise model with a central kitchen
model.
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

25 lakhs

Revenue

80 lakhs

Employment Created

26

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

Jowar rich Multigrain Atta

Some of the Products are:
Millet Rotis (jowar ,bajra, ragi ,yellow jowar )
Crispy rotis
Soft rotis
Millet flour
Millet chivda (RTE snacks)
Pickles
Chutneys

Products & Range

They purchase 100% Jowar and Bajra from the farmers
although they have cultivation of their own.Being from
a district level they buy nearly 50-60% of raw material
from farmers of their village and surrounding villages
in and around Bidar district. They also aim to increase
the consumer base to Tier 1 cities through strong
distribution channels. Employees, with a dedication
to work for the organization and focus to become a
known face in the industry is a closer dream now.

RSVP:- Mr. Balbhim Basole
E-mail - balbhimbasole@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sattva Life Foods Private Limited
Founder & Growth
Ms. Shruti Ajmera Reddy

Hapup is a brand built with and focused
solely on nutrition. They believe every
child deserves a healthy and balanced
diet served with love and affection of the
family. This foundation leads to healthy
eating habits later in life. Naturally made
multi-millet Nutri mixes are their effort
in that direction. Based on the wisdom of
traditional Indian recipes, Hapup is made
with locally sourced regional ingredients,
power packed with whole grains and super
foods. They do not add any chemical
preservatives, sugars or salt.

Key Highlights: Address:
Plot No.40, MP MLA Colony,
Road No.10C, Jubliee Hills,
Hyderabad- 500033
Mobile: 91-9381532067
Email: hello@hapup.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

● They have 9 live SKUs and 12 more in
the pipeline
● Hapup today is available on 12 online
platforms like amazon.in, FirstCry.
com, flipkart.com

● Hapup is also available at select
Modern Trade Stores in Hyderabad
● Hapup is also honoured to have
partnered with children’s hospitals
like Nice Hospital, Krishna Children’s
hospitals etc
● Participation in local pop-ups and
events to increase awareness
Hapup makes multi millet natural and
nutritious nutri mixes for babies. Our
nutri mixes fall under the healthy and
natural baby and children food category.
Hapup is completely free of preservatives
and is made using regionally grown
natural ingredients with no added sugar
or salt. Our nutri mixes are made using
millets, pulses, nuts and seeds, offering
nutritionally diverse and rich food to
babies and children. Our innovation is the
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

9.96 lakhs

Revenue
Jobs Creation

8

customers served

5000

idea of using natural and nutritional millets (like ragi, jowar,
bajra etc) along with other grains, cereals, pulses, nuts and
seeds to make traditional Indian baby food. Today the market
is saturated primarily with 2 grains- wheat and rice, even when
it comes to baby foods. And this has resulted in malnutrition,
stunted and wasted growth, anemia, deficiency of essential
micronutrients etc in children’s diets. We are tackling this

grave problem, using our ancient Indian grains and creating
innovative recipes in a format that is easy to cook and consume
by our consumer base. Hapup Nutri Mixes are versatile and
can be suited to baby’s taste and preferences. We provide a
recipe booklet along with every pack to help our customers get
started. More on this is explained in the next section.

Products & Range
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Founder Shruti Ajmera-Reddy is Firm believer in eating
right and doing good, Shruti started Hapup inspired by her
own baby. Prior to founding Hapup, Shruti founded an internet
startup in product rental space- RentSetGo, based in Mumbai

for 4 years. Shruti worked in the venture capital industry for
over 2 years at Mumbai Angels. Prior to that Shruti was head
of strategic initiatives at a payments tech startup- PayWorld

RSVP:- Ms. Shruti Ajmera Reddy
E.mail - hello@hapup.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Impeccable Innovations Pvt Ltd
Founders
Mr. Arnab Guha

Impeccable Innovations Private Limited
(IIPL) aspires to be India’s First
Nutrition-Focussed Complete Glutenfree Agri-Food Company. IIPL’s Vision
is to provide innovative affordable
sustainable solutions in the field of foods,
allied-foods & agriculture industry.

● Assist farmers in clean agriculture &
market linkage
● Provide techno-commercial consultancy to food Startups/SMEs/MSMEs
● Integrate linking academia world,
farmers, govt, consumers and market
players

IIPL’s Mission
● Provide 360 degree food innovations
for Celiacs, Diabetes & Autistics

Address:
G-07, Lily Block, VijayaSri Elixir,
Borewell Rd, Whitefield,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560066

Products & Range

Mobile: +91-9611186720,
+91-7760856999
Email: sportify@impeccableinnovations.com
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SNAPSHOT
Inception Date

29.02.2016

Investment

55 lakhs

Revenue

45 Lakhs

Jobs Creation

Full-time Employee till now - 6

Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization and
individual Agri-entrepreneurs

7 lacs

New customers served

Diabetic population, Autistic population

Technology

Balanced Gluten-free Mix

Brands

Sportify - Gluten-free Atta range
D:junk - Sugar-free Chocolate range
Terve - Organic Rice range
MereVala - Preservative-free Pickle range

Type-2 Diabetes & Celiac Disease are the two most dangerous
diseases as per IIPL because no one dies of them immediately.
It’s like a slow poison which affects many other organs of the
body at a slow and steady pace.

IIPL believes that providing nutritious gluten-free foods
can help in preventing many diseases in the human

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

body. Through it’s DTC (direct-to-consumer) flagship
brand SPORTIFY, IIPL is trying to bring transformational
changes in life of people with leaky gut, a medical
condition which is common in many diseases and usually
such people should avoid consuming food with gluten
protein.
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Currently, there are 3 variants in Sportify Multigrain
Gluten-free Atta with Millets:

be beneficial to the celiacs, diabetes & autistic community as
well.

1. Hi-Protein: Rs.420/kg; 20% Protein; 10% Fibre

Lastly, through MereVala brand, IIPL is trying to make a mark
in a typical food sector like pickles which are growing at a very
low CAGR OF 5% only. Under MereVala, they have launched
mouthwatering preservative-free pickles with 6 months of
shelf-life.

2. Begins: Rs.360/kg; 13% Protein; 10% Fibre
3. Ethos: Rs.250/kg; 10% Protein; 7% Fibre
IIPL is currently looking to understand the impact of
SPORTIFY in boosting immunity of people & impact
on gut microbiome, especially in the current COVID-19
pandemic.
D:junk Sugarfree Chocolates: Currently, it comes in milk
chocolate versions without addition of sugar. For sweetening,
natural plant-based non-nutritive sweetener - stevia extract
is used alongwith natural polyol erythritol. IIPL believes
that replacing addictive sugar with natural protein and fibres
in chocolates will surely help the prediabetic and diabetic
community to manage their blood sugar level and manage their
chocolate cravings. Following are the 3 variants:
1. AurNutty: With Almond & Cashew
2. CocoNessy: With coconut, Almond & Cashew
3. Milletty: With Millets, Almond & Cashew
IIPL’s brand Terve is dedicated to Certified Organic Agri
Produce from farmers and FPO’s. Terve in Finnish language
has two meanings - Welcome & Healthy. Therefore, Brand
persona of Terve is trying to bring in a change in the habit of
people to eat healthier certified organic agri-produce which is
high in nutrition.
Currently, they have launched BLACK RICE and RED RICE
under Terve, which are rich in phytonutrients, fibres, proteins
and micronutrients as well as lower in glycemic index. It will
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1. MirChisiz - Green Chilli Pickle
2. Mangoeshree - Mango Pickle
3. Lamonimbus - Lime Pickle
IIPL believes that pickle is an old traditional condiment which
is getting out of the plate of millennials and Gen-Y day by day
because the current market pickles are not made in a traditional
way and as the result, there are not many health benefits which
other market pickles can offer for the consumers. IIPL believes
that Merevala brand bring back the old notion that pickles
can act like a digestive aids & has loads of healthy probiotics
through natural fermentation way of processing,
5pointerz is a Scientific Knowledge Capture e-Platform where
news & views from 5 different sectors of life-sciences are
collated in a simple and effective manner in form of text, pic
or videos. IIPL believes that such a way of capturing scientific
knowledge can actually democratize science in our day-to-day
life of the common man.

RSVP:- Mr. Arnab Guha
E.mail - sportify@impeccableinnovations.com;
abgu@impeccableinnovations.com
Websites: www.impeccableinnovations.com;
www.5pointerz.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Indian Sisters Kitchen
Founder
Mr. Harshvardhan Khanduri

Address:
#141/3, Village Chhalera Bangar,
Sector - 44, Noida,
District Gautam Budha Nagar (UP)
Mobile: 9911904055
Email: indian.sis.kitchen@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Being Healthy maybe everyone’s cup of
tea but making it a motto of one’s self to
“provide” healthy eatables is something
only a few of us can claim. “Indian
Sisters Kitchen” – ‘Banaya hai dilse’
says Harshvardhan Khanduri & Kiran
Khanduri, founders .The startup tagline
itself says that they are very passionate to
give consumers the best in millet products.
They manufacture Ragi Cookies, Wheat
Bran, Sorghum Poha, Millet Snacks and
Breakfast cereal. Although the team is
small with just 5 members they are power
packed to make a change they began
operations with just 1 Lakh INR & now
they crossed 5 Lakh INR within no time.
The Raw Material for the processing
is procured directly from villages of
Tehri Garhwal and Kota Bagh- Nainital,
wherein farmers sell their grains directly

to the this company. Future plans of
the team is to target the corporate class,
and the young generation through their
e-commerce websites that will enable
them to have nutritious & delicious
products. Their target is to increase
their market base, increasing their sales
and production workforce by creating
employment.
Additionally, they also want to launch
new millet products and increase their
participation in fairs and events to
create awareness and popularize millets
to have a healthy meals for all the age
groups. Their business model will bring
upliftment of farmers, environment
friendly grains with preventive healthcare
in mind .They have created their own way
of branding in society by making people
aware and make them to eat right.
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Investment

SNAPSHOT
15 lakhs

Revenue

7 Lakhs

Job Creation

4

Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and
individual Agri - entrepreneurs
New customers served

Supporting 10 farmers

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

300+
Sorghum puffs
Sorghum Flakes
Extruded Snacks
Multi Millet Cookies
Sorghum Muesli
Weaning Foods

Products & Range

RSVP:- Mr. Harshvardhan Khanduri
E-mail – indian.sis.kitchen@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Lippia Private Limited
Founder & Managing Director
Mrs. Haritha Pothi Reddy

Address:
Flat No:203, Bhavyas Krishna
Residency, Nagarjuna Nagar,
Ameerpet, Hyderabad.
Mobile: 9666000888, 9618000888
Email: lippiafoods@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

‘Lippia Foods’ serves delicious, healthy
and chemical free millet based food
products to the door steps of the customers.
‘Lippia Millet Treat’ containing Veg
and Non-Veg Thalis are our signature
products that serve different recipes of
millet foods, which can be customized
as per the needs of the consumers. The
major product portfolio of Lippia Foods
include millet namkeens, millet sweets,
millet floors & batters. We deliver our
products and services through our own
e-commerce platform (Website & Mobile
app) and also through designated retail
stores.

Key Highlights:-

Pickles, Namkeens, Sweets, Dry fruits
and Nuts.
● Later, ‘Lippia Millet Treat’ comprising
Veg & Non Veg Thalis has become our
unique and high demanded products,
which are customized as per the needs
of the consumers.
● Our product portfolio also include
Namkeens, flours & batters, Sweets
along with the above mentioned
products.
● Thalis are provided at affordable price
on different subscription plans for
weekly, monthly and quarterly basis.
.

● Lippia Foods started in October 2018.
● Initially, our product portfolio
included Spices, Veg & Non-veg
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

43 lakhs

Revenue

84.25 lakhs

Jobs Creation

20+

Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization and individual Agri-entrepreneurs
New customers served

65k +

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

Nutrihub

Products & Range

Haritha is highly enthusiastic about discovering new food
recipes. She is a social activist and empowers rural women by
providing required skill improvement trainings and creating
necessary employment opportunities.
Chakravarthi is a Co-founder and Director of Lippia Pvt
Ltd. Chakravarthi is an energetic and aspiring entrepreneur
with a strong technical expertise. He leads the Operations and
Marketing division of the company, aiming to take the venture
to new heights. With a Master’s Degree in Computers, he holds
prior experience in managing and leading large Marketing
and Sales teams in certain FMCG companies. In his free time,
Chakravarthi loves travelling and explore new things.
• In the name of healthy food eating only veggies salads
sprouts etc. maker you completely lost and nobody wants to
kill their taste buds.

Haritha PothiReddy is the Founder and Managing Director
of Lippia Pvt Ltd. Haritha is an enthusiastic researcher and a
Chef by passion. With Bachelor degree in Hotel Management,
she worked with different food processing manufacturers.
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• Lippia Millet treats both healthy and tasty food in single
thali which you and your family can enjoy a delicious
healthy and tasty food.
RSVP: Mrs. Haritha Pothi Reddy
E-mail – lippiafoods@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Nutrimagic
Founder
Mr. D. Sreehari

D.Sreehari, a result oriented Entrepreneur
with 20 Years of Experience in the sales
and Marketing and Business Development
in Pharma Industry. Developed a high
value relationship with Public by
conducting the free awareness camps
and also provided the scientific solutions
to patients. Currently he is focusing on

prevention of Diseases through Millets by
joining the hands together with farmers.
Introduced M/S NUTRIMAGIC a source
of millets and more on 27th October
2019 at FS Endocrine center, Saidabad,
Hyderabad (First Outlet) Spreading the
awareness of Millets and More through
Retail Outlets across the pan India.

SNAPSHOT

Address:
FS Endocrine Diabetes Center
Saidabad, Hyderabad

Investment

Rs.5,0000/-

Revenue

3.6 Lakhs

Jobs Creation

3 people

Products & Range

Mobile: 9849696802, 9110553877
Email: info@nutrimagic.in
Website: www.nutrimagic.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Being closely related to the healthcare field, the founder, D,
Sree Hari, saw the agony and could empathize the diabetic patients faced due to the unaffordable nature of products available in the market. He envisioned that the products be made
available to the diabetic patients at affordable prices. Hence,
he partnered with Dr Faraz Farishta, the Managing Director
of Solace Pharma with the brand name Nutrimagic developed
products that would aid diabetic patients and could be also consumed by the health conscious people.
The turnover currently stands at 45,000 INR per month with
just 50,000 INR investment. With their small venture just kicking off they want a rapid expansion across the states of Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana with robust sales.
Recently they opened their first Unit at a Multispecialty Hospital in Hyderabad which made the dream of the Mr. Seehari fulfilled up to some extent. With this initiation he has confidence
to boost up their sales and expand and scale up and expand
their products apart from Present Sugar free Cookies.
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RSVP:- Mr. D. Sreehari
E-mail – info@nutrimagic.in
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Nutriage Nutritional Pvt Ltd
Founder
Mr. Sai Krishna Samala

Address:
H-No:2-41/A, Sai Nagar,
Chaitanyapuri, Dilsukhnagar,
Hyderabad

Nutriage Nutritional Foods Pvt. Ltd. was
established in the year 2019 and within
a short span of time have registered a
monthly turnover of 2,00,000 INR. With
5 products, all of which are millet based,
Nutriage has solely relied on major
ecommerce websites, like Amazon and
Flipkart and other distribution channels
including promotional tables, kiosks and
other stores on wheels. Their vision has
been to make nutritional foods affordable
for consumption by the masses. The
founder, Mr. Sai Krishna and co-founder,
Mr. V. Sai Kiran have adopted a unique
idea for employment generation. Through

kiosks, stalls and stores on wheels, they
not only ensure robust sales but also
increase in employment generation. Their
growth has been an impressive 25% per
annum.
They have linkages with 35 farmers
and they have been trying to increase
the numbers by constantly conducting
more meetings with additional farmers.
For increasing sales, they have been
consistently focussing on public markets,
weekly vegetable markets and public
events which they would eventually
increase to sale through exclusive outlets,
etc.

Mobile: 9966773339
Email: saibabblu999@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

11.2 lakhs

Revenue

Agripreneurs

Job Creation

4

Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and individual Agri - entrepreneurs

14,50,000

New customers served

100+

Products & Range

RSVP : Mr. Sai Krishna Samala
E-mail – saibabblu999@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. VSP Nutribite
Founder
Ms. G. Sunitha

G.Sunitha, is from a farmer background
and has worked with a millet supply
chain organization known as Go Bhaarati
for four years before entering into her
startup journey. The problem was people
are suffering from lifestyle diseases and it
was rare to get healthy and tasty snacks.
Her millet based startup has incorporated
millets in the traditional snacks to preserve
the authenticity of tradition and bring
nutrition to our palette. Jowar Murukkus,
Biscuits and puffs are competitive
alternatives to the refined flour products
traditionally used. She has chosen Jowar

over all millets due to its diabetic friendly
nature.
Her target market is diabetic patients
and hospitals treating them. This was in
line with the vision of providing healthy
alternatives with food that is “Good for
the planet, Good for the farmer and Good
for the consumer!” The 5-member team
is confident of success and is working
hard to realize their dream. They have
linked with 2 farmers in Warangal and
Guntur for millet cultivation and their
procurement.

Address:
Mailardevpally, Brundavan Colony,
Rajendranagar, Rangareddy, 500030
Mobile: 7702708435
Email: prasadsunitha793@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Products & Range

They plan to use distribution channels for sales which would
contribute to 70% of the total revenue, the rest would be reaped
from other sources. Their future plans include increasing
Production, using marketing to increase the sale, adding more
staff and consumers and adding more healthy Snacks in the
same line.

FUTURE PLANS:
Increase Production and marketing adding more staff consumers
and add more healthy Snacks in the same line. Learn to manage
a team. Create a deep professional network.
		

RSVP:- Ms. G .Sunitha
E-mail - prasadsunitha793@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. GVL Foods
Founder
Mr. L. Gayathrinath

Address:
11-1-890/4&5/A, Seetharambagh,
Mallepally, Hyderabad-500001

They want to start a millets truck where
you can find all types of millets and millets
based value added products in that truck.
This truck will travel around the city
and sell the products to the people. With
this truck they can also create awareness
about nutritional food to the people who
does not have any idea about millets and
nutritional food. In the truck they are also
planning to start nutritious meal to the
people who work and don’t have time to
prepare meals. They are also planning
to give them a nutritional diet so that
they could avoid health diseases. They
are also creating a marketplace for other
companies who are manufacturing millet
based food products. This also creates an
eco-friendly space for awareness about
millet products and their brands.
In the present generation there are
many who are unaware about millets

or nutritional food.Due to their slender
leisure times there has been a drastic shift
to packaged food that is usually high in
calories and low in nutrition, although
easy to prepare or consume. This has
caused several lifestyle related diseases
to occur amongst the relatively young
population of the world. To solve this
problem, the founder, Gayathrinath,an
engineering student graduate, and his
team thought of an innovative way to
spread awareness. They have set up a
millet truck that would carry products
with their own branding. Other brands’
products would also be added eventually
which would be ready to eat or ready
to cook. This door to door marketing,
visiting various gated societies, public
markets etc shall increase sales and
spread awareness on millets.

Email: laskarajay9@gmail.com
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TEAM:
1) L. Gayathri nath founder will manage all the sales and promotions.
2) L. Lakshman chary co-founder will manage all the costs and investments.

Products Images:
1.

Millet Breakfast Items

2.

Millet Snacks Items

They plan to sell and to add 100 new customers over a 2- month
time-period and to add 10 new gated societies over a 3-month
time-period. The initial marketing would be limited to the city
of Hyderabad and then gradually expand to the rest of the state.
The raw material would be directly procured from the farmers
thereby increasing the profit margins for farmers and helping
them fetch a good price for their crops. The other benefit would
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be lowering of the cost incurred which would mean competitive pricing. The 2-in-1 strategy will ensure that the product is
very competitive and can be compared with the likes of the big
companies.Our team
RSVP: Mr. L. Gayathrinath
E-mail - laskarajay9@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Aarogya Bakery
Managing Partner
Mr. Naveen Kumar

Address:
H.No: 10-1-16/1, Shivaji Nagar,
Pedda Bazar, Nizamabad-503001

Aarogya Bakery was established in
March 2018 with an aim to bridge the gap
between the availability and consumption
of millets as breakfast cereal and lunch.
They have extended their product ranges
to include diabetic patients also, as millet
is not only recommended but also helps
prevent diabetes. Not only this, millets
have been proved to be one of the few
climate resistant crops that are believed
to be the mandated staple in the coming
years of climate change that is affecting
the crop patterns adversely. Although
the road to success hasn’t been easy for
Naveen, the founder of the company. The
company was struggling with low sales
in the beginning but have now reached

a considerable 3 Lakh INR per month
and foresee profit if the current trend
continues.
The target market remains city dwellers
who either have little or no time for
preparing breakfast or are losing on
nutrition, owing to their fast lifestyle. The
company also aims to enter the millet and
allied product manufacturing segment.
Though they admit that it won’t be easy
from here on, their dedicated team of
6 is proficient and are skilled for the
endeavours.
In the future, they plan to venture into the
millets manufacturing segment and want
to produce target oriented products for
their consumers.

Mobile: 9032399828
Email: arnutritiousfoods@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

12 lac

Revenue

48 lakhs

Job Creation

5

New customers served

150+

I have developed three improved products:
1.

Millet based Health drink mix

2.

Millet Herbs based Health drink mix

3.

Millet Herbs based Health drink mix for Autistic and
ADHD children

Commercializing products:
1) Millets Blend Fruit Juices
2) Millets Blend Vegetable Juices
3) Millets Blend Soups
4) Millets Blend Lassi
5) Millets Blend Smoothies
6) Millets Gelato Ice-cream
7) Millets Sandwiches
8) Nutri Cereal Smoothies
9) Protein Rich Smoothies

RSVP: Mr. Naveen Kumar
E-mail - arnutritiousfoods@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. NFP Tech Services Private Limited

Founder
Mr. Suryaprakash Reddy

Address:
H-No 3-38, NIdjintha (Village),
MADDUR (Mandal),
Mahbubnagar (Dist.),
Telangana-50941
Mobile: 91777-90371, 72999-97993
Email: suryaprakash2225@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Mr. Suryaprakash Reddy pursued his
graduation from JNTU, Hyderabad and
post his B-Tech, he continued to serve in
the IT sector. However, belonging to an
agricultural family, his inclination was
always towards food and its secondary
processing. Living a lifestyle identical
to millions of people across the globe,
wherein time was a luxury and nutritious
food was a dream, he was encouraged to
think differently, keeping his roots intact.
NFP Tech Services hence was born with
5 flagship products, all millet based, in
November 2017. Within a short span
of time they have reached 80,000 INR
turnovers per month. Environmental
changes and changing climate patterns
with the nutrition content of millets has
been the main encouraging point for the
Founder, Mr Surya Prakash.

The 6-member team efficiently handles
all operations, throughout the millet
value chain starting from growing to the
value added products from millets. They
are also making use of the husk, which
is the by-products after millet processing
and is also having a business model
to make money out of the same. They
had registered a growth of 4 Lakh INR
recently. They have established linkages
with farmers through contract farming
who provide them the raw material for
their products. However, they wish to
increase their production area for millets
from 100 acres currently to 500 acres in
the future as the demand escalates and
they increase their production capacity.
Although they know it would be an uphill
task, the founder believes that success is
not far!
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Products & Range

Future Plans
Our time line is to extend our production capacity gradually
by adding new products to existing product pipelines with
different nutritional products with millet combination and
expanding market areas and coming up with different fortified
products which improves the Human immune system and we
have a plan to start animal feed bricks which are part of millet
star/waste.

RSVP: - Mr. Surya Prakash Reddy
E-mail - suryaprakash2225@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Good Nature Organics Pvt Ltd

Founder
Mr. Naveen Kumar Dooda

Address:
Flat No. 1608, Tower 2,
Swanlake Apartments, Kukatpally,
Lanmark: Opp. Metro Wholesale,
Kukatpally.

Good Nature Organic Products Pvt. Ltd.
aims to provide the consumers with
the most healthy and nutritious foods
available naturally (functional foods) and
to produce the same in a most sustainable
and environmental friendly ways thus
positively impacting the environment and
people. The product portfolio includes
Millets, Quinoa (Keen-Wah), Chia, Black
Rice, (Primary Processed) Cookies and
Snacks and candies(Secondary processed)
under the brand name “GREEN TRIBE”
The trademark registration for the brand
name has been applied for. We are
planning to get the technologies licensed
from Institutes such as IIMR for products.
An imperfect lifestyle doesn’t necessarily
mean poor health, rather is an indication

of poor awareness and availability.
This thought was the main source of
motivation for Naveen Kumar D, when he
quit his cushiony job as a Vice presidentCorporate Agri at a well-paying Bank.
He was determined that the only way to
encourage healthy eating is to produce
viable options for consumption with
competitive taste but better nutrition!
He is the founder of Good Nature Organic
Products Pvt. Ltd. that has thoroughly
conducted its Market Research and has an
interesting portfolio consisting of Millets,
Quinoa, Chia, Black Rice, Cookies,
Snacks and Candies. The products are
marketed under the Brand Name “Green
Tribe”, the Trademark for which has been
applied for.

Mobile: 77023 58882
Email: naveenkumardooda@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

27 lakhs

Revenue

9.3 lakhs

Job Creation

20+

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

No

Products & Range

Commenced in June 2016, with operations beginning in
November 2018 and production in December 2018, Good
Nature Organics has started marketing by October 2019.
His well-structured business plan can be traced back to his
education in Top Institutes across the country and his will to
make a difference.
He wishes to seek Product Development Assistance from
IIMR. The company would successfully provide employment
to over 10 workers, skilled and semi-skilled and around 25

farmers that would benefit from the sales. “But it doesn’t stop
here, we forecast a rapid increase in demand that would compel
us to double the number of farmers!” he says confidently.
Targeting the working class, he aims to market his products
through online platforms and supermarkets, as this is where most
of his target consumers purchase from. With this determination
he aims to increase his revenue to 15 lakh per year by March.
“People should be more aware about the choices that make or
break them, so it is always better to be prepared,’’ he concludes.

RSVP:- Mr. Naveen Kumar Doode
E-mail - naveenkumardooda@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Mitra Organic Solutions
Founder
Mr. K. Ramesh

Address:
H.No 9-6/5,
Yapadinne (V), Ieeja (M),
Jogulamba Gadwal (Dist),
Telangana-509135

In Mahabubnagar and Kurnool areas of
Telangana & Andhra pradesh, there is
maximum coverage of drylands, which
facilitates the growth for millet production
effectively. Millets production is of low
duration and grows well with marginal
water and inputs. Additionally, they are
resilient to climate change and are an ideal
contingent crop. However, the farmers
need to be mobilized and groups or clubs
need to be formed to improve productivity
of millets.
To address these issues, K. Ramesh along
with K. Thirumalesh, B. Rama Krishna
and their team members have resolved
to provide a sustainable solution. Their
startup would deal in Raw & Processed
millets. The linkages with farmers

have been established in the areas of
Mahabubnagar, Gadwal & Gondied and
they have strong relation with FPOs in
and across Telangana & Andhra pradesh.
They would initiate sales of their products
in the wholesale market and gated
communities. Furthermore, they would
commence organic farming with other
farmers and commence exporting millets
with best quality.
They came from a farming community and
are well known of agriculture practices.
They are forming farmers groups in each
village comprising 50 members, with
whom they are doing contract farming
i.e. supplying input materials like seed
etc. They also have buy back agreement
with them.

Mobile: 97048 55185
Email: rms.k69@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

6.55 lakhs

Revenue

Nil

Job Creation

6

Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and individual Agri - entrepreneurs

-

New customers served

-

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

-

Business Model:
• Selecting exclusive distributors across the AP,
TELANGANA, & KARNATAKA to represent the brand

• First, they will be focusing on door to door delivery, gated
community, Anganwadis, gurukul schools

• Marketing and sales teams will continue to build the
brands image, and support the stores directly, to ensure a
seamless process. All orders received will be passed to the
distributors
• Budget is available for co-branding opportunities for
conventions/trade shows
• Sales staff is available for travel to events in their given
territory

RSVP:- Mr. K. Ramesh
E-mail - rms.k69@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millet Mantra Pvt Ltd
Founder
Ms. Poojitha B

Address:
11-4-322/14/A/2, Chilkalguda,
Near Wesley Church
Secunderabad 500061
Mobile: 90525 54284
Email: sl.poojitha6@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Millet Mantra was established in the year
2019, with Millet Muesli as their product
and are using e-commerce websites
(Amazon Prime, Flipkart, Vintage
Farmers & Big Basket) retail outlets
(Balaji Grand Bazaar, Gourmet store like
Pangea) and fitness centres (F45, Boxxfitt,
etc) for distribution and marketing of their
product. This is in alignment with their
ideology that millets, being super foods,
are being left behind just because of lack
of awareness, their unique texture and
long cook time. But for Millet Mantra, it
works as an advantage as it offers their
product a unique edge. They believe that
through their operations they shall be able
to not only reap profits but also escalate
production if they follow the right path.
Being a post graduate in the soughtafter ABM (Agri Business Management)

course from a reputed college, Poojitha
has experience in Sales & Marketing.
Throughout her work, she observed the
consumption patterns of youngsters
and the growing inclination of today’s
population towards unhealthy food.
Always determined to venture into
entrepreneurship, she established Millet
Mantra Pvt. Ltd. that has completed its
MVP stage and soon plans to commence
production and its export. The products
are well-suited for the younger generation
and can cater to the export market also.
“It shall be an ideal product for those who
do not have time to prepare breakfast for
themselves or for their families but are
enthusiastic about providing them with
healthy options,” she concludes.
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

12 lakhs

Revenue
Job Creation
Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and
individual Agri - entrepreneurs

Agriprenuers

New customers served
Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

RSVP: Ms. Poojitha B
E-mail - sl.poojitha6@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Swedha Food Processing Unit
Founder
Mr. Varkala Dhanunjay

Address:
H.No. 2-39, Tarnikal Village,
Kalwakurthy Mandal,
Nagarkurnool District.
State: Telangana
Mobile: 8374573172, 9398840816
Email: dhanunjay04@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Swedha foods are going to manufacture
Multi Millet DOSA and IDLI Instant
Mixes which are rich in nutrients. The
demand for millet products is growing
drastically in the Telugu states. Due to
increasing urbanization, a greater number
of women taking up jobs, improving
financial status of the middle-income
group, the market for mixes is increasing
day-by-day. A change in life-style rising
dual-income
families,
diminishing
culinary skills are triggering demand for
Ready to Cook products.
There is a huge gap in providing millet
value added products to urban busy people.
People are looking at millet products
as a solution to lifestyle disorders. As
we know DOSA and IDLI are common
dishes in South India, it is very essential
to provide millet based DOSA/IDLI batter
in huge quantities without compromising

on quality at an affordable price. Hence,
they are focusing mainly on street level
DOSA vendors (food cart) and smallscale Restaurants.
Their target market is food trucks near
offices spaces, who want quality product
in lower price (with little brand stress) and
continuous supply. They are also planning
to sell in grocery shops.Their potential
indirect customer base mostly consists of
health-conscious urban busy people who
eat their breakfast at small scale tiffin
centers (organized and unorganized) and
restaurants.
Initially, he plans to use small millet carts,
wherein they provide millet dosas and
idly. He plans to keep these carts at some
strategic locations in Hyderabad to start
with. In the future he wishes to increase
sales through canteens, corporate house
lunches etc.
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“One and a half a year ago, my mother was diagnosed with
cervical cancer. Her sickness inflicted not only her but the entire
family as she was the pillar to the entire house. On research, I
was shocked to find out that the main reason for these diseases
was the adulteration in food and chemical based foods.
Henceforth, I pledged to change this scenario and hence took
up the task to start my own venture of millets processing”. Said
Dhanunjay founder of SweDha Food processing unit. Varkala
Dhanunjay, studied M.Phil. in Economics from University of
Hyderabad and proprietor of SweDha Food Processing Unit,
Kalwakurthy, Nagarkurnool district, Telangana State. After
thorough market research they have 2 ready to Cook products,
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Idli and Dosa batter based on Millets which are nutritious with
a conventional approach being cost effective on prices.
He has taken two Technologies from nutri-hub, IIMR Hyderabad
i.e. Multi Millet Instant DOSA Mix and Multi Millet Instant
IDLI Mix and got food license from Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (fssai) too. His company also has established
backward linkages with 20 framers in the Nagarkurnool district
of Telangana state, for raw material.
RSVP : Mr. Varkala Dhanunjay
E-mail - dhanunjay04@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Vedas Natural Products Pvt Ltd
Founder
Ms. Vemulapati Mrudula

Address:
Street No 2, Shanthi Nagar,
Opp: Community Park,
Masab tank, Hyderabad.

Mobile: 9490192119
Email: vemulapati.mrudula@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

They are group of Women Entrepreneurs
collectively committed to building
resilient lives and livelihoods in sync
with nature. They work with farming
households in dryland areas, artisans
and women in difficult situations in AP,
Telangana. They first started working
directly with small and marginal farmers
of Narayanpet district who are organized
under FIRA (Farmers Initiative in Rainfed
Areas) MACS.
The farmers evinced good interest in
shifting to millet cultivation and natural
farming. Millets helped improve the
quality of women’s diet and also millet
processing helped develop women
entrepreneurs. With the help of Nutrihub
they created a unique millet platform in
Hyderabad Vedas Millet Mart (VMM)
to sell both online and offline authentic

high grade millet based products in ecofriendly package. It is a one stop shop for
millet lovers.
● Through Sayodhya Transit Home,
provide livelihood support to 200
women inmates (victims).
● Promoted 8 MACS with small and
marginal farmers in Narayanpet
district to cultivate millets through
natural farming.
● Opened Natural products Store in
Hyderabad , Bulk trading in millets
and Supply seeds to farmers.
o Ready to cook
o Semolina – All millets
o Atta - Jowar, Sorghum, Ragi
o Instant mixes Upma, Pongal, Poha
o Muesli – Sorghum
o Farm fresh cereals – millets
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

1840000

Revenue

1970000

Jobs Creation

30+

Revenue Generation for Farmer producer organization and
individual Agri-entrepreneurs
New customers served

800000

SAYODHYA is an initiative started by Vemulapati Mrudula in
2010 along with a group of women employees working with
children in Dr. Reddy’s Foundation. They felt impelled to start
this home post witnessing increasing incidences of violence
against women and their children leading to destitution,
desertion and homelessness. They established a short stay
home which is a transit refuge center for women and children
who escape a range of abusive situations-physical, sexual and
emotional and who have no social support systems to rely on.
Due to lack of technical skills or basic education the domestic
Violence survivors are unable to sustain themselves on their
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3200
own. Therefore to alleviate their condition, Sayodhya founders
came up with an idea of popularising millets by selling them
in cotton bags stitched by them. Observing the success of the
initiative, women gradually bought sewing machines with
some financial assistance from the startup and setup their own
tailoring shops and worked from their residences. Ever since
the idea of selling millets to the neighbourhood took up, they
added more organic products to it to compete with the market
and came up with the idea of registering their own entity Veda’s
Millet Mart.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

They are hopeful that their initiative will reap them two sided
benefits; firstly, they would empower the homeless women
and the oppressed women and secondly, they would bring to
the consumers, healthy alternatives to their current diet with
Millets Based products!

VMM began procuring directly from dalit women farmers
of Mutual Aided Cooperative (MAC) by encouraging them
to shift to Natural farming and cultivate millets, Procured
directly from Nandidevara Farmer Producer Company from
Araku and Tribal Farmers of Rampachodavaram. Women who
were into losses earlier due to their previous commercial crops
were content with the amount of return they received from
this millet cultivation. VMM carried out primary processing
of the millets and willingly sold to the Company. After
procurement of their entire crop and selling them to Natural
Product Shops in Hyderabad and other major towns as well
as retail marketing. Since they could not afford a store at a
prime place to attract customers. They also delivered it to
Consumer’s home directly with a home delivery charges. This
year, they crossed the break-even mark, although marginally.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

RSVP:- Ms. Vemulapati Mrudula
E-mail - vemulapati.mrudula@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Eat Rightly Services Pvt Ltd
Founder
Mr. K. Sri Charan Reddy

Address:
H.No:31-3-1553,Road.No. 06,
Surendrapuri Colony,
Jawahar Colony, Komatipally,
Hasanparthy Mandal, Waddepally,
Warangal, Telangana, 506370

According to a recent survey every person
produces an average waste of 11kgs/year
and consumes an average of 6mg of plastic
daily without his consciousness. Ever
since the invention of plastics, single-use
plastics have become a necessity rather
than a luxury. However, they have been
the silent killers for many species alike
and contribute significantly to pollution.
In the absence of alternatives, these have

been in use despite awareness of its after
effects. A large portion of this plastic is
used in making one-time use cutlery that
are prevalent in serving dinner across
sundry functions held across the world.
Eatrightly aims to address this issue
through replacing the plastic cutlery with
edible cutlery which can be used and as
well as consumed.

Products & Range

Mobile: 7036986529
Email: sricharan.kotha@gmail.com
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“Once I was invited to attend an acquaintance’s marriage
in a convention hall. During lunch I saw people using a lot
of plastic cutlery. The whole waste was then disposed of in
dumping yards or in some cases, they are burnt which causes a
lot of pollution,” recollects one of the founders Mr. Sri Charan
Reddy. About 240 tons of waste is being produced daily in
Sri Charan’s city in which on an average 100 tones are plastic
cutleries.
The Founders have completed their Graduation(B.Tech)from
SR Engineering College(Sri Charan and MD.Mufteen Ansaar).

Beginning with just two, now they are a team of 7, working on
the concept for the past 6 months now. The prototype has been
made and is being worked on using multiple iterations. They
are now looking to get customized machinery for making these
cutlery in large volumes.
In the future they want to make their edible cutlery a preferred
choice for all as it would enable them to tackle the menace
caused by single use plastics and also encourage sustainable
living!

TEAM

RSVP: Mr. K. Sri Charan Reddy
E-mail - sricharan.kotha@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Pachamyannam
Founder
Ms. S. Sunitha

We have established our pachamyannam
company in partnership We are two partners
1 S.Sunitha (NEST 2019 has undergone
training at IIMR)
2. S.Anjali ( PG DEED 2018 MSME)

Address:
13-6-251/5/42/C,
Landmark Mohini Function hall,
Karwan, Hyderabad-500006
Mobile: 7382559427
Email: sun38255@gmail.com
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After having training from Nest 2019
(first cohort) batch, In the month of
December 2019,
we received fssai
licence number for our company and then
immediately we started production of
RagiLaddus. We are purchasing Organic
millet directly from farmers and then
manufacturing ready to eat Ragi products
to the customers in the form of B2B and
B2C. We are providing millet based food
products for little margin benefits, so that
each and every customer can afford the
product and as Ragi are rich in nutrition,
all the customers will be benefited by
our millet product. As per UNICEF,

NATIONAL
FAMILY
HEALTH
SURVEY-4, NATIONAL NUTRITION
MONITORING BUREAU most of the
people are having health issues in India.
Within 5 years we will be focusing on
providing Millet Ragi products to all
over India, by regular eating ragi, peoples
immunity will also increase and then
we can able to make India nutritionally
secure. We are providing employment
only to the unemployed youths and
womens, gradually we will also increase
the number of employment ratio in our
company.
“As a daily routine I was reading
The Hindu Newspaper, dated 26th
March 2018. The Business article
was titled “From green revolution to
Millet revolution.” In the same article
Mr.Dayakar Rao, a senior IIMR scientist

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

and chief executive officer NIELAN had addressed about 1011 startups in the first year itself. After reading this article. I
understood the nutritional benefits of Millets, as it is a growing
market and for new entrepreneurs there is a huge scope in
millet. Business...” These words of the founder reflect the
mindset of a true entrepreneur who began her venture by the
name Pachamanyam on 31st August 2019. Both the partners,
S. Sunithaand, S. Anjali employed 8 people in the first year
and increase it to 50-100 people as they escalate operations
in the coming years. Being women themselves and they are
determined to employ only women in their venture or provide
employment to unemployed and needy youth only. This, they
believe, would eventually generate employment and alleviate
the problem of unemployment to a certain extent. S. Sunitha
had undergone a 2- month NEST 2019 training at IIMR and
had undergone orientation workshop cooking with millets.
Whereas, S. Anjali had undergone a year long training at
Ni- MSME. The experience has helped them gain technical
expertise and increase their proficiency in the trade.
Their product RagiLaddus had been very well received at the
fair organized by IIMR, where around 100 laddoos were sold
out in just 2 hours. They have received FSSAI license and now
they are on to the floor for production of ready to eat ragiladdus
product. They are also planning to register on ecommerce
websites and B2B distribution channels for which the samples
have already been submitted. The raw materials are being
procured directly from the farmers to transfer benefits directly
to them. They want to make the brand a household name and
spread awareness about its health benefits. Pachamanyam
would become the obvious choice of consumers looking for
Ragi Products, they assert!

OPERATIONS FLOW CHART

Millet Mela organised by IIMR
Rajendranagar at ChilkuriRuchulu
on dated 31st August and 1st
September 2019
S.Sunitha giving sample of
PachamyannamRagiLaddu to
Mr.Dayakar sir (CEO IIMR) at
Millet Mela

RSVP: Ms. S. Sunitha
E-mail - sun38255@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Rajira Foods Private Limited
Founder
Mr. Sai Ram Munigala

Address:
#115, Vasanthnagar Colony,
Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500085
State: Telangana
Mobile: 9494730505
Email: sairam@munigala.com
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Rajira, founded in September 2019, is
a startup offering a plant-based meat
alternative. The Research and Development
work is now complete, and the website
launch is underway.
They are trying to link up with various
e-commerce websites and spread awareness
through social media platforms and
telephonic broadcasting. The interesting
fact is that the plant-based meat is millet
based. The three team members have
diverse backgrounds with Sairam being
a Project Manager with experience in
engineering Automation, Swathi is an IT
engineer and Ragini is a housewife with an
influential social circle. Each of these roles
are strategic and henceforth crucial to the
team.
They plan backward integration with an
FPO once they achieve their first target. The
company’s vision is to bio-fortify millets

and encourage the farmers by providing
a good price to them. Their current Target
is Home cooks who would like to provide
tasty and nutrition to their loved ones. They
also would like their product be available
at 5 star restaurants and first class air
passengers. They plan to employ at least
5-10 direct employees in near future and
organically grow. By using locally sourced
millets, indirectly support several farmers.
They are planning to have it “Made to Order”
or “Just in Time” that could be ordered
through our web portal. This will address the
gourmet enthusiast who prioritize nutrition
and taste. Upon larger customer acceptance
will work with gourmet retail stores to add
it in its sales inventory. Their production
costs are comparable to that of Paneer, and
can comfortably place it within 20% of
the price range. They feel nutritious food
should be affordable and easily acceptable
for everyone.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Products & Range

RSVP: Mr. Sai Ram Munigala
E-mail - sairam@munigala.com
Website: www.rajira.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. JP Organics
Founder
Mr. R. Pavan Kumar

Address:
#14-125, St.No.3,
Sai Nagar Colony, Balapur,
Saroornagar (M), Ranga Reddy.

JP ORGANICS was established in the
year 2015 and since then there has been no
looking back. They deal in Organic Fruits,
Vegetables, rice, millets and pulses, located
in Hyderabad. With their own strong
distribution channels, JP ORGANICS has
risen from a monthly turnover of 1 Lakh INR
to 15 Lakh INR currently. The founder says
that increasing farmer suicides, losses at the
end of both consumer and producer were
the main motivating factors in encouraging
him to quit his high paying corporate job
and begin this satisfying journey.
Today the company boasts of over 18
people in the production unit and linkages
with over 50 farmers and 2 FPOs targeting
mainly organic food consumers.

In the future, they aim to:
● Create Organic Produce collection
centres encouraging production regions.
● Centralized processing and packing of
non-perishable organic products.
● Setting up a small Godown for organic
F&V around the cities to cater to organic
stores, restaurants and transport vehicles
operating on wheels Organic F&V
stores.
● Setting up of retail Organic F&V
stores and ecommerce sales for Millet
products.
RSVP: Mr. R. Pavan Kumar
E-mail - mail.jporganics@gmail.com

Mobile: 9963716790, 8367777970
Email: mail.jporganics@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millets & More
INTRODUCTION:
Founder
Ms. Arigay Ramya

Address:
Flat No. 319/320, Maturu Apartments,
H. No:10-2-10, A C Guards,
Hyderabad 500004
State: Telangana

Mobile: 9966009303
Email: arigayramya@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

The founder of our company is Ms.
Arigay Ramya Post Graduate Diploma
in Business Management from Indian
Institute of Management Bangalore. We
want to serve healthy, tasty, contemporary food to kids and working population
to improve their health by starting a cafe
serving snacks such as sandwiches, salads, pizzas, waffles, malts, desserts etc.
incorporating millets in various forms.

patrons. We envisioned it to be a retail
outlet supported by a kitchen suitable for
catering to larger orders as well.
Once the pilot project is streamlined and
successful, we will conceptualize a franchise model to spread our presence in Hyderabad and other cities.

We will serve cuisine, which is preferred
by the urban population using millets. We
will use fresh ingredients like vegetables,
breads, condiments, spices, cold pressed
oils, dry fruits etc. The target customers
could be kids, students/working people in
the catchment area of 5 sq.km.
The points of sale will be retail outlets,
catering orders, online orders through
platforms like Swiggy, Zomato, Uber
Eats and weekly/monthly subscription by

We want to serve healthy, tasty, contemporary food to kids and the working population to improve their health by starting
a cafe serving snacks such as sandwiches, salads, malts, desserts etc. incorporat-
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ing millets in various forms. We will serve cuisine, which is
preferred by the urban population, using millets.
●

Our café will serve quick bites which can be consumed or
carried easily increasing the convenience, reducing efforts,
reducing hassles.

●

Our food will be focusing on making the usual High Fat,
Salt and Sugar (HFSS) foods with lesser fat, salt and sugar
using healthy alternatives (Viz. jaggery instead of sugar)
making them healthier.

●

The kids will try the food since the food will be visually
appealing (viz. a cake made of Finger Millet, Cocoa powder and Jaggery) and will be much healthier than a regular
option.

●

Wellness is an overall benefit.

●

Our food will motivate people to make tasty snacks which
are healthy as well incorporating millets in the diet.

Products & Range

Millet Cake

Stuffed

Millet Roti

Millet Pizza

Millet soup

TEAM

RSVP: Ms. Arigay Ramya
E-mail - arigayramya@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Amarjit Nutriments
Proprietor
Mr. Ajit Kumar Sabath

Mr. Ajit Kumar Sabat is previously a banker
by profession. His profession demanded
a sedentary lifestyle due to which he had
developed many health problems. It went
to such an extent wherein he had to undergo
a surgery which took nearly 3 years for him
to recover from. After all the hardships, he
decided to turn himself healthy with natural
and nutritious food available to him around.

It is then he came to know about IIMR. He
got to know that IIMR is associated with
it right from the seeds improvement to the
processing and value addition. Hence, he
decided to associate himself with IIMR,
for achieving his goal and objective of
providing highly nutritious food so that
people will not suffer as he did in future.

Address:
Laxmi Nagar 4th Lane,
Near Kumbharapalli, Ankuli,
Berhampur. State: Odisha
Mobile: 8882318105
Email: ajitsabat111@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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RSVP: Mr. Ajit Kumar Sabath
E-mail - ajitsabat111@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Milleys
Food Technologist
Mr. Amit Yadav

Amit and Sahil are from a food technology
background. They are looking forward
to developing a millet based product for
children in the cities wherein nutrition is
of major concern. Their interest lies in
developing millet based malted products
without compromising on its taste in

comparison with others in the market. Being
the largest market, India provides a huge
opportunity for their product that satisfies
both consumer tastes and convenience with
a higher shelf life.

Address:
VIll - Nangla Rudh,
P.O. - kankar Dopa,
Teh.-Behror, Dist - Alwar,
Rajasthan - 301701
Mobile: 8222819180
Email: amityadav1630659@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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RSVP: Mr. Amit Yadav
E-mail - amityadav1630659@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Ancient Foods
Founder
Ms. D. Laxmi Haritha Bhavani

Their startup “Ancient Foods” strongly
believes in the mantra of “Millets as a
preventive medicine” for the existing
public health problems like Malnutrition
and lifestyle diseases-Obesity, Diabetes,
Hypertension and Cardiovascular Diseases.
Ancient foods in association with ‘ICARIndian Institute of Millet Research(Govt
of India), is developing food technologies
in unique and niche millet-based “SMART

FOODS”, “NUTRI-PRODUCTS” and
“THERAPY FOODS”. Our ‘Ready to
Cook’, ‘Ready to Eat’ and ‘Ready to
Drink’ products like - ‘Nutri Instant Health
Mix’, ‘Natural Nutri Porridge’, ‘Millet
Smoothie Mix’, ‘Multi Millet Muesli’ and
‘Multi Millet Cookies’ are currently under
validation stage and will soon go to patent
processing.

Address:
Lakshmi Shaurya Pvt.Ltd.
H.No-11-14-100,R. No-5,
JP Gardens, Haripuri Colony,
Saroor nagar (Mandal), Hyderabad,
Ranga Reddy Dist, Telangana-500035
Mobile: 9963428689
Email: bhavani.dlh@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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RSVP: Ms. D. Laxmi Haritha Bhavani
E-mail - bhavani.dlh@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sri Avani Agro and Foods Products
Founder
Mr. Chandhra Shekar

They came to know that millets have good
value added nutritional compounds and
good scope in future due to changes in
lifestyle diseases and also came to know

that it helps cure better. They registered
partnership firm to develop the millet
procurement and also they have experience
in agriculture and millet cultivation

Address:
1-13, Malkapur,
Koilkonda, Mahabubnagar
Mobile: 8142082047
Email: kkreddy0333@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

RSVP: Mr. Chandhra Shekar
E-mail - kkreddy0333@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Manna Millets
Founder and CEO
Mr. China Nagaraju

Though having a poor financial background,
Mr. Chinna Raju didnt get deterred with it
and has started his Millets startup journey.
His journey in his words is as follows..”After
the demise of my father , my mother took
care of five of us , 2 brothers and 3 sisters.
I have been educated till intermediate . I
have experienced many different kinds of

jobs from being a senior waiter at Dolphin
Hotel to being a zomato delivery boy in
the recent past. Later on I have started my
own soda hub business and currently my
interests have extended towards starting a
millets based business to spread awareness
and health among the public. I thank IIMR
for providing a platform to fulfill my goal.”

SNAPSHOT

Address:
Plot No. 11/a, Raghavendra Colony,
Hatathnagar, Ranagareddy,
Hyderabad, Telangana.

Revenue

1000000

Job Creation

6 members

Revenue generation for farmers producer
organization and individual Agri-entrepreneurs

100000

New customers served

Monthly minimum 20cusmoter

Technology taken from ICAR - IIMR

Food recipe with IIMR

Mobile: 9640403563
Email: nagraj.raj533@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. China Nagaraju
Email -nagraj.raj533@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Healthy Millets
Founder
Mr. Dattertherya

Mr. Dattatreya is from a village by name
Kandukur in Andhra Pradesh. They have
found an opportunity nearby their village,
as there is no millets processing unit for
upto 100 kms. He would like to start a
venture into Millet Primary processing and
thus wants to help farmers in his vicinity. .In
future they would like to provide Ready to
Cook and Value Added Products in Millets
like instant idly ravva, upma mix etc.,..

They supply to stock markets and wholesale
distributors and sell directly to consumers.
Their technology includes:
Machines for processing and value added
products
F

Destoner

F

Gravity separater

F

Dehuller

F

Instant Upma Mix

F

Idli Rawa

Address:
2-68, Naladalapur,
V. V. Palem, Prakasam District
A.P., Pin code: 523113
Mobile: 8089747611
Email: dattu111kandukuri@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Dattertherya
Email - dattu111kandukuri@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. NutrifyU8 OPC Pvt Ltd
Founder
Dr. Shilpa Tejavath
MD, AMPH (ISB)

A Doctor by profession with expertise in
different healthcare domains had envisioned
to make nutrition rich products customizing
to the nutritional requirements of vulnerable
age groups which can become a part of
their regular food basket and help prevent
Nutritional disorders and chronic diseases
. After three years of research at national
food processing institutes, she formulated
nutritional foods which could help people
with specific ailments. To take those

products to the customers, she decided to
have a company of her own and registered
the company NutrifyU8 and the brand
NutrifyU.
Her vision is to make NutrifyU a
leader in scientifically formulating and
manufacturing micronutrient rich food
supplements in the country, for specific
ailments and nutritional deficiencies,
ultimately contributing to building a
nutrition rich future.

Address:
Visakhapatnam,
Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: +91-7702550715
Email: drshilpathejavath@gmail.com
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Products & Range
Nutri spread

Millet Muffins

Most essential micronutrients in lovely flavours ;) Easy to carry
pack for kids and elderly Manufactured with great care to bring
you the most tasty and clean food Tested for its quality in nationally
accredited labs

Best on the go snacks for school kids !

Our Team

NutrifyU is incubated at the Nutrihub incubator-IIMR. We
sincerely thank the nutrihub team for all their support. NutrifyU
will continue to be part of the noble mission of nutrihub focus
towards increasing millet consumption in the country.

RSVP: Dr. ShilpaTejavath
Email - drshilpathejavath@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Good Life Foods
Founder & CEO
Ms. Shravani Kandikanti

Shravani Kandikanthi , is working as a
Research Associate & Biotechnology
at index’s consulting, an innovation
management consultancy. Since her
childhood she always had the passion to
establish a business. As a part of her job
responsibilities, she has visited IIMR to
get information on technology transfers
and commercialization. During her visit

she came to know about the one day
entrepreneur training program conducted
by IIMR-Nutrihub. This program has
revived her passion for business. She hopes
to gain much more knowledge on millets
and start a company of her own.She seeks
her interest towards developing a nutrient
rich product which is convenient and
affordable to the consumers.

Address:
Hyderabad, Telangana
Mobile: 9885788893
Email: shravanikandikanthi92@gmail.com
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RSVP: Ms. Shavani Kandikanti
Email - shravanikandikanthi92@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Tasty Tribe Pvt ltd
Founder
Ms. Nupur Jha

Tasty Tribe Pvt Ltd came into existence
through my toils as a routine office goer.
During the daily runs as a working
professional, the focus was missing on the
right food. There came the help through
my mother’s wisdom of ancient grains,
seeds and forgotten recipes. The native
recipes helped with issues of poor muscle
health and exhaustion and addressed them
holistically. I realized that this can bring

in much needed relief to women and men
who are in the same rut of daily grind. What
followed was a decision to take my mother
together and form Tasty Tribe to battle out
the root cause of unavailability of right food
at an affordable price range. Tasty tribe is in
its infancy stage where we are working and
finalizing the right products and creating a
framework to ensure it gets delivered to the
masses.

Products & Range
Address:
123 A Greenwood City A Block
Sector 45, Haryana 122002
Mobile: +91-9223287725
Email: nupurjha@gmail.com

RSVP: Ms. Nupur Jha
Email - nupurjha@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Wonder Eats
Founder and CEO
Ms. Hemalatha

Address:
Flat No. S-4,
Shreeji Darshan Building,
Haveli, Curti, Ponda,
Goa - 403401
Mobile: 9420688701, 9021934132
Email: sohamg555@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Me and my Husband have always been
passionate about food industry. But the
use of unhealthy ingredients was always a
disappointment. If we tour a food market
whether locally or internationally, we
observe that most of the food product’s key
ingredients are wheat flour or all purpose
flour aka ‘Maida’. We both backed up our
research while talking to few Maida truck
delivery drivers who used to unload tons
of all purpose flour in a warehouse just
underneath our building which was then
distributed across Goa for the production of
white bread.

We decided the best way to fix this
detrimental ingredient was to replace
“Maida” with millets. With this idea we
both started doing our research and on how
we could push millets into daily eating
habits of people across the globe.
To thrive for more information on
technology and procedures we came across
the best institute that completely focuses on
Millets i.e. IIMR. We were very excited and
fascinated to learn about various products,
Technologies and procedures. We are
eagerly looking forward to be associated
with IIMR and start our millet startup
journey.

RSVP: Ms. Hemalatha
Email - sohamg555@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Ancient Foods Pvt Ltd
Founder
Mr. Jagan Mohan Thota

I’m Jagan Mohan Thota . The 12 years work
experience in various domains has nudged
me to become an entrepreneur. I wish to
start a business in the food sector through
products such as millets and contribute
towards a healthy society. I want to build an
integrated e-commerce platform wherein
millet farmers, product manufacturers and
consumers can come together to increase
the market for millet through creation of
win-win situations for all. In addition to
this I also wish to manufacture value added
millet products to market in educational

institutes and also for export purpose. To
explore further i have participated in the
Agri-Entrepreneurship program in the
month of Nov 2019 from which I have
extracted the insights for building my
business model. I want to venture into a
eCommerce website, where manufacturers
can see their products to the end user and
FPO’s can sell Raw materials directly to the
manufacturers, Super Markets, Wholesalers
and end user. Manufacturers can procure
the raw material from FPO’s and Individual
Farmer using the same Platform.

Address:
Plot No:82, H.No: 8-30,
Sai Srinivasa Hills, Mathuguda,
Bandlaguda, Nagole,
Hyderabad - 500068
Mobile: 8600300663
Email: mohan.jagan662@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Jagan Mohan Thota
Email - mohan.jagan662@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Reconnect M
Founder
Mr. Kranthi Kumar

I’m M.Kranthi and I have pursued masters
in design for manufacturing in mechanical
and research on solids lubrication. Coming
from a basic agriculture background, I have
my interests in farming and cultivation. My
thought to approach IIMR was mainly to
learn extensively about millets in order to
start my own business. To start the business
I require both financial and technical support

for which I believe IIMR is the best place.
I have also come to know about NEST
program at IIMR that helps in assisting the
young agri-entrepreneurs. I would like to
develop farmers from technical side and I
also have a goal of starting a food business
and taking it to a good position (quality
brand )in the market.

Address:
3-1 Madanapuram,
Wanaparthy-509110
Mobile: 9000500778
Email: kranthikumarreddy333@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Kranthi Kumar
Email - kranthikumarreddy333@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. S.M. Millet Products
Founder
Ms. Samanthakamani

S.M Millet products are developed by
manually dehydrating food, then that can
be eaten by adding hot water whenever we
want to eat. In addition to dehydration,they
are planning to prepare some snacks with
millets which are ready to eat. They have
a long term goal to research on millets to
reach international business. As of now they
have started small scale industry with some
small machinery to make idli rava, Upma
rava, malt powder, roti floor , idli ready
mix, doas ready mix etc.,.Now her future
goal is to dehydrate all cooked millet food

and make it available whenever we want to
eat readily by adding only some hot water.
Some doctors and scientists suggested that
she prepare this type of food to give to their
patients. They are giving millet recipes
training and providing employment to
around 20 people.
Retail Outlet:
Started a retail outlet in Miyapur by giving
break fast, lunch and dinner with millet
food and continued for 6 months. Provided
some snacks with millets.

Address:
H.No :4-38/1,
Near Ellite Sports Hub, J.P. Nagar,
Miyapur, Hyderabad-49
Mobile: 8247883628
Email: samanthakamaninelluri@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Products & Range
●
●
●
●

Jowar Idly
Foxtail bisibelebath
Barnyard Jaggery Millet Halwa
Millet Payasam

RSVP: Ms. Samanthakamani
Email - samanthakamaninelluri@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Supr kjoke
Founder
Ms. B. Nagarathnam

B.Naga Ratnam is a retired Government
School principal.. Being the eldest of all
the siblings , she has got the opportunity to
avail all the education support .Her parents
though being illiterate, have taught her
many lessons for life which made them her
role model.
She is living with a daughter and a son.
The idea of becoming an entrepreneur

struck her mind when she observed her
granddaughter’s health deteriorating due to
the fast foods and change in her eating habits.
Cooking being her passion, she started
preparing recipes of millets which were
liked by her granddaughter. Her happiness
lies in becoming a millet entrepreneur to
provide good health to everyone.

Address:
D.No 1-7-1005,
VMR Krishna Residency,
Flat No. 308, Hunter Road ,
Hanumakonda, Warangal district,
Telangana State
Mobile: 9618983849, 9966851079
Email: srisairathna27@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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RSVP: Ms. Balijepalli Nagarathnam
Email - srisairathna27@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Pardha Millets
Founder
Mr. Pothuraju Ravi Chandhra

Basically our business idea is millets primary
processing units. We grow millets in our
own farms and we are providing individual
farmers for millet primary processing.
Millets are processed for individual farmers
at an average price of Rs. 8/kg. We supply

processed millet grains from our own
farms to wholesalers, retailers, restaurants,
millet based entrepreneurs .We get revenue
from *Doing job work for FPO(Farmers
Production Organization) farmers & by
*Supplying final products for end users.
We provide urban and rural marketing
facilities for farmers.

Address:
1-63, Kandrika Village,
Phirangipuram Md,
Guntur District
RSVP: Mr. Pothuraju Ravi Chandhra
Mobile: 93987 95587
Email: ravichandra.pothuraju@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Email - ravichandra.pothuraju@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sri Sai Balaji Foods
CEO
Mr. C. Raghunatha Reddy

I’m C.Raghunatha Reddy , graduate in
B.com from utakur village, Anantapur
district ,Andhra Pradesh. I belong to a
family which has its roots into traditional
ayurveda for a long time. Presently, we are
running a company named Sri Sai Balaji
foods which is Fssai licensed .Here, we

deal with women self-help groups and
also farmers. We are now into production
of Ragi Protein Malt(Nutrition Food)- 1000
to 2000 kg/ per month, seasonal health
drinks and nearly 5000 bottles of pain relief
ayurvedic massage oils on a monthly basis.

Address:
Utakur village,
Anantapur district,
Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: 8099266166
Email: chintaraghunathareddy@gmail
goodlifesproduct@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. C. Raghunatha Reddy
Email - goodlifesproduct@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millet Breakfast Pvt Ltd
Founder
Mr. Rahul Kumar Singh

My name is Rahul Kumar Singh and I
am a working professional. I would like
to venture into millets startup and provide
goodness of them to the consumers, through
B2B sales. We are focusing on ready to
eat healthy snacks food items, like Ragi
cookies, jowar flakes, jowar pops etc. We

Products & Range

are going to tie-up with IIMR, Rich Millet
& NIFTEM for our technology part and are
going to produce ready to eat snacks items
with help of them. Initially we are coming
with 3 products i.e. Jowar Pops, Ragi
cookies & jowar flakes.
●

Rich source of protein and Fibre

●

Low in sugar & fat as compared to
market products

●

Our products have naturally rich source
of micronutrients.

Address:
Plot No. 89, New Colony Janakpur,
Wazidpur, Rmnagar, Varanasi,
Uttar Pradesh, 221008
Mobile: 7388692354
Email: milletbreak@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Rahul Kumar Singh
Email - milletbreak@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Elite Nutri
Founder
Mr. Rahul Vadlakonda

Im Rahul Vadlakonda . I have done my
engineering and followed by a Master’s
degree in food sciences from the university
of Melbourne, Australia. During my
Master’s, I was privileged to learn about
the advantages of value addition to food,
varied food processing and preserving
technologies and supply chain analysis as a
part of my curriculum. Later I have worked
under the food safety sector for 3 years that
provided me with insights about various
food safety rules and regulations of other
nations. My approach towards the concept

of business constantly evolved along with
my exposure. Currently, my main focus is
on exploring the products that are beneficial
to the pregnant and lactating women and
also to the children. By being an incubatee
at IIMR, I want to work on the products
which can answer the anemic problem in
women and malnutrition in children. On the
other hand, by availing the training given
in NEST program, I want to get myself
more familiarized regarding various stages
in setting up an entity and thereby further
refine my grasp over doing business

Address:
Flat No:104, SRK Heavens,
Gandhi Nagar, Hyderabad. 500080
Mobile: 6301477893
Email: vadlakondarahul@zoho.com
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RSVP: Mr. Rahul Vadlakonda
Email - vadlakondarahul@zoho.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Grain Factory
Founder
Ms. Swathi Paturi

Address:
7-20, Near Hosanna Mandir,
Nuzvid Road, Hanuman Junction,
Andhra Pradesh-521105

Grain Factory manufactures healthy foods
from grains that are not only better for
the planet but also better for the planet.
What started off with a personal weight
loss journey has grown into a mission
to transform the way we consume
carbohydrates. Our first product, sorghum
pops which is crunchy and similar to
popcorn has been well received in the
Singapore market. However, our sales
channels and target audience for pops have
been affected due to covid-19. We are now
pivoting from a snacks only business model
to include more wholesome foods like
soup mixes and cookies. We have recently
launched a healthy caffeine free beverage
mix from millets as an alternative to coffee/
tea. Our target market for this is patients
with diabetes and millennials looking to
adopt healthy food habits.

Plan for next one year:
● 3 months of product development and
feedback from initial customers,
● Reaching out to dieticians and medical
stores in the next 3 months for initial
collaborations.

Mobile: 63021 79428
Email: swathi.paturi24@gmail.com
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RSVP: Ms. Swathi Paturi
Email - swathi.paturi24@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Rashmi Millet Foods
Founder
Mrs. Aruna Vemula

Address:
Plot No.38, SM Avenue,
Vemula Nilayam,
Beside Saraswathi Vidyapetam,
Bandlaguda Jagir,
Hyderabad -500086

I’m Aruna, my journey towards Rashmi
Home Foods began after I attended a
training
program on “Empowering
millets stakeholders through processing
and commercialization of value added
technologies” for two days i.e 22-23
September, 2016. The inspiration from this
training has led to the kickstart of Rashmi
Home Foods. The business started mainly
with jowar products like laddu, idly, dosa
etc. Slowly we have started penetrating
into the market with stalls in NIRD mela
and also by providing millet based lunch in

institutions. At present we have 8 different
products and we wish to upgrade to new
technologies with help of ICAR Indian
institute of Research and Nutrihub. Recently
we have also been selected for training
in the NEST program. Our motto is tasty
food taken to the doorstep of the customer
by joining with Swiggy or Zomoto or any
other online partner. We wish to add on
many millet products to our list based on
the customer feedback and also on seasonal
basis.

Mobile: 79892 95427
Email: vemulaaruna81@gmail.com
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SNAPSHOT
Investment

2.5 lakhs

Revenue

2.8

Job Creation

2

Revenue generation for farmers producer organization and
individual Agri - entrepreneurs

nil

New customers served

200+

Products & Range

RSVP: Mrs. Aruna Vemula
Email - vemulaaruna81@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Rainbow Enterprises
Founder
Ms. Razia Begum

Address:
H.No : 1-11-293/97/1,
Bhagavanthapur,
Prakash Nagar, Begumpet,
Hyderabad-500016
Mobile: 93912 07441
Email: raziabegum786shaik@gmail.com

Rainbow Enterprises, founded in 2019,
is a startup offering millet based idly and
upma rawa . The research and development
work is now complete, and the website
launch is underway. They are trying to link
up with various e-commerce websites and
spread awareness through social media
platforms and telephonic broadcasting.
The interesting fact is that it is millet based.
The three team members have diverse
backgrounds like accounting department,
SEO and engineering automation. Some
housewives with an influential social
circle. Each of these roles are strategic and
henceforth crucial to the team.

They plan backward integration with an
FPO once they achieve their first target .
The company’s
vision is to bio-fortify millets and
encourage the farmers by providing a
good price to them. Their current target
is home cooks who would like to provide
tasty and nutritious food to their loved
ones. They, also, would like their product
to be available at 5 star restaurants and
first class air passengers. They plan to
employ at least 5-10 direct employees in
near future and organically grow. By using
locally sourced millets, indirectly supports
several farmers. They are planning to have
it “Made to Order” or “Just in Time” that
could be ordered through our web portal.
This will address the gourmet enthusiast
who prioritize nutrition and taste. Upon
larger customer acceptance will work with
gourmet retail stores to add it in its sales
inventory.
RSVP: Ms. Raziya Begum
Email - raziabegum786@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Thammu Foods
Founder & CEO
Mr. Udaya Bhaskar

I am Udaya Bhaskar Representing Tammu
foods, with an educational background in
hotel management and with good hands-on
experience in administration and operations.
Being from the tribal community we have
a habit of consuming millets daily, but in
recent years, food habits have changed and
health issues developed.

Address:
Opp Degree College
Jangareddigudem Road
Buttayagudem
West Godavari Dist
State: Andhra Pradesh
PIN: 534448
Mobile: 961855967
Email: tammufoods@gmail.com
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While working in Mindspace I happened
to meet a lot of people from software
who would be complaining about health
problems. These made me think and I gave
a thought of doing research on health.
Then I started visiting different places, did
a study, and concluded that even in tribal
hamlets people are facing health issues like
lack of hemoglobin, iron, calcium problems
which is leading to major health problems
mostly ladies and children are facing
deficiency problems of hemoglobin iron
and calcium.

I got the solution while trying different
foods on myself and observed changes in
my body. Then the same food samples had
been given to people from various walks
of life and noticed the difference in their
health. Hence, began my startup journey.
My main aim is to develop the farmer’s
income levels in the interior areas where
they don’t have proper transportation. They
need to come a minimum of 15 km to a
nearby transportation location. They are not
earning enough from their crops, I want to
create value addition in their life by adding
any knowledge & Skills in helping tribal
farmers to develop and grow
I intend to use this opportunity to help millet
farmers by channeling and facilitating the
consumption of more millet and milletbased foods.
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RSVP: Mr. Udaya Bhaskar
Email - tammufoods@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Maitri Nutra Foods
Founder & CEO
Mr. Uday Kumar Kollimath

Address:
Maitri Nutra Foods
# 219, 2nd Main, 5th Cross,
KHB Colony, Basveshwaranagar,
Bangalore, 560079.
Mobile: 7411696057
Email: agribuzzindia@gmail.com
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Panchanahalli Millet Farmers Producer
Company is a Farmers Producer Company
(FPO) registered under Company Act in
2017 (CIN: U01114KA20117PTC107425).
The said farmers company was formed with
the help of NABARD finance in Oct 2017.
Vyakti Vikas Kendra of India is the NGO
that has promoted the formation of the
company. Currently the FPO has over 1000
members and the share capital collected
is 10 lakhs. The area is known for the
cultivation of Little Millets since decades
and the farmers have not been getting the
better price recovery. During the season the
traders from Mumbai come to the villages
and are buying the millets at very low
prices. This FPO has been formed to create
better facilities for the farmers to process
and as well develop some value added

products. The FPO has actively worked to
improve the quality of the seeds through
Natural Farming techniques advocated by
Art of Living International Bangalore.
The following business activities have been
identified
1.

Little Millet Seed Production through
Natural Farming

2.

Value addition to millets –
i.

Making Instant Idli

ii.

Dosa Mix,

iii. Little Millet Rice,
iv. Little Millet Atta,
v.

Little Millet Payasam Mix,

vi. Little Millet Rice,
vii. Little Millet Rava

RSVP: Mr. Uday Kumar Kolimitla
Email - agribuzzindia@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sai Sustainable Agro
Introduction:
Founder
Mr. Jitendra Kumar Sinha

“We don’t grow enough food to survive
for an entire year, that’s why we have
to go elsewhere for labour work “–
responded one of the tribal people when
I asked why they have to migrate.
“But you have your land. Why don’t you
cultivate?” – I asked

Address:
601, Yash Apartment,
Plot-16, Sector-27, Kharghar,
Navi Mumbai – 410210

Mobile: 9967343996
Email: jitendraksinha@hotmail.com
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“No sir, these lands are not fertile. My
forefather used to cultivate but these got
degraded over time“– responded another
farmer.
Being an agriculturalist I could clearly
see the potential when those small tribal
farmers were seeing the problems. I was
interacting with local tribal communities
in Odisha during one of consultancy
assignments visits. In Odisha, 85% of

the farmers belong to small & marginal
communities with less than 2 hectares
of land, more than half of which are
degraded upland.
I visualized low cost, one acre agroforestry technology to uplift smallholder
farmers’ families out of poverty. The tree
plantation could help in controlling soil &
water erosion as well as earn good income
to farmers through harvesting and selling
of matured plantation to nearby paper
mills every 4th years, whereas cultivation
of traditional tribal crops like millet could
ensure their food and nutritional security.
Having worked with NGO sector for over
two decades I was very well aware of
the reality of grant model, and therefore
visualized for a self-financed, selfsustained business model
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FUNDS FLOW SINCE INCEPTION
Promoters

IDBI – Rs.75 lakhs

Loans (Institutional)

India Govt GECL Scheme Loan – Rs.15.00 lakhs
IDBI – Rs.75 lakhs

Others

CSR Grant from Trafigura Foundation – Rs.1.6 crore

Investments

-

Four layers/levels of markets with strategy of focusing the
small targeted segment, and then gradually scaling up. The
small segment will help in getting the consumers’ feedback
and improving the taste, flavour, packing, quality before going
for big market
●

●

Millet Tribe’s immediate targeted customers are officers
and their families staying in colonies of five major
industries in and around Koraput, Odisha (Vedanta, Aditya
Birla, JKPM, NALCO and HAL). These people have
moved from cities to these industries’ colonies which are
situated in villages/kasba with minimum basic facilities.
There are approximately 30,000 families staying in
colonies of these 5 industries, and we will be trying to get
2%-5% of them as our consumers.
Our next target customers are middle income category
people staying in per-urban areas around Koraput &
Rayagada, who will also get interested once the Millet
Tribe brand is easily available and are in demand by the
colony people. Approximately 100,000 families stay in
the vicinity of these colonies.
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●

Millet Tribe will also expand to nearby towns and cities
in Odisha and adjoining Jharkhand and Bihar where
these millet products are not easily available at affordable
price. We will use stockists/distributors/C&F agents in
major cities of East & North India (like in Ranchi, Patna,
Bhubaneswar, Varanasi).

●

Millet Tribe will also target export market in USA and
Canada through the same process (market research,
product trials, going from small segments to larger ones)

RSVP: Mr. Jitendra Kumar Sinha
Email - jitendraksinha@hotmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Smart Foods
INTRODUCTION:
Co-Founder,
Ms. Krishnaa Kantthawala
Masters of Business Administration
(Marketing)

Address:
# 504, C-Wing, Nancy Towers,
Wanowrie, Pune - 411040
Mobile: 9284638220
Email: krishnaamysmartfoods@gmail.com
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I always thought my life was perfect. A
loving family, fun friends and an awesome
career. What else does one need? Up
until in 2017, when the fast pace urban
life hit me with a reality check. My health
started deteriorating and the easiest of the
task would seem like a challenge. That
is when my mother intervened and took
charge of me. With all the love and care
she gave, she even ensured that I ate the
healthiest of the foods, Millets being her
top choice always
Millets, that are a staple diet for my 90
year old granny, who’s still full of energy
and does all her work independently.
Once I recovered, I took a road trip to
North India and learnt the locals relished
Millets as their staple diet to stay healthy
naturally.

I started connecting the dots. During
my quest to learn about Millets, I took
up a journey to a remote village in
Maharashtra. I was stunned to see the
enthusiasm the youngsters had to build
themselves a successful career. But they
needed to migrate to urban cities, in order
to fulfil their career ambitions.
What about their farms then? Well, they
didn’t really care, since it wasn’t helping
them with a sustainable livelihood. What
would be the future of agriculture then?
How would we get our food so easily
on the platter? Instead, how about they
had great opportunities within their own
villages?
Again in India, 40% children below age
5 are malnourished and over 50% women
in reproductive age of 15-49 years are
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anaemic. Less physical activities and access to junk foods,
causing alarming number of lifestyle disorders amongst my
urban friends worried me.
I started connecting the dots again and MY SMART
MILLETS was born. My Smart Millets offers healthy, tasty
and wholesome foods in convenient food forms like noodles,
pastas, cookies etc made with MILLETS that shall help people
stay fit and healthy naturally, while procuring these products
from rural youth, giving them entrepreneurial opportunities in
their own villages so they stop migrating to cities in search of
work.
I started with a seed capital of 85k, making 5000 pcs, marketed
and sold them on Amazon, around 20 stores in Pune and
exhibitions in gyms, yoga centers and Corporates like Infosys.
I recovered the production cost and learnt that the concept had
a cent percent acceptance among the primary target consumer
of mothers wanting healthy foods for their children and healthconscious urban youth. I progressed further by tying up with
Hotels and Corporate canteens promoting healthy Millet
snacks.
Since Millets grow in harsh dry lands, marginal farmers can
easily afford to grow them, and needing very little water to
grow, Millets are good for the planet as well.
Hence Millets is the KEY answer to a sustainable planet in
future. Well, we don’t again need the West to tell us that our
ancient foods Millets are the best way to keep us healthy,
naturally. It is only upon us to come together and drive this
change to create a healthier India again.
MY SMART MILLETS a ‘DEFINITIVE GAP’ of Health
Foods (RTE/RTC) that are Nutritious + Tasty + Easy-to-cook +
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Wholesome meals that Satiate Hunger and can be eaten guiltfree anytime anywhere
●

Eat guilt-free anytime anywhere

●

Immunity boosting foods – Stay fit and healthy naturally

●

Innovativeness - Healthy makeover to fast foods

●

No compromise - Appease your taste buds while indulging
in a healthy snack

●

Functionality - Satiates hunger with a wholesome meal

●

Convenience - Instant nutritious mid-meal snacking

●

Sustainability – Our raw material is procured from tribals
in Western Ghats of India

●

Positioned as Preventive health foods – Suitable for
everyone

●

Emotional needs - Women have a huge emotional need
to be acknowledged as making right decision for their
family’s health. My Smart Millets delivers that for her.

●

Women - to feel guilt-free while enjoying a snack

●

Mother - To feel guilt-free while giving a fast food snack
to her children

●

Health-conscious - Iimmunity boosting food + Flaunt
Factor

●

Opt for My Smart Millets fast foods. Our noodles are made
with millets and wheat flour, zero maida and oil, with a
Chatpata lip-smacking preservative-free seasoning mix, to
satiate mid-meal snacking.  

●

Convenience of replacing her 4pm boring salad bowl or
unhealthy chaat indulgence with a healthy delicious Millet
snack
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●

Can stay slim without compromising on food and health,
saving herself from dangers of eating disorders, anorexia
and stress.

●

Instant nutritious snacking anytime anywhere

●

My Smart Millets provides healthier version of fastfoods
like noodles and cookies, as Millets are rich in calcium,
phosphorous and iron and have 2 times more protein than
milk. Mothers are thus assured their children are eating
nutritious and safe food while children can relish the lipsmacking taste of our products.

●

▪

My Smart Millets products come with preservative-free
condiments like seasoning mix and sauces, making it safer
for children to eat.
Inculcate good food habits amongst children by regularly
feeding them Millets

MARKETING:
1.

Online: social media, SEO, blogging, influencers, articles
/ inferences in line with government initiatives to promote
Millets

2.

Offline:  
1.

Tie-ups (sampling, presentations, product displays)
– Gyms, yoga centres, corporate canteens, airways,
railways,

2.

Tie-ups with Nutritionist / Dieticians to recommend
My Smart Millets products to customers.

3.

Consumer exhibitions and trade promotions in retail
stores.

4.

Sampling.

		

a.

Corporate (employees + canteens)

		

b.

Schools & Colleges

		c.

Canteens

		d.

Townships

		e.

Retail stores

		

f.

Organic food stores

		

g.

Pharmacy + grocery stores

		

h.

Yoga / Gyms / Health & Wellness centers

		

i.

Promotions through associations – ISKCON, Art
of Living, etc.

1.

Tie-ups with popular chefs, bloggers, nutritionists &
dieticians, food influencers – innovative recipes, contests,
give-aways, nutrition dialogues, webinars, farmer-speaks
and multiple other initiatives to target consumers about
how much difference they can make to their own lives
as well as others by consuming products offered by My
Smart Millets.

RSVP: Ms. Krishnaa Kantthawala
Email - krishnaamysmartfoods@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Avinashh
Founder
Mr. Busi Pragjnanand

Address:
H. No. 1-105-12,
Plot No. 26, Sector-8, MVP Colony
Visakhapatnam -530017,
Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: 9052427070
Email: avinashhglobal@gmail.com
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Introduction:
Ever since I married a polio survivor, I
have been witnessing my wife using
painkillers and other medications to cure
herself.A point came when her body
started rejecting medication, even the
chewable tablets. This triggered me to find
alternatives. We found that Homeopathy
and Acupuncture was useful in her
recovery. Meanwhile, I too developed
diabetes. Witnessing the side effects of
allopathic medication I approached Dr.
Tulasi Rao, faculty in the Department of
Yoga & Consciousness. As a part of a long
term solution, he advised me to join Post
Graduation in Yoga & Consciousness. I
joined and successfully completed it by
winning a gold medal. Meanwhile, I had
started acquiring more and more in-depth

knowledge in yogic diet, Acupressure,
Ayurveda, Naturopathy etc. During this
time, I lost my mother due to cervical
cancer and mother-in-law to a massive
heart attack. This loss deepened and
intensified my efforts of doing research
and developing a customized diet.
I thought, planned, prepared a diet
suitable to my wife and even prepared
herbal based fresh juices to detoxify
her body. Thus I started juice therapy. It
showed encouraging results. Her family
members, relatives and friends started
recognizing the visual improvement in
her. Few of them asked that they would
try juice therapy. I customized as per
individual’s health condition. The results
were positive and encouraging. Due to
word of mouth, people started contacting.
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This strengthened my belief in the maxim- Aahaarame
Aushadham (Food is Medicine). We thought of extending the
benefit to others. Thus, in memory of our mothers, my wife and
I established M/s AVINASHH- Adieshu Vanajakshi Institute of
Natural and Alternative Systems of Health and Healing.
I started this long back and gave it an entrepreneurial element
from 2014 because me and my wife and our entire team in
AVINASHH strongly believe that WE ARE WHAT WE EAT
DAILY...! To me, Innovation is an integral part of life. I am a
seeker and thinker towards sustainable solutions.

Financial Growth Till now:
Our current traction is on Actual Local Sales. We have a steady
rise of monthly sales around 10 per cent. Number of consumers
are near to 70 per month. MAU (Monthly Active Users)2 commercial establishments, 30 individuals/family users
without health problems, 45 individuals with health problems.
Daily Active Users- 3-4. No. of calls showing interest: 7-8. The
interest of customers jumped 50% post media publicity and
word of mouth referrals; every month three to four new persons
are getting added. With regard to MilletMatiX machine, around
ten enquiries over phone and few even visited for machine
demonstration

RSVP: Mr. Busi Pragjnanand
Email - avinashhglobal@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Avanni Organics
INTRODUCTION
Founder
Mr. Ashok kumar Kommuri

Address:
T. Valamavari palli,
Vempalli, Kadapa - 516350
Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: 919989464513
Email: ashok.deny@gmail.com
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Avanni is an enterprise with a Moto that
operates as a healthy platform between
the Farmer (Producer) and the end User
(Consumer). The fundamental objective
of Avanni is to encourage the Farmers
for a Chemical free (Organic) Production and contributing hygienic Food with
High Nutritious value to its Consumers.
We are an established millet processing
unit which supplies unpolished fiber and
micronutrient rich millet rice (Foxtail
Millet, Kodo Millet, Little Millet, Barnyard Millet and Brown top Millet) The
Unique Selling Proposition of our product is “Unpolished” quality of Millet rice
that is organically grown and with Organic Certification which no one has Plantbased foods place an important role and
contribute an array of nutrients that are

essential for the daily needs of human nutrition and promote good health. Among
plant based foods, cereals in general play
a key role as staple food providing daily dietary requirements up to 90 – 95 %.
Cereals serve as the main staple food for
a large proportion of the world population but have short coming, from a nutrition perspective. Among cereals, rice
contributes more than 50-60% of the calories to 2.7 billion people across the
world, but have low in bioavailable micronutrients required in the daily diet like
iron, calcium, zinc etc., Merely, there
are about 49 nutrients are essential to fulfill the metabolic needs of mankind, but
the principal drawback of the rice based
food products are in the whole nutritional
perspective being low in iron, zinc, proteins, vitamins and other essential foods.
Such deficiencies of various minerals and
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vitamins together are often addressed as “Hidden Hunger’,
which is considered one of the most serious global challenges
faced by mankind.

Gluten free and high nutritive value of the millet make them
as the FIRST choice to be included on dietary list of foods for
good health.

In contrast, our forefathers used to have a rice diet of a combination of Millets grown in the local areas by traditional means
mostly under rain fed conditions. But globalization and industrial development from the last 100 years or so has cornered the
millets in the new generations. Excessive use of rice (carbohydrate based) based food has led to the malnutrition conditions
due to lack of adequate amount of fiber and other essential micronutrients.  
Increased diabetics and awareness of our old traditional foods
made the millets popular as they are known to contain adequate
quantities of various micronutrients, high fiber, and elevated
antioxidant levels and other essential amino acids that may
play a crucial role in perspective of functional foods in terms
of the essential micronutrients in the future.  
Millets belongs to one of those forgotten grains that were a part
of our ancient culture and are known as “Ancient Grains’’, millets, millets are more than just an interesting alternative to the
more common grains. Once enjoyed as the major food source
across the world as well as in the India, Green Revolution and
Cash crops has masked the benefits of the millets. But recently, due to the efforts of many NGOs and increasing awareness
about the variety of health benefits of millets they are regaining
their importance. Millets are highly nutritious and non-glutinous. They are considered to be the least allergenic and easy to
digest, with high micronutrient content like iron, magnesium,
phosphorus and potassium.  

RSVP: Mr. Ashok kumar Kommuri
Email - ashok.deny@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Chowdeswari Traders
●
Founder
Mr. Varanasi Srinivas

●

Address:
SF-2, KVR Royal, Above Spencer’s,
100 ft Ring Road, Near PSR School
Vizianagaram – 535002
Mobile: 9676108458
Email: varanasisrinivas766@gmail.com
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The Primary processing of the
minor millets involves Preclearing,
Destoning, Hulling with impact
huller of Japanese made, gravity
separation, colour and size sorting,
final destoning and packing.

●

Mass production of millets and its
products and cater to the needs of all
categories of people at an affordable
price.

I may not the active users but the
consumptions have gone up, as the
sales volumes even in this times of
covid are very much improving and
increasing

●

My current revenue generation is
basically from these wholesalers;
monthly I am generating a turnover
of around 25 to 35 lakhs. Planning
for online marketing with proper
tools so that the percolation shall be
faster

●

The market is huge and the size is
very big, I am the only player in my
area, specializing in this product. My
estimate for this year sales would be
around 3 to 3.5 crores.

●

It helps in serving the society with
nutritious food, to have better health.

●

More yield of products that are better
outturns as damaging effects are low,
can stand in the competitive edge.

●

At present I have about 10 to 11
major wholesalers buyers, B2B,
planning to increase by another 10

to 12 customers who are pioneers in
this business.
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●

Very near to the FPO’s and growing areas, competitive
edge is low transportation cost which plays a major part,
sales points are also in the near vicinity so added advantage,
the by-products realization is also good and saleable in the
near vicinity.

●

Purely B2B , model t is a very simple distribution channel
where the entire range goes to wholesalers.

RSVP: Mr. Varanasi Srinivas
Email - varanasisrinivas766@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. DOS and Company
●
Founder
Mr. Aman Sharma

“DOS is the going to be the NEXT
Healthy Word for the self-caring
people”

●

Work with dieticians for an awareness
program.

●

Will target the export market.

●

We are planning to promote our
products on e-commerce platform.

●

10+ ready to eat products are we
manufacturing.

●

Along with that we will collaborate
with Industry Experts.

●

I have a 3 years’ of experience in
marketing

Millets
Address:
83 Chitrha Gupth Nagar,
Imliphatik
Jaipur, Rajasthan

Cereals

Processed

Snacks

Mobile: 9799999067
Email: amansharmados@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Aman Sharma
Email - amansharmados@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millet Marvels
●

Millet Marvels is committed to
serving well-balanced Nutritional
Recipes.

●

●

Our motto is - To serve the finest and
the purest food.

●

●

Perfect blend of healthy and tasty
food.

Confident of creating customer
trust by sheer transparency of our
processes - Raw Material Used,
Cooking Process, Kitchen hygiene

●

To aggressively
penetrate
and
customer reach and adaptability.

●

We score on Competitive/affordable
pricing model

●

Aggressive customer reach through
widespread setup across communities

●

Expansion plans into product
retailing - Raw Millet, Ready to
cook - Batter & Mix, Ready to eat
and Cold pressed oils/A2 Ghee

Cardiologist & FIlm Actor
Dr. Bharatha Reddy

Plan to setup Three Clusters:
●
Address:
Wonderful World,
H NO 10-5/26, SY. NO.163,
Villa NO 27A,
Rajendranagar, Hyderabad

●

Kismatpur - 3 Kiosks + Cluster
Kitchen
Madhapur/Gachibowli - 3 Kiosks +
Cluster Kitchen

Jubilee/Banjara Hills - 3 Kiosks +
Cluster Kitchen

Competitive Analysis

Mobile: 9000929999
Email: ambharathreddy@gmail.com
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RSVP: Dr. Bharatha Reddy
Email - ambharathreddy@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Famnutra
Founder
Mr. G. Sailesh

Introduction:

Product ranges

●

M.Pharm, Hyderabad

●

Foxtail Millet Rice

●

Specialises in Planning, Human
Resources & Production process
management

●

Foxtail Millet Vermicelli

●

Foxtail Millet Idli Rawa

●

Foxtail Millet Pasta

●

Foxtail Millet Noodles

●

Foxtail Millet Flour

●

●

9+ years of experience in the
Production process in reputed
pharma companies.
Looks after Strategic Decisions @
Famnutra

and more…

Address:
76-8/1-12, Lalithanagar,
Bhavanipuram,
Vijayawada,
Andhra Pradesh.
Mobile: 9985614945
Email: famnutra@gmail.com
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●

Doctors suggest dietary changes for diabetes and obesity
along with medicines.

●

As our products are gluten free, they are suitable for
patients with celiac disease and health conscious people.

●

Millets especially foxtail millet is proven to reduce sugar
levels and help in weight loss, improves cardiovascular
health, increases immunity levels due to its nutritive
values.

●

We are providing value to the customer by selling
healthy ready to cook and ready to eat snacks without
compromising taste.

●

We will be reaching the customers through e-commerce
websites, own websites (become a d2c brand), horeca or
fast food centres, nutritionists and doctors.

●

Initially, to generate revenues, we will be reaching
retail chains through distributors and conduct marketing
campaigns.

●

Global diabetes market is around $50 billions

●

Gluten free food market exceeded $21.61 billions and
estimated to grow at a CAGR of 9.4 percent.

●

People are becoming more and more health conscious due
to covid19 and want to utilize this opportunity.

●

Our target market is people with diabetes, obesity, health
conscious clientele.

RSVP: Mr. G. Sailesh
Email - famnutra@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Malts and Millets
Managing Partner
Mr. Yedukondalu Badeti

Daily 5 kgs JOWAR/Ragi Idli mix sale
daily from store and direct sales from
our food stalls . And our Jonna Gatka
mix using in our food stall and we serve
almost 100+ customers on daily basis
We are planning through direct sales. One
to one

Address:
Malts and Millets Enterprise,
Khammam, Telangana.

Those Suffering from Lifestyle Diseases
whether it is diabetes, cardiovascular
diseases, intestinal disorders or allergies
towards gluten Awareness about the
benefits of these healthy grains is creating
a situation where demand is increasing
almost every year by 20% to 22%# Due
to change in lifestyle, Ready to cook

(RTC) and ready to Eat (RTE) products
got momentum and looking for healthier
options
These products are highly required for
rural people.
Our proposed products certainly come
under healthy RTC and RTE category
Daily 5 kgs JOWAR/Ragi Idli mix sale
daily from store and direct sales from
our food stalls . And our Jonna Gatka
mix using in our food stall and we serve
almost 100+ customers on daily basis

We are planning through direct sales.
One to one

Mobile: 9701554477
Email: ybadeti@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Yedukondalu Badeti
Email - ybadeti@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Magasool Agro Pvt Ltd
Founder
Dr. Ajay Tannirkulam

Address:
#312, Ryan Shinar Apartments,
6th A Main Road, HRBR Layout,
2nd Block, KalyanNagar,
Bangalore – 560043
Mobile: 7823 993457
Email: ajay.tannirkulam@gmail.com
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Introduction:
Magasool (meaning “agriculture yield” in
Tamil) Agro Pvt Ltd was incorporated in
2015 and has been operational since late
December 2017. We work under the brand
name of Manavari (meaning “dryland” in
Tamil) Foods.
We make safe, toxin-free, dry-land
produce (millets, groundnuts, pulses,
honey etc) and ready to cook foods
available to all at prices that farmers
and end consumers both love. Our
differentiating and scaling propositions
are (i) a vernacular- voice-based platform
(built on Mobile Vani with 2 million rural
subscribers) for farmers and consumers
to directly interact and transact, (ii) food
safety verification with novel low-cost,
on-chip, onsite and real-time technology.
Our current revenue model is as follows

- We procure raw produce from farmers
(post safety testing at an NABL lab)
and process them in a 20 tonne/month
capacity mill that we have setup in Pelasur
village, Thiruvannamalai district. The
mill has machines for cleaning, grading,
de-husking, roasting and grinding. The
finished products are packed in bags for
wholesale (B2B) and retail sales (B2C).
Wholesale items are sold as white-label.
Items for retail are packed in bags with
our logo. B2B 90% od sales is B2C and
10% is B2C.
Our monthly revenue for June 2020
was Rs 69,000 and the revenue for July
2020 was INR 1.35 lacs. We anticipated
reaching INR 2lacs by October 2020.
However, the COVID19 pandemic
slowed us down to INR 1lac/month. We
have 10 (5 regular) B2B customers and
100 B2C (40 repeat consumers). We
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are awaiting FSSAI clearance at the Amazon Warehouse in
Bangalore to start e-commerce operations.
It is now a well-established fact that large pesticide residues
in food can lead to cancer. Unfortunately, a significant fraction
of the agriculture produce sold in India has higher chemical
residue than recommended by food safety standards. The
only option that consumers have today for safe food through
purchase of certified organic. Organic food costs twice as
much as regular food and is out of reach of most consumers.
Furthermore. organic certification is long drawn and expensive.
We are addressing this problem by creating a pesticide-free
line of products. Many tribal and rain-fed farmer’s dependents
on monsoon irrigation historically do not use pesticides (they
may be using some fertilizer during sowing but this is also
negligible) . We currently procure grains directly from the
farmers and send samples for pesticide-residue checks to a
food lab. From a nutrition and safety perspective, pesticide
free food has all the benefits of organic food at much cheaper
prices. We endeavor to bring the benefits of organic produce to
consumers at prices they can afford.
Our mantra is “verified safe and healthy food at everyday
prices”.

RSVP: Dr. Ajay Tannirkulam
Email - ajay.tannirkulam@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Swaadika Health Staples Private Limited
Founder
Mr. V K Srinivasan

Address:
A 001 Garudadri Springs,
Nanjappa Layout,
JC Industrial Area,
Yelachenahalli,
Bangalore 560062
Mobile: 7349410305
Email: 4swaadika@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Introduction:
Swaadika Health Staples is a food startup
founded with the vision of adding health
to every meal. It is quite arduous to meet
the nutritional needs of each member
of a typical healthy family. Lifestyle &
workplace scenarios govern the choice
of food consumed today. Now it becomes
more complicated, if any member of a
family has very specific nutritional needs
due to certain medical conditions like
DIABETES.
Though there is awareness of the
depletion of nutrition in our foods, the
options available are either inappropriate,
inconvenient or do not appeal to the tastebuds.

Swaadika Health Staples Private
Limited, Bangalore Registered in
2018. Started Operations in April 2019
The current list of Swaadika’s Staples
includes 8 RTC products made out of
different combinations of small millets,
thus providing health, taste, convenience
and variety.
Our Online Presence: www.swaadika.in
& https://www.merricart.in In talks with
Big Basket, Qtrove &Jio
Online Grocery store in Mumbai
We have tied up with a chain of Diabetic
clinic in Kerala and few centres in
Bangalore.
For the FY 2019-20 a turnover of
approximately 2lacs was registered. Now,
we have stopped business operations as
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the company is undergoing a restructuring, shifting of premises
and procuring/renewal of licenses. We are likely to commence
operations in 15days time

●

We intend to consume ~ 400tons of millets procuring
directly or indirectly.

●

Provide employment to >45 people

Future Plans:

●

Generate a brand value of 50crores.

●

In the long term (5-7 years) , we would like to target
0.1% Indian Diabetic market, of which would reach 8lacs
diabetics and 33crores annual revenue.

●

Convert the theme 1 Millet Meal A Day into a daily
practice.

●

By 2023-24, we expect to touch ~3 lac diabetic patients
in Bangalore, Hyderabad and Chennai. We will capture
1.5% of the opportunity available in these geographies &
a revenue of 11crores.

Also, explore the options of establishing the idea of 1Millet
Meal A Day, globally in 3 years

RSVP: Mr. V K Srinivasan
Email - 4swaadika@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Tasty Leaf
INTRODUCTION:
Founder
Mr. Gunasekhar Kakularam

We started the Millets based Start-up in
Aug 2019 with the Name of TastyLeaf.
We are providing purely Millets based
food all entire day starting with Healthy
Drinks, Breakfast , Lunch , Snacks, and
Dinner.
Later we started making Read to Eat
products. Here we are making around
20 types of products which we can use
different Millets.

Address:
No. 20-48-S8-402, Tasty Leaf,
Ground Floor,
Tirumala Bypass Road,
Sivajyothi Nagar, Tirupati – 517502,
Chittoor (Dist), Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: 96254 62927
Email: sekhar.k@tastyleaf.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Our Monthly Turnover is around Rs. 6
Lakhs.
We are also connected with Food delivery
Partners like Zomato and Swiggy and also
local delivery partners with Freshmigo.
Apart from that we also have our own
delivery channel to deliver the food
based on Phone Orders and Monthly
subscriptions.

We are providing catering services to
their doorstep for any functions and
celebrations.
Our Snacks are selling wholesale to sale
at local departmental stores and bakeries.
We also sell the Raw Millets to the
Customers and Retailers.
I came from an agricultural background
and I am fond of doing cultivation .
Most of my school days were spent in the
Village with my grandparents, so I am
fond of Agriculture for Healthy living.
I worked in the IT for industry around
15 years and roamed all parts of India. I
have seen so many differences of Food
and living for different regions.
Personally I have seen so many of my
colleagues are facing health issues due to
unhygienic food and their food.
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Here I started searching to live healthy and Happy with
hygienic food.
In 2015 started Organic farming to produce Vegetables and
Fruits, but not satisfied personally.
In 2018 we decided to open Healthy food based start up and
that would reach all segments of people to help their healthy
living.
Then luckily found that IIMR is an Institution to provide skill
based Training and support for new entrants on Millets and
Millets based products.
Here we connected with NUTRIHUB , learnt a lot of things
and trained on Millets and Millets based products.
●

We are making millets based snacks that are close same as
local food items with affordable prices.

●

Serve the food all day, starts with Healthy Drinks ,
Breakfast, Lunch , Dinner and Snacks.

●

●

●
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Provide quality and unique taste of Millets based food and
especially in Rotis, we are specialized in Stuffed Rotis and
Millets Malt.
We have a strong and expertise team in the areas of
Marketing, Promotions, and Customer relations. We
also maintain Quality check on the Raw material as well
finished product with our expert Quality team due to this
we provide quality food and service to the customers on
Millets based products.
Creating business on three segments of the Customers.
Regular Customers with Pre-Ordering. Monthly Card
Customers. Whole day package with Monthly Card
Customers.

●

We are specialized in Instant Mix like Ragi Protein Malt,
Millet Protein Malt, Ragi Porridge, Mixed Millet Malt
and Millet Power drink.

●

We also make 15 types of Millets based Hot and Sweet
snack items.

●

We servers more than 60 food varieties for dining from
morning till night.

●

In technology, We used the Online Order management
application for billing , KOT, Online delivery status and
customer database.

●

We are connected with Local Online partners to deliver the
food on ordering customers.  

●

We used the digital signature attendance of the employees
to integrate the employees management tool to track the
attendance.

 Key Partners
● Corporate Schools
● Wellness centres
● Nutrition Clinics
● Corporate Canteens
 Key Activities
● Procurement of Millets
● New Product Development.
● Marketing & Distribution.
RSVP: Mr. Gunasekhar Kakularam
Email - sekhar.k@tastyleaf.in
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millet Chief
Founder
Mr. Shyam Babu

INTRODUCTION:
We started the Millets based Start-up in
Aug 2019 with the Name of TastyLeaf.
We are providing purely Millets based
food all entire day starting with Healthy
Drinks, Breakfast , Lunch , Snacks, and
Dinner.
Later we started making Read to Eat
products. Here we are making around
20 types of products which we can use
different Millets.

Address:
# 7-80/37, Tirumala Enclave, Phase 2,
Near Sai Siddhartha High School,
Dhammaiguda, Medchal District,
Hyderabad - 500 083, Telangana
Mobile: 8978488008
Email: milletchef@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Our Monthly Turnover is around Rs. 6
Lakhs.
We are also connected with Food delivery
Partners like Zomato and Swiggy and also
local delivery partners with Freshmigo.
Apart from that we also have our own
delivery channel to deliver the food

based on Phone Orders and Monthly
subscriptions.
We are providing catering services to
their doorstep for any functions and
celebrations.
Our Snacks are selling wholesale to sale
at local departmental stores and bakeries.
We also sell the Raw Millets to the
Customers and Retailers.
I came from an agricultural background
and I am fond of doing cultivation .
Most of my school days were spent in the
Village with my grandparents, so I am
fond of Agriculture for Healthy living.
I worked in the IT for industry around
15 years and roamed all parts of India. I
have seen so many differences of Food
and living for different regions.
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About Us:
 “Millet Chef” is a brand, taken its birth from the innovative
ideas of its Promoters having more than 2 decades of
experience in the food industry.


Motto of the “Millet chef” is to introduce millets in
preparation of traditional food items to match with modern
culture.

 First time in Bakery Food world he has developed Millets
formulated mix (Gluten Free Flour) for replacing Bakery
Maida.
 Developed number of food products with Nutri Cereals
(Millets) which can include in daily foods.
 Worked with Indian Institute of Millets Research (IIMR)
as consultant for new millet bakery products development.

 Main aim of the company is to Prevent Malnutrition by
increasing the consumption of millets, which are rich in
nutrients, such as proteins, vitamins, minerals, fiber, Iron
and Calcium and to support the cultivation of millets.

Vijayanjai V – CFO & Founder

 Modern lifestyle is a reason for unwarranted obesity which
itself is a platform for several health disorders viz., anemia,
hypertension, diabetes etc… the situations prompted the
company to use millets which are free from Gluten.

 Having 6 years experience on Millet Foods R&D.

 She has completed MBA from Andhra University as well
as semi qualified cost accountant and worked as Finance
Analyst for McGraw-Hill Financials.
 Great experience in processing of millet foods especially
for Kids.

 The company extends consultation for startups in millets
food industry as well as already established big food
manufacturers entry into millets food world.
 Millet chef has expertise in development of Ready to eat
foods as well as ready to cook foods.
 Millet chef customizes millet based food products based
on consumer acceptable tastes.
 First time in the Bakery, Sweets and Restaurant food world
we have introduced a complete range of millet based foods.
About founders of the company:
Syambabu Vajjavarapu – CEO & Founder
 He has completed MBA from Andhra University and
worked as Finance Analyst for McGraw- Hill Financials.
 Having more than 20 years hands on experience with food
industry, in this 6 years experience on Millet Foods R&D.
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RSVP: Mr. Shyam Babu
Email - milletchef@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. InnovEAT
Founder
Mr. Sandeep B

Address:
C503 , Janhavi Building,
Swapnil Trisha Appts, Buty Layout
Laxmi Nagar, Nagpur 440022.

INTRODUCTION:

BENEFITS:

InnovEAT products drastically simplify
the nutrition management of cancer
patients with timely functional food made
from 100% plant- based ingredients in
convenient and affordable everyday meals
format. InnovEAT has been established in
the year 2018. We mainly focus on clinical
trials. Our innovation is developed using
freeze drying technology. The product
has been developed for clinical nutrition
purposes like chronic diseases such as
cancer by providing a high protein meal
replacement using Millets.

The benefit for the patient due to our
product is to support the boosted nutrition
of protein required to combat the disease
during and post treatment. As the product
is based on natural ingredients it will
help the patient in easy digestibility of
nutrients. Along with the patients, this
will also aid hospital staff or the patient’s
immediate family by providing the meal
in easy everyday meal format.
The product being high in protein helps
the cancer patient get the necessary
recommended dietary allowance (RDA)
to nourish the cells and maintain the body
weight during the treatment cycle.

Mobile: 8806283850
Email: sandeep@innovEAT.in

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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RSVP: Mr. Sandeep B
Email - sandeep@innovEAT.in
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Nutri Mantra
Founder
Mr. Vamsi Kothamasu

 Smart food for most of the lifestyle
disorders.
 Ingredient Innovation with Rice
shaped millets & Product.
 Innovation with Millets like
Milkshake Instant Mix Powder.
 Immunity Booster food.
 Low Glycemic Index regulator

TEAM:

 Good choice for Diabetes, weight
loss and other lifestyle diseases.

Technology:
Address:
Nutri Mantra, Rd#2,
Green Hills Colony,
Hyderabad 500035, Telangana.

 Millet Rice - Technology from IIMR
 Millet Bi Products - Technology
 from IIMR
 Millet Flour

Mobile: 9885810999
Email: vamsi.kothamasu@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Vamsi Kothamasu
Email - vamsi.kothamasu@gmail.com

 Food boiler & Dryer
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. My Millets
Founder
Ms. Sharon Pradeep

Address:
Plot # 11, H.No. 12-7-2/14,
New Mettuguda,
Secunderabad 500017,
Telangana

Mobile: 9966212211
Email: sharocks.454@gmail.com
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Business Model:
1.

Catering the healthier
options for kids and adults
regarding snacking.

2.

We fulfil their cravings of
having cake, without being
guilty of unhealthy calories.

3.

Making it easy to grab by
making it available at stores
in gated communities,
corporate offices.

4.

Also taking orders and
customising with flavours
suited to client’s taste.

5.

Ready to bake cake mixHelping anyone to bake a
cake at home hassle-free.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

●

We establish trust in our clients by educating them about
how healthy our products are.

●

Sources would be: social media platforms, promotional
events as well

●

By educating them on importance of millets in our diet

●

●

By encouraging bonding amongst families with our easy
to bake Ready mix (baking activity at home instantly)

Our market generally focuses on the age group from 5 to
70 years.

●

As it is millet based it is a soft cup of cake it is easy to
eat and is yummy too.

●

Can cater to a wide range of customers

RSVP: Ms. Sharon Pradeep
Email - sharocks.454@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Kamakshi Fresh
Founder & CEO
Mr. Vijaya kumar Mukku

Introduction:

After attending the IIMR training classes

KAMAKSHI FRESH. We started in the

we got the motivation and interest to man-

month of January of 2020. Our main
product is multigrain Atta.
Our monthly turnover is Rs.50,000. Initially we started selling our products
through pop shop app. Our distribution
mediums are shops and

supermarkets

ufacture Multigrain Atta after knowing
its health benefits instead of using whole
wheat Atta. Multigrain Atta is highly nutritious and contains high amounts of fiber. As we have recently started we need
some time to reach our goals and to improve financial growth.

and we have about 50 distribution channels in ANDHRA PRADESH and TELANGANA.

We deliver our best quality products to
customers in hygienic packing. We are

Address:
VSS Nandadeep Apatments,
Flot No.204, Suchitra Main Road,
Hyderabad-500 055, Telangana
Mobile: 8367555633
Email: vijaykumarmukku7@gmail.com
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creating awareness amongst our consumers by explaining ben-

We offer healthy and easily digestible food products to every

efits of products to them and details of product consumption.

customer segment. Our products are made to satisfy all the age
groups.

RSVP: Mr. Vijaya kumar Mukku
Email - vijaykumarmukku7@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Ayusmat
Proprietor/Founder
Mr. G.Karthick Vinoth

Introduction:

to experiment and make a lot of tasty

I have faced the problem of Obesity from

and healthy dishes using millets

my childhood. And because of that I also
faced a medical problem a few years ago.
Even though I am a very big foodie I decided to go on a diet to tackle my health
problems. While on a diet, hunger was a
major problem for me. So, I decided to
consume low carbohydrate protein-rich
foods like non-vegetarian food. I also
made a switch from white rice to wheat
and consumed it in various forms like
Address:
Periya Andavar Kovil Street,
Chinnamolapalayam, JAMBAI (TP),
Erode, Tamin Nadu.

chapati and wheat upma. But eventually
I got bored of continuously consuming
wheat. I started to face digestive problems so I turned to the millet based diet.
It was the only alternate option to eat my

Mobile: 9943949350
Email: karthickvinoth23@gmail.com
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favourites without being hungry.I started

like

sambar rice, curd rice veg biryani, pongal etc. I started enjoying millets in my
diet, especially it’s special taste and was
glad to find that I did not face any digestive problems and constipation problems
anymore. I ate the millets biryani regularly yet my weight remained constant. It
usually took me a lot of time to make
biryani so I decided to search for an alternate option i.e; Ready-to-Cook biryani
but to my disappointment there was no
millet based biryani alternative available
in the market. That’s when I got the idea
of developing a millet- based biryani option for the health conscious people. We
were into the market of natural sugars
and I then decided to broaden our product

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Our Products

range and add millet based products into it as well. We decided

mutton millet biryani which can fulfill the entire nutritional re-

to venture into millet based Ready-to-Eat foods as well Ready

quirement. We are facing some problems while making our

to Cook foods and enter the local market and digital market. I

products. We are also trying to increase the shelf-life of the

became the founder of AYUSMAT foods and my friend Sugu-

product.We also need some technical guidance regarding pres-

mar co-founded. Now we deal with food and dress marketing

ervation and improving taste profile.

business. We have great family support in the food business as

Our idea is to develop an All-in-one pack (with millet, oil,

we belong to an agricultural background. Now, we need some

masala, powders etc.) and our customers will just have to add

funds to enlarge our idea and promote our products. Our idea
is that as millets are rich in fiber and meat is rich in protein

chicken/ mutton pieces. And then they will have to add equal
amounts of water and keep it for cook it for about 1/2 hour.

we want to develop products like chicken millet biryani and
RSVP: Mr. G. Karthick Vinoth
Email - karthickvinoth23@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Taproot Farms Pvt Ltd
Founder and CEO
Mr. Gopi Krishna

Address:
Flat No. 406, S M R Vinay
Fountainhead, Hydernagar,
Miyapur, Hyderabad
Mobile: 9676783555
Email: care@taprootfarms.in
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TECHNOLOGY:
•

Certified Organic Breakfast Cereals

•

Millet Flakes, Muesli & Energy
Bars

•

Tasty and Innovative Flavors.

•

Onboard farmers and  and teaching
organic farm practices

•

Pay fair price for the farmer’s
produce

•

Traceability – barcode on each
pack to track the farm where it is
cultivated

Business Model:

RSVP: Mr. Gopi Krishna
Email - care@taprootfarms.in
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. The Cornerstone Company
Founder
Mr. K. Nageswararao

Address:
The Cornerstone Company
H.No:1-103, Megha Hills,
Opp: Ileaf locks Sri Sai Nagar,
Madhapur, Hyderabad,
Telangana 500081
Mobile: 9640908888, 9642908888
Email:  knrao2911@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Technology:
● To Start we bought the processing
technology from IIMR. We took  
guidance and training under IIMRHyderabad to create our new product
lines.
● We do Kaizen’s on a regular basis to
create customers by meeting the needs
of customers.
● Focus on Standard product lines
-   Single and Multi Grain & Millets
-   Rice, Floor(Atta)/ Rava/ Snacks/
Instant mix/Energy Drinks.

● We will also sell our products through
Online & App based stores and also
we will develop a Destination store

B to B
● Existed Organized Retail chain stores
● Well known provisional stores
● Millet based Restaurants & Famous
Food Chains
● Government Orders/ Institutional
orders

Business Model:
● We will keep NCS (Neighborhood
Convenient Store/Stall)
Ex: Residential Apartments, Offices
and IT Hubs.
● Stores on wheels- we will keep our
mobile outlets.
Ex: Minerva Mobile Restaurant, etc.

RSVP: Mr. K Nageswararao
Email - knrao2911@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Prakeerthi Greens
Founder
V. Santhi Suneetha

Address:
D.No.18-7-424,
Saibaba Road,
Koritipadu,
Guntur-522007
Mobile: 9110752521
Email: santhi.suneetha@gmail.com
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Introduction:
Creating healthy foods which have
splendid taste is our main objective. Our
Herbs infused millet based health foods
will  target specific needs of people like
Children, Pregnant & Lactating women,
Obese & Diabetic people. Our focus is to
offer the most popular foods in a healthy
format.

●

While Pizzas are good to go, the ready
made mixes require improvement in
shelf life.

●

Noodles require further tweaking of
flavours to make them most sought
after.

Technology:
●

Our Choco requires further development
to improve it’s milk absorption capacity
and increase its shelf life etc.
RSVP: V. Santhi Suneetha
Email - santhi.suneetha@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millets Family
Introduction & Technology:
CEO & Operations Manager
Mr. Madugula Srikanth Reddy

Address:
4-27/1Machanapally
Jammikunta Karimnagar
Telangana 505122
Mobile: 7207655623
Email:  srikanthmadugularsd@gmail.com
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The name of my startup is Millets family Add nutrition to your life. We are coming
up with instant millet-based food products
which can be prepared within 5 minutes.
Initially, we will offer 4 products which
are jowar instant poha mix, jowar instant
upma, foxtail instant bisibelebath and
foxtail veg pulav mix. Our distribution
channels will mainly include our own
website and e-commerce platforms like
amazon. In 2018, my grandfather died
because of mouth cancer even though
he never had the habit of smoking or
drinking.That’s when I realised the fact
that the fast food that we consume is
loaded with chemical additives and lacks
nutrients.Then, I got the idea of providing

healthy food to people at low prices. But
as luck would have it, I got an admission
offer to pursue my post-graduation from
IIT Kharagpur. So, I decided to put my
business idea on hold and went to pursue
my M.Tech. When I was in my last
semester, Covid19 arose and adversely
affected the world and that’s when
everyone realized the importance of
human immunity power. At the same time
during the lock-down period, I started
an interaction session with my friends  
regarding startup ideas. That’s when one
of my friends from the food technology
background suggested that I start a milletbased food products business. It was then
I realised, I could fulfill my dream of
becoming an entrepreneur and providing
nutritious food to people.
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Marketing:
We are expecting to reach 5000 customers per month by the
end of 1st year after entering the market.
We wish to enter public transportation places like railway
stations (through irctc) and bus stands in near future. We are
also planning to market our product at hostels and near software
hubs.
I started researching about millets, their market value and their
availability. I realised that people avoided cooking with the
millets as it was a very time consuming process. That’s when
I came up with the idea of providing instant millet-based food
products which would lead to hassle-free cooking. We faced
a lot of doubts related to establishment and monetary aspects.
Fortunately, I got to know about IIMR and its nutrihub initiative
at the right time and here I am now. My aim is to provide highly
nutritious instant millet-based food products at an affordable
price.

Products:

RSVP: Mr. Madugula Srikanth Reddy
Email - srikanthmadugularsd@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Millet Recipes
Value Proposition:
Founder
Mr. Sriramakrishna K










Millet recipes are famous for the
value proposition: serving food
of a constant quality quickly and
consistently.



Big local events in parks, Gym,
centres, special combo offers







Adding different types of food items.
Services to the specific needs of
individual customers



Good menu & hotel design
Create brand name & reasonable
price
Share facts with employees because
cost reduce
Hotel insurance for risk reduce
Food preparation with standardized
and optimized process
Shortest possibility waiting time &
same product quality all branches

Address:
1-68C, Chinthalapadu,
Tiruvuru, Panchayithi Office,
Chinthalapadu, Krishna Dist,
Andhra Pradesh
Mobile: 9550192198
Email: ksreeram10@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Sriramakrishna K
Email - ksreeram10@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Prana Shakti
Founder
Ms. Ranjeetha

Introduction:
●

●

Planning to create a seamless channel
from the producers to the consumers
whereby the focus is on innovation
rather than daily sales.
Apply for food license and retail
through big players like Ratnadeep,
More, Reliance Fresh, Heritage

●

Millets are a healthy diet and it is the
need of the hour to replace wheat and
paddy.

●

Make the traditional healthy food
available to everyone

●

Making chemical free food available
to everyone

●

Bringing reliable income to farmers
where their livelihoods as well as
nutritional needs are both taken care
from the food they grow

Address:
6-22/3, Sai Nagar Colony,
Opp: Old Police Station,
Rayadurgham, Golconda,
Hyderabad, Telangana – 500008
Mobile: 90323 21146
Email: gouabhayam2013@gmail.com
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RSVP: Ms. Ranjeetha
Email - gouabhayam2013@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Natural and Prosperous Agro Pvt Ltd

Founder
Mr. Nalluri Naveen Kumar

Address:
Alapadu Village, Tsndur Mandal,
Guntur District,
Andhra Pradesh.

Mobile: 6303948745
Email: nallurinaveenkumar02@gmail.com
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Introduction:
Natural and Prosperous Agro Pvt
Ltd is a start-up company which was
established in the year 2020. Mr.
Naveen Kumar is a Founder of N&P
Agro. He has completed his education
in Bachelor of Arts. As Mr. Naveen
Kumar is interested in manufacturing
food processing machineries and he
has developed machinery for Millet.
“Sorghum Pops Maker” the machine
has a minimal price of Rs.50,000.
The machinery is feasible to smallscale and medium-scale business
enterprises. Sorghum Pops maker can
produce 10 kg of pops per hour. With
the support of the CEO of Nutrihub
he has developed the machinery.
The manufacturing unit is located at

Alapadu Village, Tsundur Mandal,
Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh.

After completion of the NEST training
Mr. Naveen Kumar had an Idea of
establishing a manufacturing unit by
February month 2021 with the capacity
of 4-man power initially. Later on
with development of manufacturing
capacity, they will be able to generate
revenue and manpower.
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Distribution Channels -

Motivational:

• Direct Sales

Dr. B Dayakar Rao, the CEO of Nutrihub has motivated
me to develop the machinery and with his guidelines and
support I have developed the machinery with the capacity
of 10kg per hour. Initially,I attended a one-day training
program Entrepreneurial opportunities in the millets
sector. Thereafter I tied up with IIMR in developing
machinery. And after 5 months of hard work I have finally
developed machinery.

• Company website
• Social media site

To Provide employment to the youngsters.

To develop a new technology in food processing.

To bring back the healthy millet snacks with a traditional
and healthy method.
Feasible for all the enterprises.

RSVP: Mr. Nalluri Naveen Kumar
Email - nallurinaveenkumar02@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Jobara Foods Pvt Ltd
Introduction:
Founder
Mr. Shreepad Kulkarni

I wanted to do something worthwhile
which could be regarded as a
‘Contribution’ for the wellbeing of fellow
Citizens addressing most prevalent
issues with the Right Solution.I chose
Nutrition /Food Sector for this purpose
(hence branded - The Right Food) which
will ultimately also help the Agrarian
economy to progress.
We have 2 Directors for Now.

Address:
Nagpur, Maharashtra

We are in connection with 2 Dieticians
to Join the Team and also aligning one
Partner to Manage Outdoor activities in
Geography and one Distributor for Retail
sales.

Firm Name – JoBaRa Foods Pvt Ltd. Est
– Dec 2019
Brand Name – The Right Food
Products – Jowar Idli Mix; Jowar Upma
Mix; Ragi Vermicelli; Jowar Vermicelli;
Jowar Cookies; Ragi Cookies. Will be
adding more products eventually.
Turnover – NA
Online Presence – www.therightfood.in
Distribution – Through Hospitals and
Dieticians ; Direct Sales through Outdoor
activities; Retail Distribution
Type of product we are offering and the
skill to make them understand its benefits
with implementation. Also the Additional
product we are offering free of cost

Mobile: 9284000796
Email: shreepadkulkarni@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Shreepad Kulkarni
Email - shreepadkulkarni@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Urban Eatts Foods Pvt. Ltd.
Introduction:
Proprietor
Ms. Reshma Thakur

Urban Eats Foods Pvt. Ltd started in
2020 is into manufacturing of Milletbased value added products, blended
Masalas and other Food Products. We
are into preservative-free Ready-to-Eat

and Ready-to-Cook Food Products. We
only deliver high quality products that are
guaranteed to satisfy our customers. The
company procures raw materials directly
from the centers of produce to maintain
uniform taste and quality.

Address:
Hyderabad, Telangana
Mobile: 8333859601
Email: puratanherbals@gmail.com

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy
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Achievements
1.
2.
3.

4.

Completed Woman Entrepreneurship Development Program empowered by Walmart.
Graduated from Cherie Blair Foundation for Women’s
Mentoring Women in Business Programme.
Graduated from UNCTAD- Empretec Training Workshop
certified and delivered by United National Conference on
Trade and Development

Framework
5. Received Woman Excellency Award at Indian Woman
Summit 2017 organized by VAY Foundation, Supported
by Consumer Rights Protection Council
6.

Received Navdurga Woman Awards for Excelling in the
field of Entrepreneurship.

7.

Invited as Panelist for WICCI USA-INDIA Business
Summit for Women

Contributed to development of the “Priority Action Road
Map for Woman Economic Empowerment (PARWEE)

RSVP: Ms. Reshma Thakur
Email - puratanherbals@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. EarthyLife
Introduction:
Founder
Mr. Pramod Renigunta

Address:
Flat # EG6, Floatilla Apartments,
Alkapur, Manikonda,
Hyderabad-500089

●

Technology:

Use of Millet husk (Waste Management) that possess natural phenolic antioxidants, antiviral, and
antibacterial properties in composition with other natural & herbal
ingredients to derive an effective
disinfecting, scrubbing, alkalizing
and natural cleansing dish and hand
wash.2.
Graduated from Cherie Blair Foundation for Women’s Mentoring
Women in Business Programme.

● Utilize the processed millets to
prepare Osmania Biscuits.
RSVP: Mr. Pramod Renigunta
Email - renugunta.pramod@gmail.com

Mobile: 9701452065
Email: renugunta.pramod@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Foodxpr
Founder and Co-Founder
M.E. Praveena

Introduction:

Instagram, LinkedIn and Google

Foodxprs is established in July 2019.
Foodxprs serves Packed Meals.

The lunch is prepared in the Foodxprs
kitchen and the food is picked up and
delivered by the Food Xprs Delivery
boys. There are currently 6 Delivery boys
each delivering around 440 Meals per
month.

There are 5 Meal Packages:
Xprs Classic: 2 Rotis, Rice, Dal, Veg
Curry, Veg Salad
Xprs Standard: 4 Rotis, Dal, Veg Curry,
Veg Salad
Xprs Millet: Millet Rotis, Millet Khichdi/
Millet Upma, Dal, Veg Curry, Salad
Address:
8-2-293/82/B/49,
adj. to Road No. 10C,
Gayatri Hills, Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad-500033, Telangana
Mobile: 9966773320
Email: order@foodxprs.com
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Xprs Fresh: Fresh Fruits with Veg Salad
Xprs LIte: Veg Sandwich, Fruit Juice
The current Monthly Turnover is 2600
Meals (₹1.56 Lakhs)
Foodxprs App is available in Android and
IOS on Google Playstore and App Store.
Foodxprs has active presence in Facebook,

Foodxprs is all about door delivering
healthy homemade food and delicacies.
Foodxprs works on a pre-order
subscription model. Users have a choice
to subscribe for monthly and weekly
meal plans. The users also have the
choice to select between 4 different
meal plans according to their dietary
requirements. They also have the choice
to switch between the meal plans during
the subscription period without any extra
cost.

Eat Millets-Stay Healthy

Motivation:
Lack of home-cooked food is always an issue. Difficulty in
making the right choice of food items online, daily ordering.
These are some issues most of the employees working away
from home face.

November 2019, the monthly turnover was ₹9,160 and the
November ‘2020 Turnover is ₹1,50,000/Rated as the Best Homemade Food in Hyderabad by the
customers. Customer’s rating alongwith their feedback on
service, quality, price can be checked on our Google Profile.

With the increasing number of working women in the Indian
workforce, double income families on the rise, hectic working
schedules, cooking food at home is getting difficult.

Delivered 11000 Meals within 1 Year

Foodxprs has started to solve the above complex issues in daily
eating through best meal plans, best execution and affordable
prices.

Approached by Nestle for distribution of their Nestle Ready
to Drink Nescafe Hazelnut Cold Coffee, Neslte Milo in and
around Jubilee Hills, HItech City, Madhapur, Kondapur,
Gachibowli, KPHB Colony

Financial growth:
At the beginning of business operations in the month of

Delivered around 400 Millet Meals in short span of 2 1/2
Months

RSVP: M.E. Praveena
Email - order@foodxprs.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Pinaki Enterprises
Founder
Ms. Megha Namdeo Dubey

Address:
B 108 Pricanko colony
Indore (M.P)-452009

Introduction:
•

Increasing household consumption
of millets to enhance household
nutritional security and to create
demand for millets with focus on
women, children and elderly.

•

Establishing millet retail set-up and
developing millet-based Ready-toEat products.

•

Improving productivity of millet
crop systems through farmers and
making the system profitable.
RSVP: Ms. Megha Namdeo Dubey
Email - megha.namdeo@gmail.com

Mobile: 99260 43624
Email: megha.namdeo@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Greenblaze Energy Pvt Ltd

Founder & CEO
Mr. Kiran Ventrapragada

Introduction:

●

Engineering graduate with over 20 years
of professional and entrepreneurial
experience globally in Agri Forestry,
Mechanization
Services,
Biomass
Manufacturing Industry, IT Consulting
& Commodity Trading. Co-Founder
of www.activecubes.com, a business
analytics company with Fortune 500
clients, acquired by Blue Star Infotech

India has hardly any craft spirits
for young consumers evolving
globally. Scientific hands on farming
experience in producing high
yielding crops

●

Highly
experienced
in
manufacturing & processing

●

Highly experienced in best practices
of domestic & international Agri
commodity trading

●

Excellent connects with wholesalers,
retailers, traders, manufacturers
locally and globally

Agri

Address:
Hyderabad,
Telangana
Mobile: 7702277304
Email: kiranventra@gmail.com
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RSVP: Mr. Kiran Ventrapragada
Email - kiranventra@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/s. Sri Rathna Nature Oil Mills
Introduction:
Founder
S. Saranya

Address:
61, North main Road,
Sri Ram Nagar, Paruthipattu,
Avadi, Kamarajnagar,
Tiruvallur, Tamilnadu
Mobile: 7338883892
Email: saranyasasi315@gmail.com
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SRI RATHNA NATURE OIL MILLS
is a start-up company established in
the year 2019 which is a Partnership
firm located at Chennai . We are
Manufacturers of Cold Pressed Cooking
Oils with a Brand Name called MRS.
GOLDEN LADY . Simultaneously we
decided we are not going to stop with
one product, hence did a huge research
on traditional food practices which
are not into general existence now. We
found Millets are vanishing to a greater
extent. To know more about Millets, we
met Dr. Shivalingam a farmer and the
director for FPO in Dharmapuri district
in Tamil Nadu who explained to us how
Millet was a healthy meal and its health
benefits and why people are disease
prone today by not consuming millets.

We bought millets and distributed to
friends and family and they started asking
us again. We ended up with IIMR to
learn more on the value added products
. Post the training we had a business
idea of manufacturing Pregnancy Millet
Malt for pregnant and Lactating mothers
which will serve the nutritional demands
for undernourished and malnourished
pregnant women to give birth to a healthy
baby.
Products being offered are Groundnut
oil , Sesame oil and Coconut oil .
Our Manufacturing unit is located in
Kanchipuram district of Tamil Nadu.
Key people in Organization - Managing
director is Mr. Karthi Ganesh and Joint
Managing director is Saranya Karthi
Ganesh .
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Since we started our production early in 2020 and due to
Pandemic the production is paused and we are planning to start
at the end of December . Planning to launch online in Amazon
, Flipkart
Distribution Channels •

Direct Sales

•

Company website

•

Social media site

•

Retail sales

It was a spark that came to me after I and my dad had a
formal discussion at home on traditional foods and the present
adulterated foods that causes alarming health problems in the
present generation. He was also sharing his experience of how
he used to get Ghani cooking oil those days in containers which
have the nutty aroma and taste. On the other hand, me and my
wife were also victims of consuming junk foods which lead to
health issues, as being into the IT profession for more than a
decade we decided it’s time to quit.
We both decided to start a business which should have a
strong purpose to serve people in terms of healthy food. Being
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passionate to become entrepreneurs, we had passion plus
purpose to serve people with traditional healthy foods.
We started Sri Rathna nature oil Mills in the year 2019 with
a vision to bring back age old traditional healthy foods in all
our cuisine’s and consumers’ most trusted brand in terms of
product value and customer satisfaction.

Funds Flow Since Inception
Promoters

NA

Loans(Institutional)

NA

Others

NA

Investments

Spent : Rs 2, 41,000 for
Equipment/Machineries (Laptops/
Computers /Printers)
Regulatory Licenses (FSSAI, Udyog
Aadhaar, GST & Company PAN
registrations)
Trademark Registration
GS1 India Barcodes Registration
Label Designing, Website development

RSVP: S. Saranya
Email - saranyasasi315@gmail.com
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Technical & Business Support by

M/S. SRI VELAVAN AGRO
Mr. K. V. Sivaramakrishnan
Cell: 98430 83040

Export our products to Overseas:

I started a Sales and Distribution business as a consumer

Create an identity for our brand: The products being sold

goods distributor. Through that company, which ran a small

should be the beneficiary of people. Making all three of
these things possible is our biggest dream. We worked very
confidently for that, Ignorance, Failures, Diligence and beyond

business with a bank loan, I was able to buy and distribute a
popular used item from a foreign company. Later, I worked
with a telecom company.

many things, now we made our goals possible – Proudly

The lesson of knowing the mindset and attitude of the

says by the couple Sivaramakrishnan Anuradha. Having

customers is only available. If you work down the aisle. I

successfully moved the business dream and quickly touched

got these experiences through consumer goods distribution.

the fort of success, they are making small grain value additions

The business was going really good. We only gained

and exporting abroad. Following my grandfather, my father
also ran a rice mill. But I did not pay much attention to that
profession; working abroad was my biggest dream since I was

basic informations through the courses like MBA .But the
experience over the customer’s mentality and satisfactory
note was realized once we directly started working in depth

young. After completing mamba, I worked for a few years in

with consumer goods. At a point of time, with our experience

the sales department of a private company in Chennai. At one

we got a chance to link up with multinational companies and

point the situation arose where I had to come to Trichy. Then

exported pearl millet and sorghum seeds throughout Tamil
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nadu. Amidst despite my father’s medical condition was low

We buy quality products from formers. In that, we add value

I was in a situation to manage over my father’s rice milling

without adding any chemical compound .we sell a variety of

business.

food items, such as snacks and desserts that use whole grain

Only by processing rice in society of vast rice millers we can’t

as Ready to eat goods .these three types of food products

get a separate identity for our products. This was a striking point

was really helpful towards the attraction of customers. We

over my mind. From my college days I was very conscious

concentrate over the satisfaction and demands.

about the future for our business must have some specific

After attaining a point of growth we made a focus over

identity. In search of this question mark we got a gate for this

exporting manufactured goods .we are now exporting to

business. As he said, after this point they started to export value

multiple countries including USA, Singapore. Across hundreds

added millet goods with proper experience. His wife also tied

of products including healthmix, vermicelli, cold pressed oils,

her hand with him in this business at that time.

millet based flours, also we make an eye with developing

She said that“theirs wasn’t a business family. He motivated

innovative goods. Rice milling unit was also moving in a sound

me to do MBA only after marriage, since it will help us to

manner, in addition with traditional rice exportation.

carry forward our business in a successful way .in this stage of

We faced various setbacks in the beginning .until we found

search, we ventured to go with value addition for millet. From
2016 till 2018 we started approaching & participating multiple
training and sites to learn about the millet value addition. At the

a sign for ourselves, the challenges would come and go.
Accordingly, we worked patiently

coarse time I was up to handle our business.
In between all our struggles and searches we planned to test run
various value added millet products and made sales over vast
ranges. Also we launched a separate organization in the name
of SRI VELAVAN AGRO. It took some time to get confidence
over our business line at initial stages, but still we were really
rigid about our success in future. So what we started doing
various products. With a glad smile we started a separate brand
named BLISSTREE in 2018. In earlier stages of their journey
we participated in n number exhibitions and showcased their
brand products and preached well.
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